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PART ONE  
My Italy, though talk is vain
before the fatal wounds
which have so often marred your
lovely body...
Petrarca
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Chapter One  
A Strange Education  
Although in the records at the registrar's office in the city of Florence, Italy, my birth is recorded
as falling in the month of August of the year 1912, my life effectively began in 1929.  In the winter of that
year, after a laborious and very painful reevaluation, I liberated myself of all the ideas -- ideas which were
for the most part nothing more than prejudices -- which had resulted from a strange education. Then, after
a period of much skepticism and pessimism, I began to gradually construct my own conception of the
world on the basis of my experiences. This rebuilding of my personality is far from complete even to this
day, and may well be modified in the future. This state of continual search and eternal doubt is not always
very agreeable; it is, however, more satisfying to me than the acceptance of any of the ideologies that
allow most people to relax lazily with a certain sense of ease.
Even though I tried to construct my personality according to my experiences in the world, it
would be vain to deny that my earlier life history, from the perspective of heredity and education, did not
have a considerable influence on me. The influence of what I saw, heard, absorbed and learned before the
year 1929 is largely confined to my subconscious; none of the doctrines and ideas that I considered to be
mine before that date remained without having been subject to a severe critical evaluation. I think, 
though, that it would be fitting to acknowledge, at the start of these memoirs, the experiences of my 
childhood, in order to provide some insight into my present and future attitudes.
* * *
My family belongs to the Jewish petit bourgeoisie of Florence. I was born and lived the first
years of my childhood in the home of my maternal grandparents Carlo and Bice Passigli. My grandfather
was a businessman who had retired before the First World War with a small savings which he watched,
with truly Jewish trepidation, as it shrank with the inflation. I believe that my great-grandparents, Cesare
and Rosa Passigli, must have lived in the ghetto for part of their lives, and must have been admitted into 
Italian society by the liberal reforms of the Risorgimento. My grandfather therefore, perhaps with
reflexive memories of the past, was naturally a liberal: he was always against Fascism, yet as part of the
group who, through free trade, was able to pass from a condition misery to one of relative comfort, he was 
equally opposed to any radical movement for social reform.
My mother, Amelia, had the minimal education that every Jewish family feels obligated to give
its children. I consider her to have been endowed with an uncommon intelligence and sensitivity, and
above of all, an insatiable thirst for truth and justice. Until a relatively advanced age, she cultivated an
intellectual freshness and enthusiasm for confronting problems which, in some cases, were superior to my 
own. I remember, for example, her passion for learning when she took some courses in Paris at the
Sorbonne and the College de France.
Her overriding characteristic is a need for justice and coherence that prevents her from
compromising, even on trivial matters; and this has resulted in more than a few problems for her. Her
need to delve into problems and to discover new things is not, however, accompanied by what one would
call a rational outlook; on the contrary, she leans towards mysticism and spirituality, which has furnished
us with topics for endless discussions. When my mother is convinced of something, she is fully 
convinced, blocking out every doubt, and she is quite capable of sacrificing herself and others for what
she thinks is right. Given that her convictions are not always the fruit of objective reasoning, this
characteristic subjects her to a kind of fanaticism. However in her interactions with me, except during my
adolescence, she left me rather free to develop as I pleased, something for which I will always be grateful.
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I have very few memories of my father, Guido DeBenedetti, who died when I was only six. He
came from a family that was somewhat more intellectual than my mother's. (My paternal grandfather, 
Abraham or "Nino" whom I never knew, was a high school teacher.) Of my father I know only that he
adored my mother; I was told that he was intelligent, but lacking in those qualities required for success in
life. He was an employee at the Post Office. He was a Mason and sympathized with socialist causes. I
regret having no more details about facets of his personality for which my memory does not serve me.
Such was the character of my family.
The life of this family took place in a second floor apartment on a side street in Florence. The
apartment was relatively large, but nevertheless rather modest and furnished in the questionable taste of
an self-made businessman.
The first years of my childhood were spent in this home in a gloomy setting. I only have vague
memories predating the death of my father. I remember some disconnected and unimportant events: Many
days during the First World War my family ate potatoes, but for me there was always good bread and
plenty of good food. I remember that on some evenings my father would stay with my mother and me, 
entertaining me by designing and building marionettes that he carved out of wood with a penknife.
The situation in my family certainly was not ideal for a growing boy. My grandfather had a heart
of gold, but an irascible temper. He was prone to violent outbursts at the dinner table about the amount of
salt in his soup. My parents were certainly not completely happy living in my grandparent's house (as my
mother later confided to me) but they were forced to live there due to financial problems.
The apartment did not have adequate air or light for the healthy physical or spiritual growth of a
young child. All in all, however, the conditions in which I spent my childhood were quite a bit better than
those of most of my peers in Florence. Now, familiar with life in an American suburb, airy and full of
greenery, with its neat little private homes, my old apartment in Florence seems dark and unhealthy. 
Spending my childhood in Florence certainly has had a marked influence on my personality: my
maternal language is Italian, the pure Italian which is spoken on the banks of the Arno, and my artistic
sensibility cannot but be influenced by the beauty of the artistic and natural treasures of my native city. It
is therefore natural that, without undue patriotism or provincialism, I retain a certain attachment to my 
Italian and Florentine roots.
The education that my mother gave me in my early childhood years was, as far as I can
remember, exemplary. She tried to develop a sense of responsibility and to instill a certain seriousness
about life. On the rare occasions when she punished me, she tried to point out what I had done wrong, so 
that the outcome would be a desire to better myself. Besides, she never used corporal punishment; her
disapproval was mostly symbolic. The most common form of punishment, and the one that had the most
profound effect on me, was refusing my good-night kiss at bedtime; also, occasionally she withheld my
fruit at the end of a meal. I don't remember many details of my behavior in this first phase of my life, but I
have been told that my family was more concerned by my inactivity than by tantrums or bad behavior.
At five years of age my favorite form of play was building with blocks. I had a box full of
wooden blocks and little columns with which I built unstable architectural structures on the floor. These
inspired the admiration of my indulgent relatives and when someone wondered aloud whether I might
grow up to be an engineer, this comment stuck in my mind to the point that those wooden structures
directed all my future studies. Throughout my childhood and adolescence, I could not imagine  myself
going into any other profession than engineer. I prepared to enter the polytechnical high school and only
changed my mind when I was on the verge of entering the School of Engineering.
A man's whole life can be determined by a single casual statement overheard during his
childhood. Until I was twenty years old, because of this statement, I considered the profession of engineer
as that best suited to my intellectual abilities. And so, to prepare me for polytechnical school, even before
the death of my father, my mother began to teach me to read and write. Her instruction was caring; she
was serious without being rigid, and I seem to have learned without much difficulty, using my pen and 
books as though they were toys.
I had no religious instruction whatsoever, and I am grateful to my family for having spared me
the painful effort of liberating myself from it. My grandfather was aware of being Jewish, but he was not
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observant. He fasted on Yom Kippur and, although prosciutto was admissable at our table, he would not
permit pork to be cooked in our kitchen. This minimal respect for tradition -- truly minimal, as is clear to
those who know how rigid and numerous are the laws of the Jewish religion -- had no religious content: it
was simply an affirmation of his own Jewishness that he cared to hold onto. But I remember that my 
parents did not respect even those last residual traditions, and during Yom Kippur they would take their
meals in another room out of respect for my grandfather.
I was taken to the synagogue a few times, but this experience made no great impression on me. I
was surprised when I found out that our acquaintances included both Jews and non-Jews, and it took me a
while to figure out what that meant. Even now, though I know what it means, I don't know the difference.
* * *
At about six years of age I was faced the first turning point in my life, due to the death of my
father and the start of school. My father died of the Spanish influenza which was a consequence of the
First World War; his disappearance overturned my mother's life so completely that it inevitably had a
profound effect on my own.
During my father's illness I was removed from the house for fear of contagion. When I went back
home, I was told that my father was convalescing in a nursing home and that he would be gone for some
time. But I knew the trick, which had already been used on a little cousin whose father had been killed a
few months earlier in the war. I immediately suspected just what kind of home my father was in. I did not
express my doubts to anyone, perhaps not wanting to complicate the already difficult family situation
with the need to comfort me, or perhaps also because I preferred to remain in doubt rather than have my 
fears confirmed.
But upon reflection, I can't rule out the possibility that my silence was somewhat more
egotistical. I didn't know what kind of behavior was expected from a boy who had just learned that he was 
an orphan and, afraid of not being up to the demands of the occasion, I preferred to feign ignorance. This
way at least I was left in peace, otherwise I would have become the center of attention, and thus might
have created an embarrassing situation for myself. I didn't want to cry, and was afraid that this might be
considered shameful. Furthermore the idea that the old ladies who came to pay their respects would also 
try to comfort me, was a horrifying prospect. The only way I could be left alone, it seemed to me, was by
keeping silent, and so I stuck to it.
A little while later, maybe a few weeks later, we went to the country, as we did every year during
the hot summer months. That year my grandparents rented a flat in a little villa in Fiesole. I do not
remember spending much time with my mother during that sad summer. As she did in all the following
years, my mother spent most of her time shut in her room dwelling on her grief and her memories. From
that time on, even though she was still young, her life as a woman was over. She kept herself busy
exclusively with spiritual problems and humanitarian activities, and of course, with my education.
That summer many of our friends and relatives were in Fiesole scattered in various houses and
villas not far from our own. From time to time I went on walks with my grandfather and I was frequently
taken to friends' houses where I could be with boys of my own age. Among these were Giuliano Treves
and Gualtiero Procaccia, who were distant relatives, and my best friends. Giuliano had lost his mother to
the influenza and Gualtiero's father, Giorgio, had died in the war.
That summer, and in the following summers, my mother spent much of her time with Gualtiero's
mother. The two widows became close because of the similarity of their situations. Together they began
to practice spiritualism, hoping to make contact with their departed loved ones. One of Giuliano's aunts,
who was reputed to be a medium, wrote letters which she claimed were inspired by, or dictated by, spirits
of the departed. She put her hypothetical powers at the disposal of my mother and Gualtiero's mother, and 
they brought home bundles of paper covered with scrawled letters. Some of the pages actually bore
written messages from their dead husbands presumably channeled through Gualtiero’s aunt. The
messages were written in a hand that at times strangely resembled the writing of the purported authors.
These were of utmost importance to my mother, who would read me a few lines. One day she brought
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home a prayer which I was supposed to learn and to repeat every night before going to sleep, and which I
did for many years. The prayer was neither religious nor morbid; it appealed to a "great omnipotent God,"
who, even though he may not have done any good, at least he didn't do any harm.
But otherworldly concerns absorbed my mother more than it was reasonable to expect. In this
dejected and debilitating period she undertook, together with Gualtiero's mother, the search for a faith
which could comfort her in her grief and give her the will to live. Thus the two friends began to go to
lectures and to frequent the strange haunts of mystics, until finally they believed they had found the
"truth" in Theosophy.
Those who wish to know about theosophy can read the vast literature on the subject. The 
Theosophical Society is an international organization whose general beliefs entail universal brotherhood 
and the search for truth. But behind this organization, whose principles are so broad, is a fantastically
complicated doctrine, a doctrine in which many of its members believe blindly and observe faithfully. It is
a strange mixture of Indian mysticism and Western bigotry, of high ideals and crude superstition. The
doctrine of Theosophy includes all areas of science and ignorance, from reincarnation to the structure of
the atom, from the hereafter to the evolution of the species, from the cosmos to the kitchen. The believer
has access to a whole pseudo-scientific literature based on the beliefs of people who claim to have
extraordinary supernatural powers and who provide the most extravagant explanations on any subject
whatsoever. Occasionally science, with its progress, has proved a few details wrong: the theosophical
authors had all too rashly approached a subject that was verifiable.
In any case, the rest of my education was steeped in theosophy, and this eventually necessitated 
an intense re-evaluation to destroy its effects. I do not regret this aspect of my education: it gave me an
intellectual flexibility, awakened in me an interest in fundamental principles, and allowed me to clearly
see how easily once can get lost in the strangest of fantasies when reason is abandoned.
During my childhood my grandfather took me on long walks in the enchanting environs of 
Florence. These walks continued for a while after I started elementary school, on Thursdays and Sundays
which were vacation days. As he walked, my grandfather talked: although I do not remember the gist of
what he said, I am convinced that these walks had a marked influence on my development. I think 
especially that this was how I acquired my solid middle class common sense.
My grandfather talked about political events and tried to instill a sense of patriotism. Once,
returning from Piazzale Michelangelo, he spoke of the events in Fiume, portraying Yugoslavia, which had
recently been created, as a nation of ingrates towards Italy, whose sons had spilled their blood to allow
Serbia to expand its borders. 
A few chance encounters during these walks illustrate my grandfather's unconscious reactionary
ideas. Once, for example, he complained that the peasants no longer acknowledged the better dressed city
residents with a "good day, sir" as they had done in the past -- as though they should feel honored that we
deigned to visit the fields that were bathed in their sweat. This took place near Fiesole. 
Another time we met a man who was walking with his wife on the Viale dei Colli. The two were
fairly well dressed, but my grandfather observed that the man was from the working class because his
hands bore the signs of manual labor. My grandfather took the opportunity to comment upon how life had
improved for the proletariat. While he approved of this, he also expressed doubts about pushing these
positive changes too far. At this time, the proletariat was called the "fourth class" and my grandfather
pointed out that in every history book, only three classes were mentioned -- the clergy, the nobility and
the bourgeoisie -- and the fourth class was nothing but a dangerous invention of socialist demagoguery. In 
other words he completely denied the existence of the proletariat as a social force.
Meanwhile, immediately after the war, Italian politics was being disrupted by workers and
peasants who, returning from the front, expressed their dissatisfaction with the existing social structure
and were determined to change it. This was a one of the most favorable periods for socialist propaganda
because it resonated with the less affluent classes who were disillusioned by the outcome of the war and
embittered by the contrast between their poverty and the wealth squandered by the profiteers.
The leftist movement took a typically Italian form, it was loud and disorganized. The people had 
not found leaders to follow, or a party with the theoretical groundwork to guide them to success. As a
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result they took advantage of political demonstrations to plunder stores of food and other necessities;
workers occupied the factories, but couldn't organize production. The disarray and disorganization of the
movement spelled its defeat, and soon the people realized that a stolen piece of bread or pair of shoes 
could not solve their problems, and that the movement created disorder without imposing any order of its
own. And so the effect of the strikes and the "red days" was simply to scare the bourgeoisie.
During our walks my grandfather explained that the "right" was better than the "left," speaking of
checks and balances and rates of international currency exchange to bolster his point of view. My young 
mind concluded that the rightists were "good" and the leftists were "bad." One day, walking along a road I
saw the slogan, "Long Live Fascism" scrawled on a wall. I asked my grandfather the meaning of Fascism
and he answered that it was a political party which was against liberals. In response to my insistent 
questioning as to whether the party was on the right or the left, he replied that Fascism was on the
extreme right. I concluded that the Fascists were the best of all the political parties, and none of my
grandfather's protestations against the dangers of extremism could change my mind. This was my first
contact with Fascism, an episode which demonstrates the effects of "right-wing" propaganda.
I judged political events on these grounds until the day I began to think for myself. In my youth,
I believed in the claims of the party propaganda -- Fascism was the defender of the nation and the law. On 
the other side were the "reds" who represented only violence and evil. As a consequence I was indignant
about the blood shed by the socialists, and I thought that Fascist reprisals were heroic acts by pure
defenders of justice. The insults to the national flag, the strikes, the late trains -- often the trainmen
refused to proceed when a priest or military official was discovered on board -- all seemed unjustified. It
never occurred to me that these acts might be the result of disillusionment about the war or a commitment
to social justice.
When Giovanni Berta was killed I was profoundly moved and angered. An industrialist's son,
Berta was thrown into the Arno from the Ponte Sospeso by thugs provoked by the tricolor flag on his
bike. It is hardly surprising then, that at ten years of age I greeted the news of the March on Rome with
great joy.
* * *
When I was about six years old I started school. I was placed second grade since I already knew
the basics of reading and writing, and from then on I was always a year ahead of my classmates. I started
school after the start of the scholastic year and for that reason I was not admitted to public school. I was 
sent to a very snobbish Catholic school, which I can barely remember, run by English nuns. But at the end
of the year my mother had me take the exam to be admitted to public school, where I completed the next
two grades of elementary school. 
During this time, I had no contact with any of my classmates. I was accompanied to and from
school by a family-member as befit a young "gentleman" who was not considered capable of crossing the
street by himself. This privilege was reserved for the sons of working class families who were then
disparaged as "street-boys." "You're like a street-boy!" my mother would say when my attire did not
conform to the requisite esthetics and cleanliness appropriate to my class.
After elementary school I attended middle school for four years; I remember these four years as if
I warmed the school benches for just a few hours. In the second year my schoolmates clued me in on the
secrets of sex, in a most disgusting way, and for several years my language was quite foul, even though I
didn't always know the meaning of the words I was using.  
After middle school, since I was going to be an engineer, I attended the Science High School
instead of taking the traditional classical curriculum. As a result my education in the humanities is not as
good as it could have been, and my scientific education did not benefit either since, in any case, I would 
have studied science later.
Everything I was taught in middle school was completely lost on me, even though my teachers 
were satisfied with my performance and gave me decent grades. I didn't appreciate any of the literature 
we studied -- The Illiad, Eneide, I Promessi Sposi -- nor do I remember anything about ancient history. I 
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learned geography later, I would say "experimentally" and so, too, with French. Those four years of
school were wasted on me.
However, things were different in Science High School. I was passionate about chemistry, 
biology, and mathematics from the beginning.  History was taught by a teacher who had a very subtle and 
quick mind, who tried to infuse into our immature brains the significance of events and the character of
various historical periods. Professor Porzio was an old populist who loved to spice up the historical
narrative with interesting stories. In this manner, he awakened our interest and taught us, without being
obvious, to sympathize with the oppressed against the oppressors, with the exploited against the tyrants.  
According to the curriculum in those days, history professors were also assigned to teach history
of philosophy. But the good man was a historian, and he had no interest in philosophy. From the first day, 
he told us sarcastically that this discipline searched for first principles and final purposes, but that no two
philosophers agreed with each other -- his own position was between agnosticism and skepticism -- and 
he restricted his course to the exposition of various systems, from the ancient Greeks to Bergson, without
taking any of them too seriously and without missing any opportunity for sarcasm. This caldron of
opinions created quite a bit of confusion in my young mind, but I fondly remember my grey-bearded 
professor of history of philosophy, convinced that his lessons had a considerable influence on my later
development.
As to literature I always did rather well, without ever having been too deeply moved by it.
At that time the Italian curriculum was based on the reforms of Gentile. Gentile was an idealistic
philosopher who placed himself at the service of the Fascists and oriented Italian schools along the lines
of his philosophical principles. From a certain perspective, Gentile's reforms were not terribly bad. The 
purpose of learning was to shape the student's personality, rather than to grasp practical ideas; humanism
was emphasized, as well as the study of literature and Latin. Boys and girls at the age of ten or twelve
wrote essays on esthetics, and were invited to express their opinions on a given piece of poetry or prose. I
succeeded reasonably well with these tasks, even if I did not resonate under the influence of certain
literary works.
From my perspective, the shortcoming of Gentiles' reforms was to minimize the importance of
scientific culture. Like any idealistic philosopher, Gentile must have considered science to be a dry
subject -- a collection of disconnected thoughts incapable of molding a mind. In my opinion, however,
science can give not only intellectual satisfaction, but can also inspire a young mind, more so even, than
can be gleaned from reading a piece of poetry. No work of Italian or Latin literature has ever inspired me
as much as when I learned the laws of evolution, or when, in natural science class, I became aware of the
presence of the simple and pure beauty hidden in nature. And the harmony of the laws of nature is for me
far superior to any strains of Dante.
From the advent of Fascism and through the first few years of its ascendance, the administration
of Italian schools was sound. The professors' integrity was truly extraordinary, especially considering
their meager earnings. As a general rule, they were no longer young and they had considerable
experience; often they were also very knowledgeable and had a real interest in their subject matter.
Schools were completely divorced from religion until the time that the Fascists reconciled with
the church. At that time, Catholic religious instruction was introduced into the schools for one hour a
week, from which students could be excused at the request of their parents. On the bare walls of the
schoolrooms, there had always been a photograph of the king; after a while a crucifix came to keep him
company, and later still, a photo of Mussolini made its appearance, with eyes bulging out of their sockets.
Upon leaving high school, so much culture was stuffed into the poor head of an 18-year old boy
that he could not have assimilated, or at least marginally learned, anything more without resorting to
physical violence. Unfortunately, it was a "scholastic" education, which aimed at teaching what had been
written in books, and not actual life in the real world. Well-turned phrases, resonant words, and lots of
adjectives were the marks of a classical education. The purpose of the system was to teach us to write
well about what had already been written by others, instead of to express our own thoughts about the
world around us, or our own observations and reactions to the world. The result was that we appeared to
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be educated to those who, in turn, had been educated in the same manner. Rhetoric and pompousness,
these sorry Italian traits infected us from our first years on the school benches.
The only religion that I was taught in school, perhaps the only religious education that I ever had,
was the religion of the Greeks and Romans. This is the religious education which most educated Italians
receive -- to the extent that, it could be said that Italy is more pagan than it is Catholic.
* * *
Relations with my classmates were simple and cordial. There was some profanity and lots of
cheap humor, but beneath it all, much solidarity and friendship. I wonder what happened to my high
school classmates. How many of them were sent away, far from their homes to fight and perhaps to die?
In school the subject of politics surfaced relatively infrequently, but Fascism's hand became
steadily heavier, and already in the early years when I was in school, it was possible to foresee a time 
when the schools would be completely subservient to the Fascist regime. In my last year of high school
all the students in my class, with only one or two exceptions, were members of Fascist organizations. Our
principal actively engaged in propaganda, but none of the professors ever discussed politics in their
classes, and the education which was imparted to us was not yet twisted by a political agenda. In fact,
most of the teachers were suspected of having anti-fascist views.
The hours I spent on the high school benches were mostly quite pleasant. Though I did not study
much at home, I was always able to make decent grades. I spent several years without many worries in
this regard. I was never a timid student; on the contrary I often went to the opposite extreme of becoming 
impertinent. If I lacked energy in my earlier years, I acquired a goodly dose of it later on. At school I
could not keep still, and my conduct was not at all disciplined. This unruliness, though, did not displease
either my friends or my teachers, who reproached me good-naturedly, and occasionally made me leave 
the room without thinking any less of me.
During my last years before college, I was less isolated than I had been, and I spent much time
with my schoolmates and other boys of my age. My friends in high school were not very remarkable and
none of them, as far as I know, made a name for themselves in the years that followed. In general they
came from the petite bourgeoisie of Florence and were perhaps of a slightly poorer class, the recently
formed Science High School being less "refined" than the Classical High School. 
Therefore, my friends at the time represented a cross-section of Florence, with no snooty
pretensions or foreign contacts. My high school friends had all the virtues and defects of our common 
Florentine mentality: they were brilliant, vivacious and skeptical. We prized a witty saying more than a
good deed: there was a real manic quality to our wittiness, and everyone constantly teased each other, not
out of mean-spiritedness, but for the sheer pleasure of sharpening one's wits in quick verbal repartees of
insults and retorts.
None of my friends had any serious or profound ideas or aspirations. Fanaticism of any kind, 
including any political or religious fervor, was unknown in our class. Only one of my schoolmates,
having been educated by Jesuits, truly believed in Catholicism, and all the others saw him as a strange 
specimen of some nearly extinct species.
When we were not talking about our studies or involved in pointless teasing, our main topic of
conversation was sports, or rather, il tifo. This word describes the attitude of those who read the "Sports
Gazette," and made a noisy fuss over this or that particular team, or this or that particular athlete, without
ever going onto the playing field themselves. This fictional enthusiasm was probably the outcome of the
dearth of the kind of ideals that might inspire real passion.
Mainly our enthusiasm revolved around the "Fiorentinas," the local soccer team; when Italian
teams or athletes competed internationally, the tifo took on a nationalistic tinge. All the so-called
patriotism shown by Italians during the Fascist wars was never substantially different from rooting for
their sports teams. The average Italian never made an in-depth study of what was best for our country. He
wanted victory for the Italian army, just as he yearned for a win for his soccer team.
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Our conversations were often colored by extreme profanity, which delighted most of the class,
almost as though it was proof of one's virility. In our scholarly life, lack of discipline was valued over
good behavior, and whoever received a grade of ten for good behavior could not expect any respect from
his peers. The most prized intellectual gifts were wit and the ability to get ahead without too much effort.
Persistence and concentrated effort were scorned.
The character of an Italian class is profoundly different from that of an English or American
class. In Italy the class is bound by ties of solidarity against the school authorities. A student does not
perceive himself as an individual who wants to learn; he is not interested in loyal collaboration with his
teachers. Rather he sees himself as part of a group whose interests are opposed to his professors. Thus,
deceiving them by copying, or by allowing one's work to be copied, or by suggesting answers to a
classmate who is being interrogated, is considered not just legitimate, but even commendable.
I frequently passed answers to my neighbors, and I devised a particularly ingenious method for
signaling answers to students who were being questioned. I remember once, in my first year of high
school, I took a written chemistry exam with an extremely strict professor -- one who was considered
impossible to cheat. I wrote a long list of formulas on my thigh, which was normally covered by my short
pants, and it so happened that the test covered exactly the formulas which I had written down. Naturally I
received an outstanding grade. All my friends considered this scheme to be quite an achievement, rather
than the act of disloyalty that it really was.
Such a scholastic ethic shows an inability to impose discipline upon oneself and a disregard for
the importance of individual responsibility. These attitudes do not completely disappear as the years pass 
and the little scholars become adult citizens; and one can't deny that this state of affairs contributed to
creating the conditions which allowed the victory of Fascism.
Unfortunately, with or without Fascism, the lack of a civic sense has always been one of the
dominant weaknesses of the Italian people, probably originating in centuries of foreign occupation, during
which Italians came to regard government as the enemy. This lack of civic pride is cultivated in the
schools where the child learns to cheat his teacher so that later he will be able to cheat the tax collector.
The character of my high school class, which I have tried to reconstruct in my mind, 
corresponded to that of the general population of Florence. Furthermore while there are differences
between various parts of Italy, the "scholastic ethic" which I describe above, is the same throughout the
country. The Florentines are a people with an old civilization and they have seen much water flow under
their Ponte Vecchio. Many governments have come and gone; many illusions vanished. So they are 
fundamentally skeptics, but they still have a quick wit and an active intelligence. The extraordinary
natural and artistic beauty of their city has nurtured their good taste; but there is but one small step
between refinement and decadence.
* * *
And now let's go back home to see what happened in my family.
During the entire time that I was in school, my life at home was influenced by my mother's
theories on theosophy. In turn, I was introduced to the theosophical groups, instructed in its doctrine, and 
initiated into its various mysteries.
In the early years, theosophical gatherings were held in the home of an elderly woman who
insisted on being addressed as "Countess" even though she was no such thing. She loved to strut through 
her rooms posing as a patron of the arts. The leader of the Florentine theosophists was a French professor,
Emile Marcault, who was employed in the philosophy department of the University of Pisa. I remember
him as an intelligent, articulate man, certainly a person of much greater breadth than the theosophists
whom I subsequently met. Later, when the Fascists expelled foreign professors from Italian universities,
Mercault returned to France where he was director of the Theosophical Society of France until the
German invasion.
I was introduced to the theosophists of Milan when my mother took me to the city to visit my 
aunt. There, I was invited to attend a meeting of a recently formed para-theosophical society called "The
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Ideal Knight." At the meeting, members were dressed in strangely embroidered blue and white tunics and
they referred to each other as Pages, Squires and Knights. They entered the room following a pre-
determined ceremony and sat in a circle while executing complicated rituals: they appeared to be
reenacting the knights of King Arthur sans peur et sans reproche. It was a painful spectacle of cheap
mysticism, based on the most absurd medieval traditions. But my childish imagination was swept up in
this exercise of nobility and gallantry, and when a knight placed his hand on my head as I kneeled before
him, and proclaimed me a Page of The Ideal Knight, I was profoundly moved. This ceremony, this
vestige of feudalism, stirred up such enthusiasm in me, that I returned to Florence eager to spread the
word of this ridiculous organization.
My enthusiasm would probably have spent itself without any unpleasant consequences if, one
awful day, my mother had not received a visit from one of the most narrow-minded men I have ever met.
This man insisted on being called Professor Dammeno although he had never completed his coursework
in mathematics at the University of Pisa. He was a recent convert to Theosophy and a zealous proponent.
In his small way, he was ambitious, and he was tickled at the thought of becoming president of a group of
boys. 
At twenty-four Dammeno was still young, small, dark, with a large red nose and low forehead. To 
compensate for his small stature, he wore heels that were two centimeters higher than those worn by other
western males; to compensate for his intellectual insignificance, he abused the title of professor. His pants
were always hitched up above the ankle and his jackets always too tight. His smile, which reached from
ear to ear, was affected and unspontaneous. His quick and lively eyes never had a moment's rest, and his
whole being was in a state of constant agitation, always bustling with matters of no importance.
Professor Dammeno knew how to do anything and everything better than any other mortal, but he
was too modest to brag about it. In his goodness, though, he was generous enough to demonstrate to the
inexpert common public the correct way to approach various problems. Dammeno taught us boys how to
sleep in the correct position, how to breathe, how to walk and so on. He taught my mother how to wrap
her packages, how to knock on the door, how to use a penknife, and many other equally precious things.
This individual was for many years my mother's and Gualtiero's mother's best friend, and our education 
was in part entrusted to his capable hands.
Naturally Dammeno was enthusiastic about the whole idea of The Ideal Knight, and in no time
the other child theosophists and I were garbed in white tunics. We made the rounds of all the antique
stores in the city--and there is no scarcity of them in Florence--to find old lamps, old swords, old goblets
and other articles needed for the ceremonies. Having obtained all the necessary accessories, we held our
first meeting under the presidency of Dammeno who, with his large nose and red face emerging from his
blue tunic, looked more like a strange mother hen than a proud knight of King Arthur. Under Dammeno's
leadership the Ideal Knight flourished and prospered for several years. Under the irresistible impetus of
his profoundly original personality he created new ceremonies, collected dues, produced festivals for
charity, organized pitiful performances, and cared for poor children and stray animals, all in same spirit.
Meanwhile Dammeno gave us moral advice and taught us the mysteries of theosophy with an
outlook that would be considered narrow-minded by the most bigoted country curate. I remember one
time, when I was about thirteen, he proposed the formation of an inner group from among his favorite
students, to secretly initiate us into some mysterious rites. I refused to join a group whose purpose I didn't
know. This was perhaps my first act of rebellion, and at the same time my first affirmation of democratic
principles. My mother considered me a rebel, but Dammeno had to give up one of the victims for his little
group and was forced to carry on his important activities without my participation. This affirmation of
independence was, however, my only one for several years.
All the while, my mother had been attending meetings and lectures. She translated literature from
French and English into Italian (she had begun learning English expressly for this purpose); she typed
programs, articles and invitations (she had also learned to touch-type for the same reason); she mailed
books, argued, studied sacred texts, proselytized and was herself proselytized. For several years all the
enthusiasm of which she was capable, and it was considerable, revolved around theosophy or related
activities.
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Meanwhile, I was growing. One summer vacation I developed pleurisy which, as I learned later,  
was thought to be tuberculosis. Against the advice of the doctors and of all our friends and relations, my
mother suddenly had me become a vegetarian (as a good theosophist, she was, and is still, a vegetarian) 
and had me take cold showers in winter. (This was Dammeno's idea.) In spite of all this, I did not develop
tuberculosis since I was not predisposed to it, and now I am in excellent health. But during my entire
adolescence my height and weight were below average. My physical development was always slow and at
school I was always the smallest in my class -- this was partly because I was a year younger than my
classmates. I don't think, however, that my slow development and relative weakness at the time were in 
any way related to the practice of vegetarianism or taking cold showers. In any case, these events have not
left a trace on my physical condition, and despite my slow development I am endowed with a body that I 
have no reason to criticize, although I am neither an athlete nor an Adonis.
My family life was very sad while I was in high school. My grandfather suffered from arterial
sclerosis and his condition deteriorated steadily. Little by little he lost his hearing, which made him
suspicious of everyone and more irascible than ever; unfortunately the friendly talks we once shared were 
now a thing of the past. Later he developed cataracts which made him almost blind. He was successfully
operated upon, but his tired body did not allow him to benefit from the operation, and he carried on for
several years with very limited vision. Even worse, he had a stroke which left him partially paralyzed and 
mentally impaired. He died when I was in my third year of high school, followed to his grave by my 
grandmother, who survived him by only a few weeks. 
But even when my grandparents were in relatively good health, our home life was far from
serene. When my Milanese uncle, Vittorio Levi, was in financial straits, my Aunt Luisa came to live with
us. My aunt's personality did not contribute to family harmony, and thus, between my mother's obsession
with theosophy, and my grandfather's bad temper, life at home was a living hell.
I closed myself off, almost pretending not to see the tragedy within my family. I went to school
and came home only to study. My mother bore the brunt of the situation, caring for her parents in
exemplary fashion during their protracted and painful illnesses, dedicating all of her time and energy to
them. As if this weren't enough, she carried on continuous discussions, which sometimes degenerated into
arguments, with my aunt. The two sisters' personalities were diametrically opposed to each other. My
mother was always dedicated to spiritual matters, and my aunt, who loved the luxuries and joys of the
world, found it impossible to adapt to her financial difficulties.
In the afternoons I would often visit my best friend Gualtiero, not without giving his family some 
trouble given that, after the inactivity of my early childhood, I had become quite a noisy child.  
On Sundays, I often spent time with Giuliano who was a few years younger than I, but
intellectually rather precocious. When the weather was good we would take drives in the Florentine
countryside with his family. Those were the grand years of the automobile when we drove down dusty
roads in an open convertible wearing sport's caps and driving goggles, removing the muffler to better
impress the peasants and chickens, who scurried off in fear. 
Nevertheless, these drives around Tuscany were pleasant. We went to Siena, Viareggio, Lucca,
Pisa, Pistoia, Chianti, Casentino, Mugello to admire the natural and artistic treasures. The green hills, 
blanketed by lovingly tended fields imbued with the sweat of generations; the villages in every valley
with their little churches overlooking some piazza or noble statue; the castles on every hilltop with
Guelph blackbirds or Ghibellines--these have all become a part of me, in whatever part of Italy or of the
world that I happen to be. I long for this countryside, a countryside filled with the vestiges of an old and
uninterrupted civilization.
Gualtiero and Giuliano's families were large, extended families of Jewish businessmen. Having 
held on to their businesses during the war, their financial situations were better than my grandfather's:
they were the nouveau riches, or, in the post-war slang, pescecani -- sharks or profiteers. Gualtiero's 
relatives were good people, unabashedly proud of their money, loud, unsophisticated and good at heart.
Giuliano's relatives, who branched out endlessly in every direction, often put on a show of being refined,
and despite the newness of their wealth, some did have a quiet dignity about them.
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* * *  
Such was the ambience of my childhood and adolescence, in which I chose my friends and toys.
All these people, or, as my mother would sometimes call them, this tribe, were vaguely related to my
family. Of actual relatives other than my mother's sister, mentioned above, I had only an uncle, my 
father's brother Emilio DeBenedetti, who was a high school teacher in La Spezia, and his wife Fernanda 
and their two daughters Fiorella and Ninetta who were a little older than I.
Almost every year, during the summer vacation I went to La Spezia for a few weeks to swim in
the blue Mediterranean with my uncle and cousins. I was a guest in their house, but every morning we
took the ferry across the gulf to the pure water beyond the dam, at San Terenzio, Lerici, or Portovenere. It
was a magnificent excursion, in the company of other children, to be repeated on the return trip towards
the setting sun. I learned to swim distances from my uncle, to love the rocks and deep water and to
disapprove of the sedentary life of the beach.
My frequent contact with my uncle during these vacations influenced me rather more than I
realized at the time -- not that I felt either the desire or the need for guidance, and much less for some 
fatherly authority figure. As to guidance, I had plenty from my mother. But my uncle, though he lived in 
the more provincial city of La Spezia, had perhaps the most far-reaching perspective of any person that I
had yet encountered. He was a classicist, a devoted humanist, a free thinker, a patriotic Italian, and a 
liberal in the best sense of the word. He had a broad historical perspective and followed world events,
upon which he made precise and sensible judgments. A monarchist by tradition, he felt highly honored
one time when the king, on a visit to La Spezia, shook his hand.
Although he was actively interested in current affairs, his integrity prevented him from
participating in politics or taking a position in favor of any politically endorsed ideology. He was
disappointed by their shortcomings, imperfections and corruption. Even before Fascism, so as not to
compromise with the political parties, he refused to vote in any election. During Fascism his distrust of
political parties transformed itself into an increasingly bitter disdain for the only remaining party. He
never joined the party and never hid his sentiments, despite the benefits that would have accrued to his
career.
The most humiliating day of his life came when, at one of the obligatory elections in favor of the
regime, he could not refuse to participate. But at home, in the safety of his family, he retold with pride his
modest feat of heroism: "Although I put the yes card in the ballot box, which could be seen from the
outside, in the privacy of the booth, I crossed out the yes and wrote NO!"
* * *
Except for some distant echoes, political events never affected me. At the time of the March on
Rome I was a boy of about ten and I remember greeting the event with joy. I had no information about the
"reds" except stories of their murderous violence and I had no knowledge of their social program. In the
years that followed however, I began taking note that the Fascists did not refrain from violence either.
Only steps from my house, the offices of the Nuovo Giornale, a newspaper guilty of not being sufficiently
enthusiastic about Fascism, were broken into, looted and burned. The police naturally did not intervene.
A few years later, in October of 1925, a Fascist leader, a certain Luporini, went to the house of a
socialist worker in my neighborhood to teach him the significance of the new regime with blows from a
club. He was greeted by a well-deserved rifle shot. The next day, the Fascists arrived, set fire to the house
and decided to vindicate their "hero." The vendetta was ferocious and many Florentine intellectuals were
victimized during three days of terror. A lawyer was murdered in his own bed in the presence of his wife.
In those days people were killed simply for being Masons.
But these facts, though they instilled some doubts, were not enough to destroy my sympathy for
Fascism. During one of my last years in high school, under pressure from the school administration, I
joined the party's youth group, the "Vanguard." I was, I think, the next-to-the-last student in my class to
succumb to this pressure, and that was not so much to my credit as it was the influence of my grandfather
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and professor/uncle, who worked valiantly to keep me from taking this step. The last student to join was a
Jesuit, who decided to don the black shirt only when the Fascists and the church signed the Concordat.
So I put on my uniform on Sunday mornings and went down into the street to march in the
parades with my friends. Our favorite pastime during the long delays was telling anti-fascist jokes. "Why
did they put a Fascist in front of a locomotive?" "To better eat the road." (Eating the road was used to
describe a roadhog, but politically, "eating" was used as a synonym for graft.) Or: "A perfect man must
have three attributes: he must be honest, intelligent and Fascist. Unfortunately, perfection is not of this
world and so he who is honest and Fascist cannot be intelligent, and he who is honest and intelligent
cannot be Fascist."
The long delays and the parades were a nuisance. So much so that immediately after roll call,
would-be paraders fled the area or found any means to steal away. Often during the parades, the last ones
in line would turn unobserved down a side street and return peacefully home. And in the years that
followed, it seems that Mussolini was unable to substantially change this Italian attitude toward military
or paramilitary activities.
* * *
This is the story of my childhood and adolescence and of the places that I frequented. What can
properly be called my life begins after my last year in high school, for it is from that time that my 
personality began to form and to find its own expression.
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Chapter 4
Africa and the Institute in Padua
Soon after takingmy exams, I returned to Paduato packcrates. ThenIwent to the Lido inVenice
to wait forthe dayI would leave for Eritrea with the expedition tostudy cosmic rays.
Finaly, toward the beginning of September, 1933, thecrates were loaded onto a"mixed use" ship
(a merchant ship that alsohadafew passenger cabins). The ship was headedforthe Far East through the
Suez Canal. One morning at aboutfive o’clockI went to oversee the transfer ofthe cratesfrom the Lido,
where  we  had conducted some  preliminary experiments, to the commercial port where the ship  was
docked.Traveling with the crates on the canal boat, I watched as thetwo gondoliersrowed rhythmicaly
through the cityto the otherside of town.
It was a gloriousday and, given theearlyhour, it was not too hot. The tripin the gondolamade a 
strong impression on me, so much so that I wrotea few pages aboutit(who knows wherethey are now). 
There  was  plenty to excite  my young  mind. Stil  quite  young,I  was about to leave ona scientific
expeditionto a distantcountry. Leaving Venice,landof civilization,for untamed Africa,I felt abit like a
missionary. I was against colonialism andthoughtthat theFascists were terible administratorsfor their
black subjectsfor whomI felt great compassion.I was glad to have the opportunityto study the situation
first hand.
On board, we instaled some instruments and immediately startedgathering data. A few days later
we left Venice headed for Trieste.There Imet Eugenio Curiel once again. I walkedthroughthe citywith
himand before we left,he cameon board to saygood-byeand to see the instruments.
Then the ship stoppedfor two or three daysata factory pier in Spalatotoload cement.We visited
the city, whichis located on anenchantingstripofthe Dalmatian coast.We saw some relics of ancient
Italian colonization:a Venetiancastlebythedocks, as wel as an immense palace with superb columns 
built by theRoman emperor Diocletian.Among thesewere nested numeroussmalhousesofmore recent 
vintage.Italian  ultra-nationalists claimedthat these ruins  gaveItaly the right to annex this  partofthe
coast, butthepeople werepredominantly Slavic. And althoughItalian wasspoken in some ofthe stores,
justoutside of town,there wasno longeranytrace ofItaly. On theroad fromtheship to thecitywemet
peasants wearing thetraditional Dalmatianredberet andpassed through a very poor and dirty vilage.
From  Spalatowe crossedthe  Mediteranean,reachingPort  Saida few  days later.  The  weather
was magnificent, and the sea was very calm. On the ship we continued taking measurements, taking turns
so that we couldcolect datathroughout thenight.
We landed for a few  hours in  Port  Said. This was my first contact  with Africa.  Naturaly, we 
drank Turkish cofee, bought cigaretes and sent postcards. I entered a storeto buycigaretes and stamps,
and I paid what wasasked. Some ofmy traveling companions who were familiar with eastern customs,
laughed at my naiveté.
One of them,a doctor, who also wanted to buy cigaretes, useda very different method. He sat
with usat a cafe'and waited forsomeoneto approach himwith cigaretesto sel. Soon a young Arab man 
appeared, dressed in the local tunic; hishandsomeface was tanned,his skin-color was not darkand  he
had noblefeatures. He asked a much higher price for his cigaretes than I had paid. Before I could gloat
overmydeal, thedoctorofered aboutten timesless. TheArab did notleave:heapproachedthedoctor
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and  began  barteringby cuting  his  original  pricein  half.  Thedoctor  did  not flinch, and insisted  on  his
offer, treatingtheArab with whatseemed to meto beinhuman contempt. Thedoctor'sbehaviorrepeled 
me, and my sympathieswerewith the Arab. The doctor pretended to ignore him, treatinghim like a stray
dog, while hecontinued to talk to us. The Arab stayed near him. Every once in a while he lowered his
price until after abouthalfan hour,the doctor hadthe cigaretes at the price he had initialy offered.This,
I learned later, was the normal way tomake a purchasein the East.
At about midnight we boarded theshipand began sailingthrough the Suez Canal. I spent the entire
timeon thebridge, watchingthedesert, thecanal, andtheotherships. There, forthefirsttime, Isawthe
newGerman flag witha swastikaon the stern ofaship that was traveling in the opposite direction. Imust
admit that it disturbed me in a wayI had notexpected. I felta surge of anger orevenhatred.
We also passed a Russian oiltanker, the leters CCCP standingfor USSRand ared flagbearing the
hammer and sickle flyingon thestern. I looked at itwith benevolent interest, ratherthan with approval. 
For  me, everything aboutRussia  was wrapped in mystery.I watched the ship carefuly,as if it could
explain things I didn't know, as if it were a rare message from an unknown world, from an uncharted land. 
Iknew nothing about the country, but I knew that many people had bravely chalenged the persecution of
Fascistgovernments underthat flag. Iraised my hand and waved a friendly greeting to the Soviet sailors.
We traveled a few more  days across the  Red  Sea. It  was  hot, and  we put  oncolonial  helmets, 
continuingto take measurements until we were forcedto stop because oftheheat and humidity.
We arrived atMassawa bynight.Thepilotboatfrom the  port approached  ourship, leaving a
phosphorescent trailin its wake. I peered through thedarknessin a futile atempttosee the  Black
Continent.  Only a few  hundred  meters away  was  Africa,  Black  Africa,  with its  wild and  primitive
fascination. I was excited, and Iburned with impatience to set foot in Africa.
Finaly,the ship was docked. As though to further delay our landing, afat colonial officialboarded
the ship to welcome us. Wearing awhite uniform deckedoutin braids,heinformedusthat a car anda
truck  were  waiting to  bringus and  our instrumentsto  Asmara.With the formalitiesover,  we landed.
Along the shorethere was a brick colonial structure, some public buildings, some banks.
The first thing Inoticed were the longshoremen. Oh, how different they were from the beribboned 
government  oficial!They  were thin,and  dressed in  dirty rags.They squated  on the railroadtracks,
perchedon their toes, and sitingon theirheels. Thisposition seemed uncomfortableand unstableto me. 
But the local longshoremen were comfortable.
I oversaw the unloading of the crates,urgingthe porters to be careful, butthey did not understand
me. Then we went to a hotel to get some sleep. Al night a large fan turned in themiddle of my room over
my bed. Massawa is one of the hotest places on earth. 
Thenext  morning  we leftfor  Asmara. The road first crossed an arid  desert. Then  we  began to 
climb towards a  plateau.Therewaslitle  vegetation: afew thin,  wildolive trees raisedtheircontorted
branches towards the sky.  Slowly, as  we climbed, it  became cooler, andthe scenery  became  more
hospitable. Everything looked strange:clothing, faces, plants, rocks and mountains. Packs of monkeys 
scamperedthrough the hils.
Wepassed Dogali, aplacethathad been madefamousbyoneofthemanyunfortunateincidents of 
theItalian colonialcampaign. Amonumenthad been erected to commemoratethesoldierswho had died
to conquerthis countryfromwhich Italyhad neverderived any gain.The indigenousvilages consisted of
huts, caledtucul. Everyonewas extremely poor. 
In Asmara we entered the house that had beenplaced at our disposal. Our servant was waiting, a 
boy of about 15 named Solomon. We began to open the crates and to test the instruments. We wentto see
the construction  of the  hut  where  we  wereto conduct  ourexperiments.  The  hut  wasto  be  built  on an
amba (hil)a few  kilometers from the city, inside afort. Thecompletion of thelitlewooden structure
would take a few more days. 
On one of the first days, when we were stil working on the house, a group of local children came to 
sing in  our  honor.  We came to the  doorstep to admirethe spectacle,  which  we enjoyed. Then  we
distributed backsheesh.
The population in the colony of Eritrea is quite varied. On the plateau there are Tigreans, a people 
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similarto those in  northern  Abyssinia:  with  dark skin,  but  not  Negroid, their features  more similar to
Arabs. 
The men wore tight litle white pants, over which they wore a white shirt. Over this they wore a 
white scarf, caled asciamma, which waswrapped likeaRoman toga. Altheclothingiscoton, and not
ugly when clean. However, it looked quite poor when compared to the more solemn clothing of the other
people. Thesciamma, for example, did notreach down tothe feet, but went only tothe waist.Thefeet
were  generaly  bare, the  head shaved and  uncovered.  Shoes and hat indicated a social and economic
position quite above the average.
The  women  wore long tunics  of  white coton. The  girls   braided their hair and tied the  braids 
around their headslike acrown. Married women had a complicated hairdo: their hair was braided close to
the skin in litle paralel braids that went from the forehead to the nape ofthe neck-at the nape of the
neck the hair was left freeand formed a voluminousrippled mane. The hairdowas not ugly, butit was
soaked in grease, whichdid not make it particularlyatractive and smeled bad.
The children were carried on their mothers' backs in a kind of sack with holes for their arms, legs 
and heads, as though theywerein a saddle. Often young girls caried their younger brothers and sistersin
this  way.   Everyone  was thin -maybe it  was their  natural physique,  maybe it  was the climate,  but 
certainlythere was litle to eat.Occasionaly a local oficial was fat.The indigenous leaders wore a black
cape made out oflight silk, with gold and silver embroidery.They seemed to be ceremonialcapes, since I
never sawthem worn on the streets.
Itis strange howeasilyone canbe deceivedaboutthe importance ofvarious episodes ofone's life!
Before writing these memoirs, I thought that my travels werethe most interestingpart of my life. Now I
realize that I prefer writingaboutdetailsthat I thought wereinsignificant at the time.
This surprises me. Am Inot able to appreciate what Isee? I don't think that is the problem. But the 
tourist's  or traveler's impressions are  necessarily superficial and  uninteresting.  To  know a country, to
appreciate it, to loveitor to hateit,  one mustlive and  work there,side  by sidewith the local  people, 
sharing litle everyday problems. One must alow oneself to bepenetratedbythe localenvironmentas by 
a slow process of osmosis. A quick glance is not enough to fuly appreciatethe beauty ofthelandscape or
ofamonument.  Landscapeand  monuments are closelyboundto the life  of the  people.  Thelandscape
influences the local culture, and monuments areits product.And cultureis notrevealed by reading a book
-culture isinthe cadence ofspeech, themannerofwalking, thegestures, Imight almost say,the breath
of the people.
The  Egyptian  pyramids, the  mosques, the  bazaars in  Cairo, the  desert scenery, the  mountains  of
Eritrea, the customsoftheindigenous population, areto me, onlypartial views of an unfinished painting.
My impressions are incomplete. Therefore itis best that Inot toatempt tocompete withThe National
Geographic orwith IlMilione.Iwil limit myselftocommentingona fewthingsthatstood outforme, 
without generalizing. 
* * *
In thetwo monthsI spentin Asmara I began to understandhow the Italians solved the problem of
colonialistrelations  between the races. Italians havealways thought thatItalywas  overpopulated.
Therefore,  unlike the  French, Italians  did  not try to assimilate  people  of color who  were  part  of their 
colonial acquisitions.  On the  other hand, Italianscould  notalowthemselves the luxury ofcreating a
completely separate society, like the  English,  because it  was too expensive to transport and  maintain the
families  of Italian  oficialsand administrators.  So the Italians established a regime in  which,like the
English, the white race was predominant and did not mix socialy with the locals, but it permited sexual 
relations with the local women.
This state of afairs suited both the Italian and the Tigrean cultures. In fact, even in their homeland,
the Italianmen were in thehabit ofsatisfying their"bulcomplexes"without involving their affections and 
without making serious commitments. The Tigreans practiceda form of marriage that was easily dissolved,
alowing their women to make temporary, but respectable, unions. Also, like many other countrieswhere 
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there arepeopleofcolor, thelocalsadmired lightercomplexions, even amongthemselves. Thewomen did
not  need to  be asked twice to  become concubines  of Italian  officials,  with  whom, in addition to some
material advantages, they gained increased prestigein their own society.     
But a madama -this  was the  name  given the indigenousconsorts-was  not admited into  white 
society.Shedid  not  visit the families  ofthe  husband's friends, and shecould  not enter the  hotels and
restaurants thatwerereserved for Italians. Separationwas complete, except in bed.
I metoneof thesemadamas when I visitedan officialfrom the topographic services. He was camped
out near the Ethiopian border in orderto map the region. He lived in a tent with his madama. He was the
only white man there. Hisascarisoldiersprobably had their wives with them, aswas thelocal custom. The
madama was a good woman, who welcomed us in a spontaneous and courteous way.
We also got to know, amongothers,an old colonial oficial who had lived in Eritrea along timeand 
who preferredto spend hisretirement yearsinAsmara ratherthan return toItaly. Havinglivedin Eritrea for
so long, heloved the country and itspeople, and had writenseveralbooks about them.
One  day  we  met  him  on the road.  He  was accompanied  by a  distinguished and atractive  young 
mulato,oneofthe daughters by hismadama, a tangible resultofhis loveforthe people of thecountry. We
invited  him toa  meal at the  hotelwhere we usualy ate, "together with the signorina."  He came,  butthe
signorinadid  not,  because she  was  not  permited. It is  not clear to  me  whatthe future  held for these
mulatoes, educated as Italians, but not admitedtoItalian society. Many of thegirls became prostitutes, or,
at best,they also became madamas.
I  did  notsee any serious effort  being  made to setle Italians in the colony.Italians  do  not  have a
pioneering spirit. IfItaliansemigrate,theypreferto go to a country that ofersthema job, than to a land
where everything stil has to be organized.  The government had  builtafew experimental agricultural
stations, and a smalnumber of plantations. But there were nosmal farmsofthe kindthat put down roots in
the soil.
In spite  of theircomplexes, the Italianshave  beenless efectivein  populating the  world than the
cold-blooded  Anglo-Saxons. I am sorry to  ofend the  pride  ofmy co-nationals,  but  modern Italians, as
opposedto theancient Romans, have not had much successin exporting their geneticor cultural patrimony.
* * *
After colectingourdata, we spent two weeks traveling aroundthe colony in a government car. We
returned homewith astop in theSudanand disembarkedatPortSuez. Crossingthe deserttoCairobycar,
we then boarded atraintoAlexandria. The  pyramids  did not impress  me as  much as the  New York 
skyscrapers did later.  ButI  was impressedbythe treasures  of  Tutankhamenand some  of theEgyptian 
sculptureswhich taught mehow refined theart and cultureofancient Egyptian had oncebeen.
We returned to Venice atthe end  of  December.Entering the lagunaon the "Ganges"(8000 metric 
tons), wesaw the cityblanketed insnow. From there,I went straight to Florence to spend a few weeks there
before going to Paduawhere I had been hired to work at the University.
I  went to seeold friends, feeling the  pride  ofa  young  man  who  hasjust returned from ascientific
expedition overseas. Fora few weeks I resumedmy usual Florentine way oflife.
One evening I had a surprise.Iwas having dinnerat Giuliano's housewhen a phone cal from home
informed  methat Eugenio was waiting for me in myroom. Iknew that Eugenio was teaching Latin in a
high schoolin Montepulciano, inTuscany  It was strange forEugenio to beteaching Latin, as he did not
know it wel.But his aversion to science hadimpeled him to look for a differentkind of work. Hetaught in
a private school, run, I think, by priests. At thattime, if I remember corectly, Eugenio did not want to join
theFascistparty so he could notbeemployedin the public sector.He was confused at the time, trying to 
decide what he wanted to do. He did not wantto compromise. 
I found him waitingin my room,lookingmore unkempt than usual: his shoes had been worn longer 
than the leathercould possiblylast. Hissuit was dirty and worn. Hetold me thathe had lost his position as a
Latin teacher for reasons that were not clear to me -probably because he wasnot a member of the party,
because of his strange behavior, and because of his limited knowledge of Latin.He hada ticketforTrieste, 
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but no money.I offered to let him sleep at my house, but here I was in for another surprise-Eugenio was 
notalone.  He  was  with the friend (not a  girlfriend)with  whom  he  had lived in  Milan.  Thefriend  was
waiting for him at the train station.
We  went to find  Eugenio's friend.  He  was a strange  person, thin,  with  glasses.  He was carying a 
violin.Their  baggage consisted  of a few  oldsuitcases anda few  odd  objects, among  which I especialy
remember a box of shoe wax. I don't know why the shoe wax was notin a suitcase. Thepresence ofthis
friendseemed strange, but I gave him some moneyso that he could get a room in a hotel.
I  never learned  who this  person  was,  what  he thought,  or  what  hisrelationship  was to  Eugenio.
Eugenio told me that he was a violin teacher who wanted to get a degree so he could teach in elementary
school. Eugenio had taken him as a student, and supported him financialy. 
I don't know how this person had been ableto charm Eugenio. Obviously there wassomething the
two of them did not wantknown. I think that the priests of the school at Montepulciano thought that the
relationship betweenthese men was not only strange, but also sexualy irregular, and that this was one of
the reasons that Eugenio had been dismissed. For my part, I cannot believe it. However, I would be very 
much surprised, even now, if I were tolearnthat their friendship was political.This strange person must
have  believed in some anthroposophicaldoctrinewhich  had  managed to captureEugenio's confused
imagination.
Eugenio and I climbed the sacred hil of Arcetri to see if he could find ajob there. For a few days it
seemed that he might get a grant at the astrophysics observatory. Given his need, he would have acceptedit.
I, as wel as his otherfriends at Arcetri, told him wewould support his candidacy on thecondition thathe
left his "friend." This made him furious,and he told us tostay out of his private life, andthat if he earned
money, he was free to do what he liked with it. In the end, the grant never materialized, and Eugenio left 
forTrieste. I advised him to stopin Venice to see Rossi, and to ask for his advice andsupport. He did so,
and wasappointed to a position the University ofPadua, where Imet him later.
* * *
I myself leftforPaduain January,  1934  where Ispenttherestof the academic  year as  Rossi's 
assistant. In the  oldlaboratory Ipatientlyconductedscientific research,and  helpedthe  youngerstudents
handle the more basicequipment.
I was very hesitant with my students. I rememberedtoo wel how recentlyI had been siting on the
other side of the teacher's desk, trying to disrupt classroom discipline. I remembered howclasses,especialy
those taught  by  young assistants, could  become  wild and  noisy. I  decided this would  not  happen in  my 
classes. I beganby treating the students drily and severely so that they would not become over-confident.
As I was younger than many of them, I thought I had to stay aloof to keep discipline. If someone dared to 
talk  while I  was speaking,I asked  him if  he  had anything tosay.The student, embarrassed,  would  quit
talking.
Eventualy, I  noticed that this  method  was  not the  best, so I  began to treat students as coleagues
which suited me much beter. Nonetheless, I cannot complain about lack of discipline inmyclasses. This
could partly be because Venetianstudents are in general less sardonic and lessexuberant than Florentine
students.  But Ibelievethat  most students are relatively  disciplined, and try to learn  what is  being taught
when treated cordialy by a teacher who has the courage tolook them straightin the eye.
Unfortunately, Iwas notteachingclasses thatwere  very interesting. As theyoungest  person in the
laboratory, and the lastone hired,I had to conform toa long-establishedtradition by which students had to
learn to  weigh  precisely, andmeasure temperaturesmeticulously, without knowing anything about the
fascinating foundations of science. Later on I tried to change the"physics exercises" so they would promote
an appreciation of natural laws, rather than simply develop good measuring techniques.
InPadua, my best friends were Eugenio Curiel and Ugo Fiorentino. Eugenio had received a smal
grant that  was enough to support  him for a few  months.  He stil lived  out  oftown  with  his  mysterious
friend. Laterhefound aposition asan assistantofmeccanica razionale.The professor of mechanics, Prof. 
Laura,  was aware  of  my friend's  wanderings, and  had taken a liking to  him  without  knowing  him  wel. 
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Since hehadno assistant,he ofered the position to Eugenio, who temporarily abandoned his aversion to
science.  But  Eugenio  no longerconducted experiments. He rarelythought about science  outside  of  his
teaching duties,and thenhe was interested exclusively in questions of formal mathematics or philosophy. 
Prof.  Laura  was an  older  professor,  with a  generous spirit, remarkable inteligence, and a  good
understanding ofthe human spirit. He feltthat at hisage it was uselessto continue doing research. Fora
while, both the  professor and the assistant  woried that theother  mightrequire  himtowork.  When they 
realizedthat their worieswere completely unfounded, they became good friends.
Eugenio lived austerely. Once an editor sent hima leter addressed: FatherCuriel,  Mathematics
Seminary. Whenthis became known, al his friends teased him by nicknaming him"Father".
Ugo  was studying law, and thought he  would graduate  with a  degree in  Philosophy  of  Law.  For a 
while  Ugo and  Eugenio  did  not  meet.  Eugenio thought that since  Ugo  was  my friend,  he  would  be 
"philosophicaly"  uninteresting.  Ugo thought that since  Eugenio  was an assistant,  Eugenio  had superior
standing, andlimited hisrelationshiptogreetinghimrespectfuly, touchinghishat. Knowing that bothhad 
wide-ranging interestsand  both  were anti-Fascists,I triedto encouragethem to  become friends.  Butfor
almosta year my efforts were in vain.
Ugo was one of those people whose actions did not always correspond to his logic. His actions were 
sanerthan his ideas. He sported an assyro-babylonian beard, which earned him the nickname ofItalo Balbo.
His dress was slovenly, and he had awel-known hororofwaterasasolventforthedirtthataccumulated 
on his body. He looked down onbourgeois conventions tothe extent that he sometimes seemed vulgar. But
I liked his vulgarity because it was natural andsane.
His  most firmly-held theory  dealt  with sexualrelations.There  were three  people (maybe the  only
threeon thisearth)who shared thistheory:Ugo Fiorentino, IonaPrato and Renato Mieli. Theywerealof
Egyptian  origin, and they  had created this  masterpiece  of thought  while resting in the  hot afternoons in 
Alexandria. Maybe as a reaction to the hot climate and the luxuriant nature of their birthplace, they believed 
that al emotion  wasimmoral,  or at leastamoral.  They thoughtthat sex  wasone  of thelowesttypes  of
bodily functions, and compared it to the act  of "ridding the  body  of excess  weight", to  paraphrase
Boccaccio. Anyoneinterested in understanding this theory can read Ugo's book.
Through Ugo, Igot to know other students in the Department of the Philosophy of Law. Among these 
were Enrico Opocher and Etore Luccini. 
* * *
That year I lived in apensionerun by an olderlady. Shefed us frugaly.The place was uninteresting, 
and lacked some of the basic elements of comfort.With norunningwater in my room, I washed with water 
from a jug. Every morning a jug of hot water was brought to my room so that I could shave. There was no 
bath in the house, so I had to go to the public bathsif I wantedtoshower. On theother hand, the house was
wel heated, with central heating. It was the best I could afford.
By economizing  on cigaretes and cofee I  was able to save enough  money to  go to  Venice  or 
Florenceon Sundays. In PaduaI had a few good friends, but not a circle offriends, so the tripstoFlorence
andVenice were necessary to relieve the loneliness.
I had visitedVenice after high school, but I was probably too young to appreciate it during this first
visit.Mytastes were notwelenoughdeveloped.Aftera fewdays,Ihad becomebored bythequietofthe
canals and the narow streets. Imissed modern life, with its noise and its traffic.At that time,I had notyet
come out of my "shel", and I had onlyasuperficialview of life. I remember once, walkingby myself, I 
turned ontoa streetthatendedona canal:Iwas indignantathavingtoturnbacksince there was nobridge
across the canal, and I cursed the irrationality of Venetian topography.
This time I was very happy to wander and get lost among the streets, the squares, the bridges and the
canal walks. I realized that even the most modest house was beautifulinsome smal way;thateverycanal
had itsown charm, and that from every  bridge  onehad an almostexalted  view. I  no longer complained
about the absence ofexterior signs of contemporary society,delighted to absorbthe ambience ofan ancient
civilization fromwhich modern man had much to learn. Iused to saythat, afterworkingtheentireweek, I
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alowed myself the luxury ofhavinga dream Sunday in Venice. 
One night, walking with Eugenio in an unfamiliar neighborhood, we found the street blocked by a red 
brickwal. We were probably already engaged in an animatedconversation abouthistory or art, and that red
wal appeared  unreal,  or supernatural.  Thenarrow streetthat ended so abruptly  dismayed  us, like a  bad
dream. Why? Because the Venetian suroundings had transportedus beyond rational thought, because we
had  become accustomed to seeing something  beautifulat every step-a  window, a  door, a  balcony, a
bridge, a  gondola.  Weresponded to every stone and every cornerasif it  were aliving creature. Thered
barrieracrossthe streetwas notsimplya brickwal.Itwas astrongmalignant spirit blockingourpassage. 
The wal made us shudder, and we quickly turned back.
Then we saw a long street, maybe narrower than usual, at the end of which we could see the star-lit
sky.  We  headeddown this aley, filing itsentire  width,and  walkedthroughthe shadowstowards the
vertical stripe of sky.We walked a long time, as if iresistibly atracted by the starlight, until we reached the 
lagoon facing theisland of Murano. This isthe kind of adventurethat Venice has in store for those who
love and understand her.
* * *
In  Venice I  often  met  Laura  P. I  had  met  hertheprevioussummer attheLido. I enjoyed  her
company, and her conversation was interesting.  Wemet often throughout that winter. Shewas a painter 
andshesang. I don't knowhow wel she sang, since I never heardher,butshe painted very wel. She was a
distinguished and rich bourgeois, but her paintingsdid not reveal her origins.
Mostly she painted children. Except for some portraits of rich or noble childrenthat she painted for
pay, her models were usualychildren ofthe streets,poor and often hungry. Her children were dressed in
rags, and had a sad, butdeterminedexpression. Her drawing skils were strong. I have a vivid memory of a
painting of mother and child, which was the one I liked best.
I often wentto Laura's house. It was one of those Venetian houseswith a litle hidden door in a dark
aleyway thatopensunexpectedly onto spaciousroomsand  bright windows-ahousewith an irrational 
floorplan that is fascinating because it's fulof surprises.
Her family was normal, or rather, banal. They were so conservativethatshe was not alowed to go 
out alone with me in the evenings. She was not happy at home, and she waslonely. The relationships within
her family were dignifiedand boring. Her brother hadfriendsinthe Venetian aristocracy, and often came
home with a swarm of noisyand insignificant young people.
Laura  was a few  years  older than I,  but  we enjoyed each  other's company.  We  were  best friends. 
Maybe, at times, we felt that we were more thanjustfriends, but we never admited itto eachother. Now
that I thinkback onit, I wonderifit was because I was shy. But I don't think so. I had too much respect and
esteem for  her, and I  would  have felt that  by flirting, I  would ruin  our friendship.  To  go  beyond  mere
flirting  wouldnothave  been  possible  because  of  her  prejudices, andbecause I  wantedto avoid  making 
commitments of any kind. 
Sowe spentlong afternoons in conversation-we were never at aloss for a subject-or we would
explore  Venice together,  without exhaustingitsinnumerablesources  of  beauty.Myfriends fromPadua
were not aware of the nature of my relations with the Venetian bourgeoisie, and made fun of my visits to 
Laura P. It was at this time that Ugo Fiorentino began to cal mesalotista.Soon he also became Laura's
good friend, and began to visit with her. Stil, the nickname salotistastuck.
Inthe summerI  worked at  night andoften spent  days atthe  Lido. I leftPaduain the  morningand 
arrived inVenice at about ten. I enjoyed a ferry ride  on the  Grand  Canal,  or a walk along the  Mercerie.
I alowed myself a few minutes of ecstatic contemplation in St. Mark's Square, and then boarded the ferry
for theLido. On the boat I often met friendswho were also headingoutfor a swim, and I joined them on
the beach. I was aguest in one of thefirst row of cabins along the beach, in a section that was frequented by
the  bestofItalian society.  TheLido is internationaly famous,  but it alsoatracts Italianintelectuals.Its
proximity to Venice with its art treasures and cultural atractions was a draw for professors, professionals
and artists, who met theirVenetian friends on thebeach by theHotel des Bains. 
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There I met the Rossis, the Lombrosos, and the Ternis. Ugo Fiorentino and his friend Enrico Capocher 
were among the  young  people  who came.  Sometimes even the austere "Father"  Curielcame.He  was an
excelentswimmer, and was losing some of the clumsiness and embarrassment ofhis youth.
I felt  very much at easein thisgroup.  The  young  peoplein the front-row cabins at theBains were 
generaly antifascist. In some cases, among the children of intelectuals, this wasmore by family tradition
and snobbery thanthe resultof  political insight.  But this community  of ideas  helped  me feel  more
comfortablein company. Duringthelongafternoon hours, welayin thesun, orwalked alongthebeach in
pleasant conversation,  on subjectsthatwere  more  orlessprofound,  on al aspectsof  human  knowledge:
philosophy, science, politics, love..   
One summer  morning I arrived  on the  beach atthe  Lido.  My friendswere excitedly reading a
newspaper.
"Did yousee the news?" theyaskedme.
I had not seen. The Nazis had kiled Dolfuss.
"One less dictator!"  was  my reaction."They arebeginning to  kil each  other.Let's  hope they  keep it
up!"
Mussolini sent troops to the  Brenner  Pass.  We feared  war.  But  on the  whole,  we al, even the
antifascists, approved ofMussolini'smove. Wewould havebeen united in opposingthedanger ofa strong
German state alongourAlpineborder.  Both Fascists and antifascists  knew that the  Anschluss  had to  be
avoided at al costs. For a few days the spirit of Alberto di Giussano andthe Lombard League was in the
air. 
Towards the end of August, returning from a fieldtrip in the Alps, Imet the troopsthat had been sent
to guard the Austrian frontier. The soldiers marched with a heavy step, without enthusiasm, as if they were
shoulderingthe duty ofevery Italian: todefendthe valey of the Pofrom the Nazi German menace. I saw
cannons and lighttanks. I  was  moved  by the sight  of thisarmymoving along the tortuous  Alpine roads.
Was this "my army" that had gone to defend "my country" against posible danger?
Maybe there was a psychological element to my emotion that is latent in alpeople:theadmiration of
brute force. I was certainlynot enthusiastic about the principle ofnationalism, yet Ihada knot in my throat
watching the armymarching close to thenational border when the country was in danger, even though it
was under orders of a government I hated.  
IfI think aboutit, I can understand how peoplekil and are kiledin war.  
But Mussolini was a traitor even to Alberto di Giussano. The troops were withdrawing. They would 
not have stopped the Anschluss.Theenemywould have eventualy descended into the valeys of Italy.
* * *
In September 1934 an "electro-radio-biology" convention was held in Venice. "Electro-radio-biology"
is a sciencethat  does  notexist. It  was invented  by a  quack  doctor  who  had  discovered certainmythical-
genetic rays.These rays  properly  disappearedafewyears later.Franco  Rasetihas  writen a critical and
very humorous article on the subject in the Italian Encyclopedia.
But the  quack  doctor  had impressed the Fascistgovernment, and  was  given fundsto  organize an
international conference in grand style, complete  with receptions, lights  on the  Grand  Canal, and  other
tourist atractions.  Few  people can refuse an invitation to  Venice in  September.  So the  best  names in
physics and biology came from al overthe world.
If I remember correctly, this  was the  pitiful  occasion  when I saw  poor  Fermi  give the inaugural
address in the public gardens. He was dressedinembroidered academic regalia,complete with dagger and
cocked hat. He stood in front ofa statue of His Majesty Victor Emmanuel II seated onathrone.
In spiteoftheseunfortunateincidentsIfeltlikeIwaswalkingon cloud nine, orlivingforaweekon
Mount Olympus. I found myself among famous scientists whose names Iknew only from books or journals, 
many of them were Nobel laureates.
And thesegods fromMount Olympus behaved simply and naturaly in private! In the eveningFermi
removed his uniform andjoined the young people at the Lido. I remember him ata stalat the fair,intent on
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throwing ringsover the neck of some botles. Maybe mygreatesttriumph was to find myself inthe same 
gondola as A. H. Compton. In my poor English, Imanaged to introduce myself and to convey to him that I
had done some experiments with cosmic rays. He saidhe hadreadaboutthem in thePhysical Review.
On this, and similar occasions, I realizedthatthe  more aperson  has  done, the less hegloats.   The
nobodiesand the mediocrities have toactaloofto impressothers withtheir ownimportance. Fermi said, 
"So-and-so  has to show  of  whileheis alive,  because  nobody  wil remember  him afterheisdead."  But
Fermi was wrong: that person was wrong togloat while he was alive;even afterhisdeathno-one would
remember him!
Aside from the lack  of  pretension, I was impressed  by another characteristicofthe  world  of real
scientists:  the absence  of  national  borders. For the first time,I cameintocontact  with the international
sentimentsthat unite physicists from al over the world,with ties that are wel beyond those imposed bya 
commoneducation and professionalcorectness.
Everyonehas heard that science does not recognize borders. Butthe leapfrom banal phrasesto real
lifecameas a surprise.These men were interested in the same problems;they reasoned inthe same way;
they had similar tastes and habits;and they knew enough languages to be able to communicate with each
other.  Maybethe  world'sdiplomatscould learn fromthem-but first theymust learn to remove their
cocked hats.
After the "electro-radio-biology" meeting,aphilosophy meetingwas held inPadua. Myphilosopher
friends atendedthat meeting, and probably were as excited as I had been inVenice.During these meetings
a schismformed within  our  group,  between thephilosophers and the scientists.  A feeling  ofreciprocal
misunderstanding developed, and we began to disparageeach other's atitudes.
It was difficultto understand why my philosopherfriends were al Idealists, and why theyatributed
meanings to wordsthat contradicted what I had learned in primaryschool. For example, to them "concrete"
meant something like the thinking spirit or pure thought. "Abstract" referred to the external tangible world,
which could be studied by "empirical methods"whichthey considered insignificant.
I, naively, had beenleft behind in the belief thatsomething "concrete"can betouched, and something
"abstract" cannotbetouched.  So I  had trouble  keeping  up  with the  philosophers. In addition,  what they
caledempiricism was forme the only wayofunderstanding anything. Maybeit was only understanding, 
and notthe truth, butit was a cumulative form of understanding, where alfutureprogressmust be based 
solidly on priorunderstanding. Someoneoncesaid that hecould see farbecause he was a pygmy siting on
a giant's shoulders.This is something a philosophercanneverdo.
I have never tried to namemyphilosophical position. It's useless to associate oneself with a school of
philosophy, becausethere's no guaranteeof seeing further when siting on another philosopher's shoulders. 
But if I were forcedto choose, I would say that I am closerto being a materialist and apositivist.
It's not clearto me howorwhy al my friends had become Idealists.Even Curiel said he belonged to 
this school. Sometimes I thoughtthat  he madethis claim to  undermine the suspicionthathewas a 
dialectical materialist.
Itwouldbe interestingtostudymore carefulythe reasons forthe developmentofthe idealistic school
of thought in Italy. Benedeto Croce was very influential. Byclaiming to be anantifascist, he had become
popular in certain intelectual circles.  Amongthese there  was a certain sense  of antifascistsolidarity  of
dubiousvalue.  Though anantifascist,Croce was also a royalist.On a  global scale, rather thanan Italian
scale, he would be considereda reactionary. But inItaly these details were hard todiscern(at least I did not
see them), and I rememberdreamingof an Italianrepublic with Croce as president.
On the other hand,  Gentile  was the  official Fascistphilosopher.  Notthat  one could takeFascist
philosophy seriously. Italian Fascism,  unlike  GermanNazism,  never  had a philosophy  or a  program. 
Mussolini came to power ona socialist platform. But oncein charge,his only programwas the satisfaction
of hisown ambition. His program was expressedinthephrase,"we are here andhere we wil stay." What 
he did wasnotimportant, as long as he endured.
Rosenberg's mysticism, as wel as his pagan ideas about race, were unknown in Italy. They did not suit 
theItalian character. Italians are  born and live  under the  warm  Mediterranean sun.  They are strangers to
shadowy,romanticWagnerian fantasies.
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Fascismwas  neither mystical  nor idealistic. It was  dressed  up in idealism  only to  oppose  Marxist 
materialism and  because it was ashamed  of its  philosophic inadequacy. I  don't  understand  how idealistic
philosophers, folowers ofGentile,couldplaythis game. Maybe it’sbecause I do not understand; maybe
it’s because there's nothingto understand.
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Chapter Six
ItalyAcquires an Empire
Passing through the SempioneTunnel I said good-bye to freedom. At the Domodossola station,
Fascismawaitedme. It  welcomed  me  with a  horrible  quarter  hour,  during  which thepassport  officer
returned the passportsof al the passengersin my compartment, but withheldmine. He had me get offthe
train and escorted me to the station's Public Safety Office.
I didn't like this businessabit. I was afraidthat some ofthe opinions I had expressed so openly in
France had come to the atentionof theOVRA, and thatinstead of ending my trip in Florence,I would end
up exiled on some isolated island. While I waited in aroomby  myself,I spent the time concentratingon 
preparing myself to behavecorectlyin theeventof aninterogation. But this was al for naught since after
about ahalf hour, the oficer returnedmy passport and I never found out why my trip was interrupted.
The train filed  up  with soldiers who were traveling south. They  were  neither excited  nor 
unhappy:  mostly they  were  poor  peasants for  whommilitary life  may  have  provided an interesting
diversion; it certainly did not make their situationworse.
As I lookedout thetrainwindow to  visualy embrace  my  native land,I  was surprised  by an
unexpected novelty. In the stations, in the towns, on houses in the cities,block-printinscriptions in black
paint defacedthe  wals:  DUCE  DUCE  DUCE DUCE...BETTER TO  LIVE  ONE  DAY  AS  A  LION 
THAN ONE YEAR AS A SHEEP..DUCE DUCE..BELIEVE OBEY FIGHT..DUCE DUCE DUCE.. 
I arrived in Florencein the evening, meetingmy mother, by chance, at the station. As soon as I 
arrivedhome I rushedto the phone tocal my friends. After an absence of over a year, I wanted tosee 
familiar faces again;I was anxious to  hear  how  my friends'  opinions  had changed and to  know their
interpretation ofthe international situation.
My friends came, and that same evening, ten of them gathered in our living room. Iwas excited 
to beback, ful ofthingsto share. I almostfeltan obligation to explain theimportance of international
solidarity, the indignation of the restofthe world about theinvasion ofAbyssinia. 
And so Italked: It was a strange feeling after al this time to speak my native languageagain. At
firsteven thesound ofthewordswas strange, and itwas dificultto putsentencestogether, butsoon the
language flowedfluently, easily, sweetly, though with an occasional French twist.
But the recent crises  had  not changed  my friends' ideas.  Giuliano, ever thephilo-Fascist, 
expressed himself inpatrioticphrases: the glory of Italy, the rightto a day in the sun. He had come with
his fiancé,  whomImet for the first time-aninteligent,young  girl  of  German  descent  who fuly
understood mypointofview. Gualtiero, afteraparentheticalepisodeofanti-fascismanda romance with
a Catholic girl, had become one hundred percent Zionist. Thefate of theworld interested him onlyfrom 
the  perspective  ofPalestine, and international solidarity  was for  him an empty  phrase.  Hejudged
everything in its relation tothe establishment  of an independentJewish stateas a first  principle. I  wil
have occasion to speak about him later.
My internationalist fervor, my deep and naive passion for brotherhood between peoples colided, 
on the  very evening  of  my return,  with an  obstacle I  had  underestimated:  nationalism-a  misguided
nationalism whichmeasures the greatness of a peopleby the extent of territorythatit occupies and not by
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its artistic and scientific achievements; a nationalism whichholdsthatthe conquest of distant lands wil
relieve misery and suffering and not inevitably result in theexploitation of one man by another.
At  Arcetri I  had the same  disappointing experience.  My friend  Gilberto, -now  Professor
Bernardini and no longer merely Dr. Bernardini -said that his children had aright to a beterlifethan his
own and,  while  disapproving  of certainFascistmethods, supported the  government's involvement in
Ethiopia which was supposed tomake Italy as rich as England. He hoped the Fascist army would prevail, 
and  he could  notunderstand(and in thishe  was corect)  what right the  British  Empire  hadto  oppose
Fascistexpansionism. Thephysicists from Arcetri once came to my house forlunch, and it was only my 
sense of hospitality that prevented this meeting amongfriends from erupting into a violent argument.
Without a  doubt the war  had increased  nationalist sentiment and reduced the enthusiasm  of its 
opponents. Mussolini had caried outhis plan. He was able, onceagain, to fulfil the only plank of his
program that he never betrayed: to endure.
What does the spiling of innocent blood mater, what do rifts between people mater, compared 
to the onefundamentalissue:remaining in power?The government coffers were empty, and the only way 
to save the regime, demanding evengreater sacrifices fromthe people, wasto go to war. And so it was-
a war for an empire without resources; by which theFascistgovernment incured such shame in the eyes
ofthe international community that its alies could no longer openly supportit; a warwhich resulted in
thecreation ofan empire and in duecourse, the submission of the mother country to the growing threat of
Nazi power; a war however, which would enable Mussolini and his clique to stay in power. 
The poor peasants and the unemployed left for war voluntarily. Misery is responsible for many
crimes, and hungrypeopleshouldnotbeblamed.The  Abyssinian war was  presented as an easy
enterprise, and prospective volunteers were lured withphotographs of black women with breasts bared to
the wind. Italy sang:
Litle black face 
Lovely Abyssinian girl 
Await and hope as the hour draws near 
When we wil be near you 
We'l sing the praises of our Duce and our King. 
But under their breath, in hidden corners, othersgathered tosing thesamesong with different words:
Black shirt 
Assassins' face 
Wait, wait, as the hour draws near. 
When we wil be near you 
We'l blow away the Duce and the King too. 
Maps of Abyssinia were posted everywhere, and everyone listened passionately to the radio. But 
in thecrowds which gathered in front of the maps and around theloudspeakers, there werealways those
who hoped for defeat instead of victory: "This time they'l break their necks! . ." And thesepeoplewould
strike  up a conversation  with another  Somebody,instiling  doubts: "But even if  we  win,  who says that
Abyssinia is rich?" "If the English left, it must be worthless." "It would have made more sense to build 
bathtubs ratherthancannons.""We  have  had  Eritrea and  Somalia for  50  years, and they  have costus
nothing but blood and money, without any return.""The whole world is against us. . . "
To those who said that defeat meantthe death of our boys in East Africa, the answer was, if the
speaker was to be trusted,that a defeat forFascismnow would save innumerable lives and incalculable
suffering later.
I remember discussing the situation one day in Venice with Eugenio Curiel and another friend.
At the time, sanctions seemed likea real possibility: we expected an oil embargo and theclosing ofthe
Suez Canal. Excited by the prospect, we counted the days until the end ofFascismin a mater of months,
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or rather, weeks. On the Makaléfrontthings were not going too wel. "Black shirt, Assassins' face!". . .
A few months, a few  weeks, and then the revolution, the  baricades.  The Italian  people  would liberate 
themselves with the support and sympathy of the peoples ofthe world. And afterthe revolution. . .
After the revolution . . . a golden age.  Brotherhood, justice, bread and education for everyone. 
"Aftertherevolution"lifewas open to every hope. At the mere thought of this heroic and blessed age, the
eyes ofrevolutionaries shone, like the eyes of exiles at the thought oftheir distant homeland,like the eyes
of childreninfront of a pastry shop window.
But the sanctions  on  gasoline  never came, the  Suez  Canal  never closed and,  on the  maps  of 
Abyssinia posted in the shop windows, a long red line showedthe advance of Graziani from Somalia to
Negheli. That line cut into ourflesh, leavingatrail ofblood and wounded dreams.
*  * *
After a short stay in Florence I went back to Paduato return to my work as an assistant professor.
My most important assignment that year was to oversee the construction of a new Physics Institute. The 
government had established a large fund for expanding the University ofPadua, and the buildings plans
included a new Physics Institute. The purpose ofthe construction, in the mind of theauthorities, wasto
create a "Showpiece ofthe Regime," inotherwords a monument to the Fascistgovernment. Rossi tried,
and succeeded, inmakingaphysics laboratory, and actualy, itwas one of the mostbeautifullabsI had
ever seen. He rejected al the architects'plans, anddesigned the buildinghimself, includingthedetails for
instalingal the technical systems.
The Institute had about 100 rooms, sensibly laid out and wel equipped for research and teaching. 
There  was a large lecture hal,  plenty  of office space, a large room for  high  voltage experiments and a 
tower forresearch  on cosmic rays. I frequently  wentto the construction site to  overseethe  work, 
explaining  where the  plumbing and  wiring  went,  making sure that the  windows closed, and that the
machinery was instaled with al due care. Al research in the old lab was suspendedso asto devote ful 
atention to the construction of the new Institute whichheld suchgreatpromise. 
I lived at the CentenarioHotel until summer vacation that year. Almostalthe guests at the hotel
were students. It was modern, clean andreasonably comfortable. I ate mymeals at the hotel inthe mixed
company of both engineering and philosophy students. Curiel wasthe go-between for the two groups. He
was stil an assistant in rational mechanics but he devoted all his time and energy to philosophy. There
were always philosophical idealists at our table. 
We spoke of many things but we always avoided politics out of respect for a student who ate with 
us  butwho sufered  greatly at  hearing  our  harsh criticism  ofFascism.  He  was a count from  Friuli, a
wonderful kid, reasonably inteligent, sensitive and friendly. He, like everybody else, was aware of our 
opinions, of which he disapproved deeply. But it never crossed mymind that he might denounce or betray
us-denunciation and  betrayal mighthappen in  Germany,  butin Italythesethingswereleftto
professionals.The trade of spying was so despisedthat amateurs were in shortsupply.If a few times I
was afraid that I had spoken too openly, each time my fears proved unfounded.
One evening, for instance, Giancarlo Facca, a student of natural sciences, came to my room. He 
was a young man from Friuli, very inteligent, with blatantly socialist tendencies, but one of those who 
supported the  politics  of colaboration  with  Fascism.  He  hadaposition in theGUF and  hefrequently
showed  up at their  meetings.  He had volunteered for service in  East  Africa  while I  was in  France,  but
returned beforethe end ofthe war to take exams. He spokein a loudly, even brutaly, smoked apipe and
dressed carelessly.
He looked a litle like a colonial veteran, but there was something about him that inspired trust. 
His eyes were cold as ice. As I was saying, one evening he came to my room and we began to talk. We 
talked of politics,socialism . . . at first I was a bitreticent, knowing hispast, butafter he himselfmade 
some radical statements,  with  which I totaly agreed, I couldn'tresistteling  him al  my ideas-
revolution, social justice, thearmed overthrowof thegovernment. At theword revolutionthose cold eyes
flashed, with one ofthoseflashesthat betrays nothing. I asked him why he went to Africa. He saidthat he
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considered it an actof solidarity with the enlisted men, not an act ofloyalty tothe government.Thinking 
backon this conversation the next day, I worried whether I had spoken too freely. But nothing happened;
my trust was not misplaced. 
Another time, perhaps a year later, I had a long conversation with the Secretary of the Cultural 
Commitee  of the  GUF.  He  was a slimy  young  man-the  kind  who hasa limphandshake,  whonever
actualytakes your hand. He had flat feet and styled himself an idealistic philosopher . . . Ithought he was
somewhat disgusting. He had an unctuous air, with a bit of a clerical bent. But occasionaly he had a crisis
of conscience, and a need for self-criticism like a characterin a Russian novel.
I  happened to run into  him  one evening  when  he  was in  one  of these  moodsandI  was
momentarily taken in by him. I sat with him and listened as afelow human being, and in return I spoke to 
himopenly, man to man. Itoldhimin no uncertain termsthatheusualymademesick, thathispolitical
activities were immoral, and that I did not know how to reconcile his political theories (in referenceto
Croce's position towards Fascism). He listened, making themost of this opportunity to beathis chest and
confess his sins, and that wasthe end of it. We nevergot any closer as a result of this experience, but I'm
surethat he didn't abuse my confidenceto beter his political position.
I remember an interesting conversation with a young man who had recently graduated in physics,
the son of one ofthe owners or editors ofVenice's daily newspaper, Il Gazzetino. He gave me interesting
insights  on  how thegovernmentcontroled the Italian  press. In  Fascist Italy there  was  nocensorship;
control was exercised indirectly and by proactively.In the early years of the regime reporters who were
not sufficiently respectfultowards the regime were forcedto drink castor oil; newspapers thatwere not 
openlyFascistwere ransacked  or  burned.  Butas time went  on, violence  was  no longer  necessary.
Theoreticaly there was freedom of the press, but prudence dictated that the editors ofsurviving
newspapers stick closeto the  party line.  And theparty, in its  goodness,  helped them in theirneed  by
supplying daily instructions on the layout of the paper: Page One:The DuceVisits Litoria:five column
headline with photograph; Page Two:TheKing Visits a Hospital, three columns;News about the new tax
increase on thelast page, on the botom.
Thus, each editor  became  his  own censor. The reporter  did  nothing  more than fil the assigned 
columns with common propaganda and adulation fortheregime, folowing directives from above-and 
in the absence of specific instructions,heinventedthem. So as notto endangerhimself, thereporter did
his best toexaggerate his praises rather thanruntherisk of appearing too cold; this process had no limit
beyond the opinions of the reporter and the politicalauthorities, as to whereitcrossed the line into the
realm  of theridiculous; andingeneral, the limits of theridiculous for apaidshil  or abureaucratin a
black shirt were far beyond those ofthecommon mortal.
But from these  papers, as from  papers al  over the  world, it  was  possible tofind  news. People
could reach theirown conclusions. I would even say that, knowing thejournalist's writing style, and the
techniques used to controlthe media, one could deduce many thingsthatwere not explicitly stated. Some 
of the  dailies  had foreign correspondents  who  wrote fairly clearly.  Columnists sometimes reported
extensively on the opinions of opponents ofFascism, taking care to introduce the remarks with an insult
directed atthe person being cited, and concluding with a personal statement of disapproval. I sometimes
wondered if this practice was a conscious atempt to keep Italiansinformed, despite control ofthe press.
Weekly newspapers were not an Italian tradition, except in the form of Domenica del Corriere, or
its look-alikes, which catered to the less educatedinterrible taste -stupid paperslike most of the funnies
or like New York'sDaily News. 
Satirical political papers were for al practical purposes destroyed by Fascism which did not alow
political satire. In its place, a new kind of humor arose which I never appreciated, but which was popular
amongmany,evenpeopleofconsiderable inteligenceandgoodtaste.Itwasahumorcompletelydevoid
of logicand often based on empty plays on words. It can't be denied that newspaperscontaining this kind
of humor, likeMarc' Aurelio and Bertoldo, had a large circulation and popularity. But in my opinion this
success was a result of a kind ofdecadence atributable toFascism. No longer able to laugh at what is
happening and since, especialy in  hard times, laugh  one  must,  we are reduced to laughing empty
wordplay, given that substance is forbidden.
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Colege papers, which I wil write aboutlater, enjoyed much more freedom.In the last years of
my stay in Italy, a rather good  weekly came  out which reminded me  of thosein  France. In this  paper
whose name I don't recal, I frequently sensed some antifascistundertones, deftlycamouflaged.
* *  *
Meanwhile,the warraged on in  Abyssinia  untilfinaly Fascisttroopsentered Addis Ababa. 
Mussolini gathered the Italian people on every piazza in Italy to proclaim the advent of the Empire over 
loudspeakers.
Everyone was summoned to hear the words of the Duce. Party members had recently been issued 
new  uniforms  ofa funereal,  Sardinian fabric.  The instructors and assistantsat theUniversityofPadua
were instructed to assemble at the University gate. Fearing a rol cal,I went to findoutwhat the situation
was. Of course, Iwas out of uniform. In themidst of this crowd of people of myown nation, I feltlike a
foreigner, if not an enemy. I sawmyprofessor, some of the otherinstructors and the technicians from the
lab, al in theirnew somber black uniforms; I could only pity them.
But I also saw the crowds of hard-working people, good people dressed in inexpensive clothes, 
young and old, women and children, al elated thatthewar was over, proud of their victory, proud oftheir
Empire, which, sad burden, was being turned over to them through the loudspeakers. Al this saddened 
me deeply; I felt alone in the midst of this crowd, my heart out of step with theirs, indeed out of step with 
the heart of my own country. I felt disilusioned by my ideals, as thoughal my dreams had failed. I could
not shake these feelings, and, before the speeches began, I withdrewhuriedly tomy room. Even therethe
sounds fromthe loudspeakers reached my ears.
I had never been sodiscouraged by a political event.My ideas hadsufered worse defeats, buta
defeat inflicted by a known adversary is less disheartening than being cut off from those in whose name
you havestruggled: the people of one's own country. I feltrejected by the single energizing principlein
which I had placed every hope: the masses, the good, common, everyday, courageous people! 
After a few sad  days, I thought that  perhaps I  had been  mistaken.  Maybe  Fascismhad realy
fought forthe good of thecountry, maybe the Empire was the cure for Italy's ils,after al. When I first
met Giancarlo Facca, the naturalist with thecold eyes,I told himmymisgivings.I told him that I realized
that Fascismnow had tremendouspopularsupportand that it could do almostanything. 
Mussolini could now move toward a reasonable political program, renounce al further military 
campaigns, work peacefuly to develop the conquered teritories without oppressing the native people, cut
his ties  with the capitalists and reactionaries;  he could return to the socialistplatform  which  he  had
originaly espoused in his youth. If he wanted to, he surely could do it;and in thatcase, I told my friend, I
would be wiling to colaborate, to do everything in my power to help him. 
He looked at me rather quizzicaly. He was beter acquainted with the inner workings of the party 
than I  was.  Hetold  me: "Don't  getyour  hopes  up.There's  nothing tobedone.  You  have  no idea  how
corruptthings have become."
And the future  proved  him corect.  A few  months later,the  Spanish  Civil  Warbegan.And the 
Italians, recovering from the passing the excitement of becoming an Empire, disappointed at seeing the
longed-for  peace  vanishalong  with the riches they  had  dreamed  of, returned to their wise  old satirical
form of humor: "Before the Empire an Italian citizen residing in the monarchy was caledregnicolo; now
he is caledimpericolo." [playon words; impossible to translate]
The  only  good  news at the time came from  France  with the  victory  of the  Popular  Front in 
the elections.One spring Sunday I went to Florence for one of my regular visits with my mother. Eugenio 
Curiel came with me. That evening we turned on the radio to get the news of the elections in France. Paris 
P.T.T. was  broadcasting the results. It  was a true  victory. The parties of the left reported having many 
electedcandidates and almost everywhere they leadthe baloting. "Mr. So-and so, S.F.I.O., elected; Mr.
So-and-so,  Communist, elected; Mr.  So-and-so,  Radical  Socialist, elected."The folowing  Sunday, the
results were confirmed. We boughtLe Temps, which had a completelisting of the election results, and
spread it out on a table at the cafe without atempting to hideourdelight.
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*  *  *
My private life continued untouched by these incidents. I spent most of my time in the lab, and 
relaxedbychating  withfriends  during meals and inthe evenings.  My friends andI  were a close-knit
group; wediscussed a variety of topics, or chated about nothing in particular. We frequented the student
cafes ofPaduaandsometimes went outto see a show. Usualy we wenttothe movies as it was dificult at
that time in Italy, and inPaduaspecificaly, to see good theater. On Sundays Iwent to Florence or Venice.
In the lab there  werestilthe same employees, aloof and  musty.  There  were,  however a few
younger people with whomI got along. Among these was Arturo Loria, a young native ofPadua, who 
had recently graduated, and who disappeared every oncein a whilefor afew months to do his military
service as an  officer in an artilery  unit.  He  was a  wonderful  young man and  we  became the  best  of
friends.  His extraordinary inteligence  was  not  obviousat first.  He  was  quiet,  without  being timid, and
very sensitive. He loved to work, but not too much, and often neededsomeone to provide encouragement
to see his projects through.
Loria,  Persano (another  young instructor  who  had recently come from  Florence) and I made a 
threesome in the lab where Iwas the unofficial scientific director,as wel as, Imight even say, ethical
director, in the sensethat I had a certain influence over them.
In the University library, during theentire year, was a girl who was writing her dissertation. She
had arrived the year before, preceded by a reputation of great inteligence,and extraordinary performance
on herexams. She was writing adissertationon chemistryand, poorthing, she spenther days calculating
molecular orbits on a calculator. She was the daughter of an engineer. Atractive, blond, tal, and slim,
herbearing revealedherupper class background. She dressed elegantly and in good taste, used a good 
perfume and make-up -a litle too much for my taste,but she used itwel. 
Spending a  whole  yearcalculating  molecules  on a calculator  would  beenough to depress any 
person with a minimum of energy and imagination. In fact it became obvious thatthisactivity was not
good for this particular girl (whom I wil cal Marina). I felt sincerely sorry for her. This girlof about 21, 
who was used to studying litle and doingbriliantlyon her exams, was wasted on that kind of work. It
was a shame that a  prety  girl like  her, in  particular,  was wasting away in a  dark room  working  on 
somethingthatcould not possibly give her any intelectual satisfaction orinterest.
My relations with her were insignificant that year. She caled me "Doctor DeBenedeti." As for me, 
I didnothing more than glancein her direction every timeI walked through the library, and al I could think
to ask was,in a half-scientific andhalf-sarcastic tone of voice, how hercalculations were going.
Until one fine day, those famous molecules gave Marina more trouble than usual and she began 
to cry. I thought her tearswere for fear of not graduatingin July, and ofspendingher whole summerat 
the calculator.  Seeing a  prety  girlcry forthe sake  of  molecular  orbits can  breaka  man’sheart. In  my 
capacity as an assistant atthe University,I approached her to assist herin her time of need by sayinga
few comforting words. I told her that shewastired and should get some rest: I told her notto think about
thesethingsforafewweeks. "Whydon'tyou go to theLido and spend a few days there? The weather is 
beautiful, the sun's hot, and I'm sure a fewdays in more natural surroundings wil help you forget your
problems."
Marina left for the Lido and we made a date for Sunday morning in Venice to visit the Biennial 
which had opened afew weeks earlier. We met on the banks ofthe Schiavone Canalby the PagliaBridge
near the ferrystop. Venice glistened in the sun ofa beautifulnew summer day.
We saw the art showin themorningand then wentto the Lidowhere we renteda row boat.We 
rowed out for a swim, and as I rowed she stretched out on the boat.
The problem of correct behavior with a girl in a boat is one of the great unsolved mysteries for 
youngmen.  As for  me, I always came  up  with the  wrong answer.  The corectsolution  must  be a
complicated function  of latitude, longitude, temperature and  manyother  variables  whichare  more
dificultto define, like theeducation, moods and personalities of thetwo peopleinvolved. The lasttimeI
hadhadthis experience was inEnglandwithawel-built,veryatractive16yearoldgirl.Astheweather
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on the Channelis a good deal more turbulentthan on the Adriatic, Iwas ful of violentthoughts, but that
timeI controled myself, with nota litle trouble, scoldingmyself for myevil thoughts. Of coursethat was
the wrong solution, and my boatingcompanion wasdisappointed, as she herself told me the next night
when we visited the ruins of Hastings Castle under the stars. 
SoIwas veryself-conscious withMarina.Mydesiresandmyprevious experience were pushing
me toward an aggressive stance,  but  my  position as a  University assistant advised caution. I tried to 
dampen my embarrassment by rowing and talking. I talked on and on under thesummer sun about how
strange physics is as a career, about my research, about my interests in general problems, about my travels 
in Africa and Europe, about my friends in the lab, and the differencesbetweenvarious countries in the
world. Marina listened atentively. 
SuddenlyIstopped rowing and talking, and pondered my companion in the boat. She had spoken 
very litle andI  wondered  what  kind  of  personshe realy  was. I saw  herclose to  me; I saw  her  body
which she modeled so gracefuly under her wet bathing suit. The long, slim,strong legs, the ample hips,
the thinwaist,the smalfirmbreasts,the delicious curve ofhershouldersfromwhich herarmsextended
as gracefuly as the neck of a swan.Withal my senses I felt intentlythe proximity of a healthyinteligent
animal of the opposite sex and of my own species. I saw her blond locks protruding from her bathing cap,
I saw her blue eyes.
Isuffered fromnotknowingwhatwasgoingon insideherhead, and underherleftbreast, inside
her heart. What is this person experiencing so close tome now? Is she having the same sensations as I? Is
shewaitingformeto approach her, orisshethinkingsomethingaltogetherdifferent?Would an advance
bean unwelcomesurprise?Issheoneofthosegirlswho isused to flirtingcasualy, ordoesshenumber
among those who believe in true love and who live only for this, who wait only for this?
From these  questions, and from  manymore, a  banal  questionsprang from  my  mouth, almost
without my being aware of it, 
"What would you say if I courted you?"
"Oh!" she answered, "I wouldn't be at al surprised. I'm so used to it!"
I interpreted this reply as an invitation; I took the  oars again and  distancedthe  boatfrom the
beachandfrom any watchful the eyes.When we were a litle further awayIapproachedto kiss her. . .
Naturaly this  was the  wrong solution, and the three  dots at the end  of the sentence stand for
absolutely nothing. She said no in an astonished tone, almost as if she was surprised that something like
this could  possibly  happen  on thefaceof the earth -or for that  mater,  on the surface  ofthe sea. I
understood that she did not say it teasingly, as an experienced person might, expecting the other person to
pursue. She said a simple no, earnest and quiet, offered almostas an apology forasking me to take back
what I had asked for. 
To calm down I dove into thewater. Then Ireturned to theboatand rowed to thebeach. On the
way back Iasked her to forgive me. Itold her that I respected her more after her refusal, I spoke sincerely 
and intently-basicaly, my advance was only a result ofthe accidental convergence of many factors: the
sun, the sea,the beautiful day-and a purely physical atraction. So if she was not in the habit of flirting, 
she did wel torefuseme, and if she was not in the habit of flirting, I respected her al the more for it. Of 
course I liked her, she wasinteligent, refined and, above al, beautiful. The feelings which atracted me to
her were these -they were certainly healthy motives -but they were not based on qualitiesthat were
exclusively hers, andthere was nothing lasting about them. I asked her to excusemy behavior and hoped
that sheand I wouldremain good friends.
Marina listened atentively and seriously; she seemed  disturbed.  When  we  got  offthe  boat  we 
walked together a while and she told me she regreted having refusedme. 
I asked her to come visit me at the lab when she returned toPaduato prove thatshe wasn't angry 
with me. Two days later Marina came to the lab. We went out together that night. We walked through 
dark desertedstreets and talked the whole time aboutinsignificantthings, like friends we had in common,
and did not broach any subject which could have appeared personal.
Rather than  being concerned about an indiscretion to  which I atached litle importance, I  was 
much  more concerned that theindiscretion  might  betaken seriously,  more seriously in fact than it  had
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been intended. Being rejected for an insignificant advance woundedmy pride, but did not troubleme. If 
Marina  had accepted the relationship  which I  had so impulsively  ofered, and  which I felt  was  not 
reciprocated, Iwould havebeen veryuncomfortableindeed. Forthatreason Ikeptthetopicofconversa-
tion to general personality characteristics and, aftertaking her home, I considered the incidentclosed.
A few days later, towards the end ofJuly, I went on vacation.
* * *
I had decided to spend a month in Austriato learn a litle German. My mother was going to the
Dolomites, to Masare', a litle town  on the  banks  of  Lake  Alaghe,  where some  other relatives  were 
staying.We left together and I accompanied her to her summer home. Istayed on with her for a few days. 
ina smal vilage atthe foot of the enormous vertical cliffs of the Civeta.
I heard the news there thata Spanish generalhadrebeled.
I left the  Dolomites for  Zelam  See, aquaintTyrolean town  on thebanks  of a lakeunder the
Grossglocker. The first fewdays there I was bored. I knew no one and didn't know thelanguage. I took 
walks alone and in the evenings I went to cafes and dance hals for some excitement and to find someone
with whom Icould exchange a few words in German. I read the newspapers to study the language and 
for news of the insurection in Spain, which was geting steadily more interesting.
I met a  group  ofpeoplefrom  France and turnedto them for  news from their country. I started
speaking with a couplein my hotel. He told me thatthings were going badly in France; thatthe Popular
Front government could not last and that arebelion like the one in Spain was imminent. Another day, in
a cafe, I had a conversation with another couple, fromParis on their honeymoon. He taught literature in a
high school. He came from a place near where I had stayed, and we discoveredthat we had some mutual
friendsin  Paris.  Of course theirversion  of the events in  France  was  quite  different.They  were ful  of
enthusiasm and had great hopes.
Then I  got to  know an  Austrian  girl whose name  was  Gretchen. We  were staying at the same 
hoteland sometimestookwalks together.  She  was studying  medicine in  Vienna.  Her  mother  had 
remarried, this time to a wel  known  psychoanalyst.  So  we talked  of  many things:psychoanalysis,
science, travels, life in various countries. We happened to agree on many issues, including politics. We
went swimming and rowing together on the lakealways speakingin German. I speak German very badly,
but somehow I was able toexpress myself.
We started to flirt and onenight, on the shore ofthelakeI kissed her. The nextday we went to a
fieldful of flowers-she was wearing a Tyrolean dirndl.The nextnight weslept together. We became
lovers and spenta romantictwo weekstogether.
She, the couplefrom France, and I drew up a plan foran internationalstudentorganization, witha
journal printed in German, French and Italian. Thejournal would not be openly antifascist, but it would, 
within the restrictions imposed in Italy and  Austria, strengthen the solidarity  of  young  people across 
nationalboundaries. Itmight  have  been a  meaningful  organization,  butnevergot it  off theground for 
many (rather uninteresting) reasons. 
Staying at our hotel was the manager oftheMatin newspaper with his daughter. They were going
to Greece by car and needed directions through Italy. I took the opportunity to talk about thehigh priceof
gas, the  warin  Ethiopia,  which  was the causeof thehigh  prices, and  ofthe sad  plight  ofthe Italians. 
Monsieur Brunneau-Varila was a remarkably cultured and inteligent man. He was a member of a very 
wealthy and wel-known French family. Hewas wel-versed inphysics, which along with music, which 
was a hobbyfor him. Heknew the physicists at Broglie.He was pro-Fascist, which he confessed more or
less openly, but his daughter was a member of a Communist youth group.
Meeting  people from  France in this litle  Tyrolean  vilage  demonstrated to  me  how  deeply 
divided the French were. The venerable old democracy was in danger of being cast aside by nascent pro-
Communist and pro-fascistforces.
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Towards the end  of  August  Gretchen and I left for  Vienna.  We stopped for  half a  day in 
Saltsburg. Gretchen's mother met us atthe stationinVienna with a smal car.I registered at a hotel in the
center of town. 
I saw Gretchenfrequentlyduring my stay of ten or so days. We usualy went out together in the
evenings. Once we went toan exquisitely typical Viennese keler in an old celarwhere a piano and violin
played the sweetestand most moving waltzes. We went to visitthe communal houses,the Gemeinhausen,
ofthe socialist  workers.Dolfuss  had taken them  over at  gunpoint  when,  with  Mussolini's  help,  he
instituted Austria'sFascistgovernment. Iwent to seethe Marxhaus,that famous bastion of the Viennese
proletariat,andforrather nationalistic reasons, I wentto see the Mateotihaus.
Austrian Fascismwas  more restrained than Italian Fascism.  There  were, forexample, some
newspapers  which sympathized clearlyenough  with  democracy.  After the assassination  of  Dolfuss,
Shussnigwalkedanunsteadytightropebetweenthe socialistworkers,whoweredefeatedbutnot
placated,andthe Nazis whoadvocatedannexationtoGermany.This precarious balancingactwas aided
by the victorious hand ofMussolini.Theonly supportthe government had in alof Austria wasamong 
the Catholics. Clearly sucha situation could not last.
Vienna had the sad appearance of a grand old capital in decline after losing its empire. 
From ViennaIwentto Budapest, travelingthrough Hungarybyboaton theDanube. Iarrived in
Budapest at night and saw al the buildings of the city lit up. It was a beautiful sight. Seeing the sights 
close up, however, revealed thatthere was not much of great artistic value. I was there for Saint Steven's
Day, the day of the patron saint of the country. It was celebrated by apicturesque assembly of noblemen 
in oldceremonial dress,and ofcourse the obligatory clergymen. The peasants came in from the country
in their national costumes. The women wore heavy boots which did nothing fortheirlooks.
I  went  back to  Vienna  by  bus, traversing the  Hungarian countryside. I could see  how  poor the
peasants were.They lived in absolutely primitive conditions, both materialy and intelectualy.
My impression of Hungary was that of a stupid and greedy nobility, a rich, snobbish and pseudo-
intelectual merchant class, another smal, predominantly Jewish merchant class, and a general population
which was outrageously exploited, and so accustomed to being exploited that they were hardly aware of 
it. Beforereturning to Italy I passed through Vienna and visited Gretchen. She cried when I left. I realized
that  our relationship,  which  had started so innocently,  had  become serious for me, and for  her  perhaps
something more.
This episode,  which I  now  hold so  dear,  disproved the contention which  young middle class 
Italians men are taught: Be careful  with women -they are self-centeredand  dangerous.  Afterwards,
folowing other similarexperiences, I became convinced ofthe very opposite:Be careful with women -
they are generous and easily hurt.
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Chapter Ten
Organizing Emigres: A Failed Idea
Barcelona fel. That was a very sad day. Afterwards, Warsaw, Oslo, Paris, and Athens also fel. 
But none of those defeats was as sad as the day that Barcelona fel. The war in Spain, being a civilwar,
was more grievous than the world war that folowed. In Spain, the people knew what they were fighting 
for. In  Spain, it wasa  peoplefightingforits  own freedom;it wasnotan empire  masqueradingasa
democracy,  defendingits  own interests. WiththedefeatinSpain,the  hope fora future civicorderhad
been quashed.
Paris began to see refugees arivingfromthe Spanish CivilWarandImetsome ofthem, often
people  ofItalian  origin.  One  night, leavingalecturegiven  by  Langevin atthe  Sorbonne, ImetCesare
Colombo who had worked on Italian-language broadcasts for Radio Barcelona. At the border, the French 
had interned  himinthe concentration camp atGurs from which  he escaped, taking advantage  of the 
confusionofthe early days. Iwil say more about him later.
Ibecamebeterfriends  witha man  who  had escaped from a concentration camp for Spanish 
refugees. He wasknown asScoti. When we were introduced, Iwanted to shake hands, but"No,"he said,
"Be careful. Ihave ringworm."Ihad nevermeta person with ringworm, which Ithoughtwasa disease of
undernourished, straycats.Butinthe internmentcamp thatthe FrenchRepublichadsetupto welcome 
the Spanish Republicans, itwas completely normal to get ringworm.
Catalonia's fal and the arival of these refugees marked the end of the hopes for the politics of the 
PopularFront,  which  hadalreadybeen  hardhitbythe  Munich agreement.  Aperiod  ofuncertainty,
mistrust, and discouragement folowed. 
Itwasduringthis period thatPlato asked me to forma group ofItalian antifascistintelectuals.
The community of Italian émigrés had been made up primarily of workers and political refugees, while 
intelectuals  had  onlybecome an importantgroup afterthe recentanti-semiticcampaign.  Thesenew
émigrésdid nothave a definite politicalorientation.Itwould beusefulto trytopulthemtogetherinto
some formoforganization,  both forthe  prestige thattheycould lend the antifascistcause, fortheir
potentialinvolvementin antifascistactivity,  ortokeep themfrombecomingcompletelydetached from
Italian affairs and become a loss to theircountry, aside from their lossto the fascist cause.
Itseemed like a good ideaand Iwasin a good position to take this on. Iwasnotbeholden to any
politicalgroup andIwasin a position to atemptto getthe colaboration ofalthe existinggroups. After
al, I, too, was part ofthe new intelectual emigration.
Of course, the Communist Party was counting on me to alow it to exercise its influence on this 
future organization. On my end, IfeltthatIhad no obligationto them. Idid notcare whose idea itwas. In 
principle, itseemed like a good idea, and I expected to proceed in my own way.
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According to me, the organization should have been apolitical. I wanted to form apurely cultural 
group,  where everypartycould exercise its influence, a  neutralmeetingground,  where  various ideas
could be discussed.
My idea was to start by finding or renting aroom in Paris. The group would subscribe to many 
Italian  newspapers,  both  Fascistand antifascist, and cultural magazines, so thatpeople wouldhave a
centralmeetingplacefromwhich to keep trackofevents in Italy. Itwould be a kind ofclub, maybe with 
an espresso machine, where people could meetin the evening, read the papers, smoke a cigarete and chat
a bit. Once a week, people would take turns greetingvisitors, usingtheirspare time to prepare anotebook
documentingthe latestnews on Italyand Fascism. Wehoped thatcontributions fromfriendswould alow
us to  buybooks fora smallibrary, and thatvariouspoliticalgroups  would  donate theirpublications.
Every once in a while meetings, discussions, and smal conferences could be organized. 
Isetto workin spring. It washard work, and required a greatdealoftactbecause the political
groups weresuspicious ofeach other, jealousoftheirideologicalpurity, and constantlypreoccupied with 
maintaining and extending their influence. I therefore started a diplomatic initiative which, among other 
things, alowedme to getaclose-up lookatthe relationships between thevarious groups, movements and
parties, and to understand the tactical and ideological similaritiesand diferencesbetween them.
The first person I turned to was Franco Venturi. Despite my colaboration with the Communists, 
my sympathy for Giustizia e Libertá was undiminished and for some time I deluded myself into believing 
that it was possible forthe two groups to reach alasting agreement.
There  was in fact a  kind  of reciprocal respect between the  Communist Party and Giustizia e 
Libertá.The Communists recognized the good faith of some of the members of GL, such as the Rosseli 
brothers, who had died fortheiropposition to Fascism, orEmilio Lusso, orFranco Venturihimself. The
GL's recognized that the Communist Party was aserious movement, and one of the major forces in the 
fight against Fascism.
But Iquickly learned that there were also insurmountable diferences that made it impossible for 
them to come to the agreement I was seeking.
GL was a"movement," not aparty. Its members were not subject to any kind of discipline. They 
worked on the principle that people performed best when they folowed their own inclinations and their 
own inspiration. This wasunacceptable to the Communists, who were monolithicalydisciplined and did
notalowanyideologicaldeviations  ordeviations in  practice.  Theywere suspicious  ofthe lackof
discipline and controlwithin the Giustizia e Libertá movement, and they infered that itwas infiltrated by 
dubious elements, if not byspies.
Giustizia e Libertá did not subscribe to a wel-defined political theory and its official position was
essentialyoneofcriticism. Itnotonlycriticized  Fascism, italso criticizedbourgeois and capitalist
society, and ithad a  profound aversion to rich capitalists and landowners. Its  members  were  generaly
quite farto the leftand leaned toward supportofa socialistrepublic as a politicalsolution forItaly. But
theywanted a republic thatrespected individualliberty, and thatwasnotbased on a dictatorship ofclass
or party.
Froma philosophicalperspective, the Communists were materialists, while GL supporters were
idealists: Theymaynothave been totalydevotedtoCroce, buttheyshowedconsiderablerespectforhim. 
Froman ideologicalperspective, the  Communists  had a  verywel-defined "theory,"while Giustizia e 
Libertáalowed its members to think as they pleased.
Finaly, the CommunistPartyconsistedmostlyofworkers, whileGiustizia e  Libertá was made 
up primarilyofintelectuals. (The GLsclaimed thattheirgroup in Lyonswascomposed ofworkers, but
the Communists held thatat most, there were no more than two or three workers in that group.)
The intelectuals in Giustizia e  Libertá did nottolerate the discipline thatthe CommunistParty
imposed on its members in the beliefthat this discipline extinguished theirmembers'potential. Theywere
particularlyindignantaboutthe Party's tacticalmaneuvering. Unwiling to compromise, they accused the 
Communists of hypocrisy for being wiling to colaborate with the devil or the pope, in order to gain a 
tacticaladvantageof a given situation, and then refusingtotolerateanycriticism of these alies.
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GL believed in the importance of the talented man, the leader who makes history. Therefore, it 
did notshrinkfromorganizingteroristatacks againstMussoliniand itwasprobablythis type ofactivity
thatlead to the fatalknifingsofthe Rosselinibrothers. Despite its veneration ofStalin, the CP claimed to
believesolelyin action  bythe  masses anditcondemned teroristatacks againstsingle individuals.
According to the Communists, targeting Mussolini was not significant because this would not change the 
economic structure  ofItalian society.  Accordingto theirtheories, the capitalists  wouldeasilyreplace
Mussolini. 
Here I wil alow myself adigression on the Communist idea of the "leader." Once Iwas talking 
to a Communistaboutoneofthe beter-known leaders ofthe Spanish Republic.IthinkitwasNegrin.
The Communists had touted this person -let's calhimNegrin-in the press,praisinghimto the skies
with theirusualexaggerated accolades. "Negrin,"my Communistfriend said, "isyouraverage guy,but
the masses need a man to be held up as a symbol, like a flag. InSpain we have chosen Negrin to be the
symbol. Whynotpraisehimto theskies, onpaper,ifthisstrengthensthe fightingspiritofthe Spanish
populace?
"The same is true here in France, with Thores. Thoresis, withouta doubt, a smartguy, butthere
would  be  no reason to idolize  him if it didn't fitthe  needs  ofthe  masses. Itis  purelya  question  of
propaganda,awayofsimplifyingthings. Fewcan understanddialecticalmaterialism, butmanyofthose
who don't understand wil stil folow aman or aflag." Maybe this reasoning explained the portraits of 
Stalin,the "greatcomrade,"in Russian homes, replacingtheicons thatwereremoved bythe revolution.
The Russian people held aplace intheirhearts forthe czar, the "litle father,"and this had to be filed 
somehow.
Al this, if true,  proves that Communists,  while having the  greatest faith in the  power of the 
masses,  don't have a  very high  opinion of their judgment, at least in their current state of preparation. 
Communists  believe that the  masses  must be "educated." The  masses can intuitively understand  where 
theirinterests lie, butcan easilyfalvictimtotheirprejudicesorbe tricked byfalseleaders.Therefore the
CP gives itself the exclusive mission to protect the masses from such men, to educate them, to guide them 
in theirown interests, toward the true light. If,  however, anothergroup  wants to take  on this task, the
Communists scream "scandal" and claim that no one has aright to teach the masses. In their defense, one 
could saythatthe leaders  ofthe  CP are themselvesofthe  people, and therefore the education  ofthe
masses might be considered a form of self-education. 
Inspite ofthese manydifferences and the distrustbetween them, the CommunistPartyand the 
Giustizia e Libertá movement had occasionaly worked together. GL was not, and had never been anti-
communist in principle, and the Communists at that time, stil adhered to the politicsof the Popular Front. 
For example, anItalian chapterofa  group named  LICA(LegaInternazionale Control'Antisemitismo-
InternationalLeague AgainstAnti-semitism), anextremelyradicalorganization, had been formed under
the auspicesofthe CP and the GL. Buteven in this case, ithadbeendifficultto setle on anarrangement
becausethe two groups were unable to agreeon a president. The issue had been resolved bynamingtwo 
presidents, one a member of the CP and the other of the GL.
Given these precedents, Ithought it would be agood idea to talk to Venturi about the prospective 
intelectualgroup. AtfirstVenturihad some doubts, maybe fearingthatmytiesto the CP were stronger
than theyactualywere. In the end he decided to supportthe idea and to talktothe Socialists. Iinsisted
thatI wanted active cooperation from GL and the  Socialists  because I did  not wantthe  group to  be
exclusively Communist.
One evening Imet with the representatives of the three groups in a smal cafe. There was Galo 
(LuigiLongo)representingthe CP. He had recentlyreturned fromSpain where he had been assigned the
importantposition ofpoliticalcommissarfortheInternational Brigade. Mario  Levirepresentedthe
SocialistParty-the same Mario Leviwho had eluded the Fascistpolicebyswimmingacrossa riverinto
Switzerland (mentioned above).  VenturirepresentedGL. Iwasthere, and Ithinkthere  wasanother
Communist, Roncoli (Montagnana.) 
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We talked for a long time that night. Finaly, we came to an agreement in principle, to kick off the 
new activity by holding a meeting that was less politicalthan intelectual. 
Iwascharged with arangingthe meeting. Irented a smalroomin a cafe in theQuartier Latin, 
and sentoutannouncements. Iprepared amotion tobe  votedon atthe  meeting, so thatIwould  have 
somethingto show the people who would be asked tosupportthe group financialy. Itwasan innocuous
motion that stated a desire to create a group for the general purpose of upholding the Italian tradition of 
liberalculture, withthe expectation thatthis mightbe usefulto Italyin the future, and to alofEurope in
its struggle against the forces ofoppression.
About twenty people came.  Writers, painters (I think Carlo Levi came), artists, men of culture 
and ofscience. No one came asan officialrepresentingthe GL. Imadea litle introductoryspeech, and
presented themotion which wasdiscussed and slightlymodified to satisfyeverytaste. Finalythe motion
passed, and an executive commitee was formed whose job it wasto colect money, and to find a place for
the new group's headquarters. The nextmeeting, to beorganized bythe executive commitee, wassetto
take  placeafterthe summervacation at which time the commitee would reporton its activities.  The
commitee consisted ofLuria, Signori[wasthat his real name? I don't remember], and me.
Signoriwasa painter, a typical, traditionalbohemian fromthe Montparnasse. He lived in a shack
in a courtyard  behind the  Cafe  Dome.  Naturaly,he  did  nothave a telephone. He  didn'teven  have a 
doorbel. Itwasthereforeveryhard to contacthim.  Some evenings  Luriaand Iwould  headfor
Montparnasse to talk to Signori about some idea we had been discussing. We crossed the Luxembourg 
Gardens and Boulevard Montparnasse and when we arrived at Signori's place, we banged and kicked the 
green doorofhis courtyard, withoutgetingtheslightestresponsefrominside. In theend,we slippeda
note under the door, and went of to Cafe Dome. In spite ofthis, in a few months we were able to colecta
few thousand francs which would alowus to show concrete results atthe fal meetingand the possibility
ofachievingourplan. Themoneycame  mostlyfromrecentlyemigrated Jews, who had fatwalets and
relatively liberal ideas.
But in the fal, war broke out, and it was no longer feasible to organize a group of intelectuals. 
*  *  *
In March  Hitleroccupied Czechoslovakia,  which  had  been  defenseless since Munich.  New 
refugees arrived inParis, and someofthosewho had arrived earlier started leavingfor countriesoverseas.
France no longer felt eitherwelcoming or secure, and those who could, moved on.
The first to leave were the rich Jews who had left Italy with a nest egg, and who had no difficulty 
eithergetingvisas orpayingforthe voyage. VisasforSouth Americawere easyto getwith bribery. A
United States visa could be had legaly as long as the applicant could prove that, in case of need, he could 
supporthimselfwithoutrecourse to  governmentassistance.  Whata strange  placethe  United  Statesis,
where bribes don't work, and oficials worry about people dying of hunger! Compared to people of other 
nations, Italianshad an easytime enteringthe  United  States,  because  Mussolinihad  prohibited 
emigration, so the quota wasopen forthosefew Italians who were alreadyoutside the Italian borders and
were in a position to request a visa. 
Among the first hotels to empty out was the  very respectable residential Hotel Saint James et 
d'Albany,  on the  Rue  de  Rivoli,  nearPlacede Jeanne  d'Arc alongthe  Tuileries,  where a  numberof
wealthy Jews from Turin and Milan had pitched their tents. These people were notable for their status in 
Italian society, and theirwel-furnished walets. Amongothers, there wasthe familyofProf. Fubini, the
mathematician from Turin, as was the family of Giuseppe Calabi, the owner of San Pelegrino of mineral 
water fame, as wel as some of the Oliveti family from Ivrea, known for their typewriters. 
Iknew the  Fubinis  best,  becausetheyhad two sons  who  were about my age.  The family 
combined abundantmaterialresourceswith academicsuccessand scientific renown and-and this was
notaswel-known -liberalthinkingand charitable sentiment.  When  one  ofourgroup  ofstudents  or
recentgraduatesfoundhimselfin financialstraits,  he  knew thatbygoingto the  Fubinishe  would find
understandingandfinancialassistance. When life inFrance became dificult, the Fubinishelped several
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oftheirfriends immigrate to America bysendingthe required sumofabout$2,000 to an American bank
in the name oftheir protégé, so thathe could demonstrate financial independence.
And this was not the only type of support the Fubinis provided for the people around them. Their' 
voluminous  purse couldbe countedon forsupportwhen  moneywasneeded forliberaland cultural
causes, and a substantialportion  ofthe funds thatIcolected formyintelectualantifascistgroup  was
donated by them.
The tastes of the Italian  upper middle class had been transferred to the Hotel Albany,  with al 
theirroutines andtemperamentand customs. The Fubinis broughta considerable provision oftrufflesto
America to sweeten the trials of exile with the joys of Piedmontese cuisine. Once, at asmal reception in 
theirrooms in the Hoteld'Albany, while pouringchampagne into glasses whichforsome reason did not
fuly meet with her approval, Mrs. Fubini said, "I'm sorry, but you know, we are poor refugees."
During this time, the principal pastime of the younger Fubinis was to study how to procure visas 
and residence  permits fromvarious countriesaround the  world.  Theywereprofessionalrefugees,
becomingtrue experts on the subject. Theyknew whomthey could bribe forthe leastamountatvarious
offices and consulates. Forthosewhohadthe moneyto take advantage ofit, this information was quite
useful at the time.
As for me, as Ihave already mentioned, there were times when I wanted to stay, and others when 
Iwanted toescape. Before becomingactivelyinvolvedinpoliticalactivities, Ibecame alarmed whenever
the  news seemed topredictthe  outbreakof war,andwitheveryvictoryof Fascism, Iwentto  visitthe
North and South American consulates. After Istarted working in the anti-fascist movement, I abandoned 
the idea ofleaving. Leavingwould have been the equivalentofrunningawayand desertingmyplace on
the batlefield.
With every move  Hitler made, uncertainty grew in the minds of the people, whether they were 
Frenchmen  orrefugees.  Fromuncertainty, it's easyto  passtofear,andfearbeinga  bad counselor,
reawakened the traditionalhatred forthe Germans. Hitlerhad succeeded in one thing:he had convinced
everyone thatthere realywasa  German race, andthatits characteristics  were  violence,  greed, and 
sadistic criminality. 
Iconfess that, in spite ofmybelief in the equalityofthe racesand myefforts to remain rational, I
could not,and Istilcannot, thinkofthe Germanswithoutaversion. It’s hard to eliminate the effects of
education and  historyfromone's emotions. In Italian schools the  Germanswerealways considered the
hereditaryenemy, the invaders, the  oppressors, fromFrederick Barbarossa to  Cecco  Beppeto
Guglielmone.  The  French  had  vivid  memories of the invasion  of 1870 and  of the  hard-fought war of 
1914.  Contemporaryevents justadded tothistraditionalanti-German  prejudice.As forme,  personaly, 
my Italian education and my Jewish background made it very hard to dispassionately appraise Germany 
and the Germans.
In universitycircles and amonganti-fascists we were a bitashamed ofthese anti-German feelings
which were expressed in occasional observations. Some said, "Al of Europe's troubles stem from the fact 
thatJulius Caesarneglected to occupyGerman lands,"and"the realtragedyofthe One HundredYear's
War was that two-thirds of the German population survived it." 
A friend of mine told me a typical litle anecdote. It was about a Brazilian physicist who had gone 
to visitalab inGermany. His hostwas a Nazisympathizer. TheGerman beganbysayinghowbad the 
Jews  were, and  howitwasnecessaryto expelthemfromthe  universities. "Good.  Good."said the
Brazilian. And it was necessary to confiscate their possessions. "Good. Good." said the Brazilian. And a 
goodlynumberhad  had to  be  kiled. "Good.  Good."said the  Brazilian.  Abitsurprised atsuch
understandingand agreement, the German asked, "ButIthoughtthatyou did notshare myideas. Ihad 
been told thatBraziliansdon'tunderstand racism, and thattheydon'tapprove  ofourtreatmentofthe
Jews.""No, no, you're doingfine, becausethe Jews thatyou are persecutingareGerman. The trouble is
that you are not kiling enough non-Jewish Germans."
*  * *
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During Easter vacation in 1939 I went to  Switzerland to see my mother. Since Ithought it was 
unsafe forme to go to Italy, and atthattime shedidn'thave a French visa, we decided to meetin Geneva.
We were together for about two weeks, enjoying the beautiful views of the city and taking boat trips on 
the lake.
That year, on Good Friday, Mussolini proceeded to heroicaly invade Albania, a country which 
alreadybelonged to him. So ourvacation wastroubled byrumors ofwar. Butthen, wasthere anyweek
that year when there weren't rumors of war?
In Switzerland people werenotveryworried,and Ihave to admitthaton mypart, itdidn'teven 
occurto me thatthatChamberlain and Daladiermightdeclare waron theirfriendMussolinijustbecause
he wanted to burnish his image among ItaliansbyinvadingaBalkancountrythathe alreadycontroled.
After al, the Balkans were to the east, and in those days, officials in London and Paris looked favorably 
on any activity directed towards the east.
In France, on the otherhand, everyone wasveryupset. When Icrossed the French borderto visit
a friend, Ifound thateveryone expectedthatwarwas imminent. Mussolinihadviolated a "gentleman's 
agreement"that he had madewith England concerningthe statusquo in the Mediterranean. Itseemed that
the  French stilfeltthata"gentleman's agreement" with  Mussolini wasa serious  mater, and in their
gulible minds,theybelieved thatthe Englishgovernmenthad signed itforreasons otherthantoappease
and cooperate with the Fascists.
During this turmoil my mother and Ivisited the  palace of the League of Nations. Tourists have 
always  had a specialfeelingforruins.  Ruins are always sad.  Butcontemporaryruins are tragic.  The
palaceofthe  League  ofNations  had justbeen  built. Itis a rare example  ofgood  modern architecture.
A guide showed us around the various rooms, showering us, as al guides do, with descriptions of their 
details and theiroriginalinspiration. Butwhile the average touristis ratherindifferentaboutwhetherthe
marble on the wals of acertain church comes from Carrara rather than from Verona, I was moved by the 
guide's explanations.  One roomwasdecorated  with  wood  donated  bythe  Persian  government, another
with stone from Argentina. It seemed that every country in the  world  had tried to  outdo the  other in 
decoratingwhatwasto be a PalaceofPeace, which now, with its deserted rooms, wasreduced to litle
more than a historical curiosity. 
Iwasso moved thatas soon asIgotbackto myhotelIwrote an article forthe Voice.The next
dayImailed italongwith some photographs.Ithoughtitwould make a magnificentarticle forthe center
ofthe third page. Aftera briefdescription ofthe building, Imadesome observations on its significance,
and Iended  byhopingthatthe  Palaceofthe  League  ofNations  mighttrulybecome a  palace  ofan
organization of nations, and not of an organization of governments.
Back in Paris, I looked through the recent issues of the Voice, and wassurprised to find thatmy
article had notbeen printed. When Isawthe editoragain-my friend Plato -hegave the articlebackto
me for a"few corrections." "Think it over again, Minori," he said, as he had done on similar occasions. 
Ithoughtitoveragain, butfound there wasnothingIwanted to change. Rather, Iwasveryproud ofthis
literary delivery. The article was neverprinted.
As  usual, I atributed this litle episode to another aspect of Communist intransigence. I realy 
couldnotunderstand howmyarticlecouldtrouble the sensibilitiesofStalin's priesthood, especialysince
untilthattime,  Litvinovhad  directed the  SovietUnion's foreign  policyin a strictly"societal" way. 
I thought that Plato's refusal to print was due to potential political ramifications. 
But Molotov succeeded Litvinov, and Soviet foreign policy changed direction after Munich and 
the invasion of Czechoslovakia. The editors of the Voice, who were beter informed on Moscow's position 
than I was, did not wantto print compromising statements in support of the League of Nations.
While I was in Geneva, Iagain visited the Fereros. I wanted to ask for their support, both moral 
and financial, forthe  prospective  organization  ofantifascistintelectuals.  When Itelephoned,  Mrs.
Ferrero answered,and sheinvited  me to come  visitthe  nextevening, sayingthatthere  would  be  other
friendsvisiting. Iaccepted with  pleasure, thinkingthatI might make some contacts in the antifascist
community in Geneva.
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When I arrived I found myself in the company of atype of "antifascist" whose existence Ihad 
forgoten, and thatIno longerrecognized assuch:distinguished professors, members ofthe diplomatic
corps, al more  orlessfamous intelectuals.  Atonepointeveryone satincomfortable chairsandthen,
contiquereomnes intentique  ora tenebant, FatherFerrero,  maypeacebe  with  him, awarded  us the
unexpectedprivilege  ofhearinghimread froma chapterofa bookthathe  waswriting.  The  bookwas
aboutTaleyrand and itwas eventualypublished, butIneverread it. Ihad had myfilfromthe chapter
that, like itor not, I had been forced to listen to that night.
It wasnothing more thanthe theoryoflegitimacybased  on the theoryoffear.  Accordingto
Ferrero,a legitimate governmentis notafraid ofbeingoverthrown. Therefore, itdoes notdo crazythings. 
On the other hand, an ilegitimate government is afraid and does crazy things.  Example: Napoleon. But 
an inteligentand honestman such as Taleyrand, understands the reasonsthatinduced Napoleon to shed
so  much  blood, and  wiselyplots to reestablishthe legitimate  monarchy. . .and everyone liveshappily
ever after.
Ithinkthatthe supportersof Darlan and  of Oto  von  Hapsburgcould  nothave found a  beter
justification than this theory:the theory ofconservatism. Afterthis,  Raditza  declared  his intention to
write a book entitled: "Discussions with Guglielmo Ferrero." Ileft soon afterwards to alow the Ferrero-
Raditza families to complete their reciprocal rituals of mutual admiration in the intimacy of their domestic 
compound. 
But I went back a few  days later for work.  Ferero had a name and some  money and I was 
interested in hisname andhis moneyformyorganization.Iwasreceived byMrs. Ferrero who gave me
neitherhername norhermoney. Maybe shesuspectedthatIhad some contactwith the Communists, and
thatIwasnota bigsupporteroflegitimacy. Instead,shegave  me some books  writen byherson Leo,
asking that I read and distribute them. 
We spoke of this and that. The conversation moved to the subject  of Switzerland. I said that it
was abeautiful place, but that the Swiss were boring. She said that Switzerland was an ideal place which 
France could have become if not forthe revolution. Atthese words I tookmy leave.
* * *
At the beginning of the summer Ilearned that Paris would be hosting some international meetings 
ofantifasciststudents in mid-August. The informationcame froma Communistwho caledhimselfVigna
who joined me and some co-workers from the lab at acafe in the Quartier Latin where we met every night. 
Vigna  was a former worker who  had  destroyed his  health and  gained a  vast education  during 
fourteen years in prison. Afterhis release, he had escaped to the USSRwhere he waswelcomed with al
the  honors:a sanatoriumin  Crimeaand courses in  Marxistculture and revolutionarypraxis. Itseemed 
thathe  wasa  bigshotin the  Communisthierarchy.  He  wasnotemployed  by the Italian  partyas were
most of the Communists that I had met. He was atached directly to the Comintern. 
He  was tasked  with  organizing young people and students, and though  he had never atended 
university,  he  knew  much  more aboutItalian  universities than  did Iormyfriends.  His  knowledge  of
historyandphilosophywas such thathe couldoutshine anyintelectual.Hewasa pleasantman, with a
broadanddeep  outlook.  His  decisive  mannerwasveiled  byregretathavinglostthebestyears  ofhis
youth in prison.
What a diference  between  Vigna and the stereotype  of aComintern agent envisioned  by the 
middle-class! He was ayoung man. (He laughed when people caled him ayoung man."It's true", he said, 
"No-onecounts myfourteen years in prison, and theythinkI'mstilyoungbecauseIwasyoungwhen I
was arrested.") He had adelicate character, poised and discriminating, although far from being refined. 
A sweet man, but who probably who would not have hesitated to use violence to accomplish his ideals. 
Irememberone evening, as we were strolingalongthe Boulevard St. Michelwith Vigna, we saw
an English girlwho wasstayingin the house where he wasliving. He wasatracted to this girl. Vigna left
the  group fora  momentand entereda  pharmacyto  purchasethe  necessaryitems foranypossible
eventuality. Butsoon the Comintern agent emerged fromthe pharmacylookingsad, holdinga toothbrush in
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his hand. He hadn'thad thecourage to askfora condombecause the clerkin the pharmacywasa woman.
He entered another pharmacy and came back with a bar of soap. Such is the sad story of the shy Comintern 
agent!
Leaving aside the gossip about the intimate affairs of the Comintern and goingback to my story .... 
In AugustItookpartin two meetings ofantifasciststudents. The firstwasa meetingofMarxistswhichwas
intended forsocialists and Communists. Iwentonlyonce, asa spectator, asIwascould notclaimto be a 
Marxist.  The  only outcome  of this  meeting was a split between the socialists and the  Communists.  The 
socialists refused to colaborate withthe Communistswhomtheyaccusedofintransigence,hypocrisy, etc. 
And they were not wrong, you have to admit they were right, given that the Communists had had the gal to 
refuseto vote in favorofthe Munich pact, and had had the hypocrisyto wantto maintain a semblance of
unity with the socialists who had officialy voted for the pact.
I was more active in thesecond  meeting. It wasa meetingoftheRassemblement Mondial des 
Etudiants (InternationalStudentUnion). Pontecorvo,Manueliand Iparticipated officialyastheItalian
delegation.  Weprepared areportwhich Ipresented atone  ofthe  meetings.  Also  participatingand
speaking, independentofus, wasBatino fromGiustizia e  Libertá with whom we  maintained excelent 
and friendly relations.
Studentsfromalovertheworldtookpartin the  RM.E  meeting.  Everydelegation  prepareda
report which wastranslated into  French and  Englishand  was  mimeographed fordistributiontoalthe
delegates.  Pontecorvo,  Manueliand Ilocked  ourselvesin a roomwith threetypewriters.  Wewere
interrupted  only by Manueli's  wife  who  broughtus meals.  The result wasa  huge twenty-page  paper
entitled La culture dans l'italie fasciste.
Then, with the manuscript under my arm Iwent to the offices of the RME to submititto betyped. 
The offices were located on the ground floor of a building on Boulevard Arago, near Danfert Rochereau. 
Ifound some twentyverybusyyoungpeople-some were typing, some were translatingfromFrench into
English or vice-versa, some were mimeographing, some were colating. They worked devotedly for endless 
hours and never seemed to tire. The air wasfiled with the aromaof ardent youth and enthusiasm.
A very young Spanish girl stood on top of atable batling amimeograph machine. Her black eyes 
blazed, and shelooked likeshewasstandingon a barricade. Herhandsand facewere black, and she held
a tube ofink asifshe were brandishing a bomb. 
Indians, Chinese and Americans worked side byside in theircommon struggle againstFascism
and aggression. Iwasimmediatelydrafted. "Restes ici, camarade, il y a un tas de choses a faire; travaile 
avec  nous."Isatata large table to help colate  mimeographed sheets. There  were reports  onthe
conditions ofstudents fromthe fourcorners ofthe earth: Austria, Germany, England, Spain, America,
Brazil, India, the Dutch Indies, China ...Some Indian girls in saris were siting at the table with me. We 
spoke French and English, butconversation was reduced to the minimumnecessaryto expedite the work. 
We went out together for meals, and talked about the political situation in various countries. They caled 
me Minori, or the Italian comrade. 
The meeting began two or three days later. Everything was ready: the reports were set out on a 
table forthe  delegates.  Everycountryand everypoliticaltendency wasrepresented, fromconservative 
English to Communists. Only the French socialists were missing. 
Those were intense and  happy days.  They were the last days  of freedom in  France and, as if I
could foresee the future, Ienjoyed themcompletely. Iwaspleased to be amongpeople fromaround the
world who, in large part, shared my views. The fact that Iwas contributing, in my own smal way, to the 
meeting and in a larger sense, to the international movement to save the world from the dangers of Fascist 
aggression and imperialistoppression, gave me great satisfaction. 
Those were perhaps the happiest days of my life. I was happy to do something useful for a greater 
cause. Ihad the pleasure ofbeingimmersed in a friendlyenvironment, withoutlosingmy independence
as an individual. These pleasures are greater than any purely personal satisfaction. Whatis money, what is
the satisfaction  ofa  personalcareercompared to the  profound satisfaction  offulfilingone's social
responsibilities, and assumingone's appropriaterolein society? 
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This is how Ifelt in those days, and these are the kinds of feelings that appear to have the power 
to impelpeople intoaction and sacrifice. It mayseemlike fanaticismto some.  Butthose  who  have
personalyfeltit, even briefly, know that itis asolemn and profound source ofinspiration.
One of the most interesting aspects of the meeting was the participation of the colonial peoples. 
There were representatives from Indochina, from India, from the Dutch Indies, from Burma, from Syria. 
Their reports spoke  of years  of struggle and  of student organizing for national independence.  Their 
nationalistfeelings were always tinged with a more orless fiery brand of radicalextremism.
The reports that got the most enthusiastic reception  were from the  Spanish and  Chinese 
delegations.  TheSpanishrepresentative  wasa  young man  who  wasstudying mathematicsatthe
University of Madrid at the  beginning of the insurrection and  who, at the end  of the civil war,  was 
commander of a division. He spoke to us about the war and about the conditions of the Spanish fighters in
the French internmentcamps. Itseemed thatthe French Republic had voted to provide enough moneyto 
alowa decent,ifnotcomfortablelife to theheroesofSpanish warwhohad been internedinthe camps. 
But it was not clear where this money had gone. 
During the  meeting, the  defenders  of official France could stil claim that the inhumane 
conditions were due to an initiallackoforganization, since hundreds ofthousands ofpeople had crossed
the borderin justa few days, obviouslywithouthavingasked ifaccommodations had been prepared for
them.  Buttheseexcuses  did  nothold, and itsoonbecameclearthat, intentionaly ornot, the  French
governmenttreatedthe Spanishrefugees asenemyprisonersandnotas friendlyguests. Sincethe Spanish
had bynowlosttheirstruggle and had no powerfulprotectors, theyhad no advocates to overseehowthey
were being treated or mistreated. There was litle we could do for them at the RME meeting except pass 
some motions of protest.
The  Chinese  were represented  by a  young  woman  who spoke about the  universities that had 
moved into central China to escape the Japanese invaders, and about students who roamed the countryside 
incitingpeasants to defend themselvesagainstthe aggressors.IfeltthatChina wasawakeningandthatits
enormous potential energy was about to become organized.
It wasduringthatyear,  underthe influence  ofa  Chinese co-workerin the lab,thatIbegan to 
thinkofChina as the hope forthefuture. As Ilearnedmore aboutEastern civilization,myrespectforthe
Orient gradualy increased. There are those who speak of the yelow peril. Maybe there wil be a yelow 
perilinthe future,butuntilnowitisthe "yelowfolk"who have beenthreatened and oppressedbythe 
"whites". It would be more logical ifasiansspoke of the white peril.
Afterwards, at the Lotus, a Chinese restaurant in the Latin Quarter, ruede l'École de Médecine,
the Chinese embassy participated officialy at a banquet for the delegates. 
A few  hours  before the  banquet Igot sad  news from an acquaintance whom Imet by chance: 
Eugenio Curiel had been arested in Italy and had been interned for five years. 
In the  banquetroom, a  microphone which  was connected to theradiostation wassetupto
transmitstudentsongs fromthe countriesofthe world. When ourturn came, we sangBandiera Rossa.It
almostcreated a scandalbecause some considered the songto be too revolutionary, and theymotioned
desperatelyin an atempttostop us. Butwe sangitto the end, and manyofthe delegatesjoined inon the
chorus. Maybe someone in Italy heard the old song on the radio.
The RME meeting was a ray of hope in the midst of general pessimism, a moment of enthusiasm 
duringaperiodofdiscouragement.  Unfortunately, theeventsthatfolowed confirmed the  most
pessimistic predictions.
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CHAPTER XII
Defeat (Summer 1940)
One morning, unlike most mornings when the radio served up the usual colorless reports, I woke 
up to an announcementthatthe Germanswere invadingDenmarkand Norway. Duringthe firstfew days 
it wasnotclear what washappeningand  we  were  promised a  navalbatle.  Eventualywe  heard thata
navalbatle  was in  progress.  Then  we  heardthatthe  batle  was  over.  Result:the  Germansoccupied
Denmark and Norway and were in no hurry to leave. 
The "military critics" explained that the  German strategists  had  made a  grave  mistake  by 
abandoningtheir defensive position:"Now that the wolf has left its den, it wil be easy to kil."The public
was so rhapsodic at the idea of the death of the wolf that it seemed like the wolf was already in the bag. 
Butthe wolfseemed very comfortable outside its denand itwasapparentlyin verygood health, and it
certainly was not woried about strategic erors.
The  French and  English  were so convinced of their superiority that even inteligent people fel 
into the trap of believingin thisGermanstrategic error. It was a period of general optimism, during which 
timethe Norwegian armywas liquidated.
Idid  notshare the  generaloptimism,and  with the trainingI'dreceived readingItalian  Fascist
newspapers,Ibased my opinion on the few factsrather than on the many writen words. I was in a terible
mood al week. Then one evening, while I was listening to an Italian language BBC program, the program 
was interrupted toannounce the victoryatNarvik. Iso much wanted to heargood news thatIgave too 
much importance to the  news  of that unimportant local episode, thinking it was the start of a larger 
operation. Thegeneralenthusiasmwasso greatthatwe orderedchampagne and toasted to the success of
the Alied operation.
After Narvik, I was optimistic for afew days. Then, seeing that it was only alocal victory, I des-
paired again. Iwasso disturbed thatIcould no longerwork. Inthe firstplace, Idid notfeelatalsafe if
the Germans  were tooccupythe country,  orif France were to  makepeace with  Hitler.  Many of my 
friendswere in concentration camps. Iwasnotveryexposed, and Iwasprotected bymyscientific work,
butIwasafraid thatiftheFascists  didoccupythe country, Imightshare the fateofmyfriends.The
authoritiesmightfindmyname associated  with theirsin therecords  ofthe Italian consulateandItoo, 
might end up in a camp. 
Besides worying about my safety, I tortured myself because Ididn't have a clear idea as tomy 
responsibilities.The thoughtofthe  Nazis  winningthe  war made me cringe.  ButI thoughtit uselessto
enlistin the  French armyin whosecommandersandmanagementIhad  no faith, and  which  gave  me
doubts aboutmyrolein preventinganenemyvictory.The doubts thathadassailedme duringthewarin
Finland returnedto torture me againevenmore intensely.
I went to talk to Joliot. I told him that every once in awhile I thought of leaving France,  given 
thatbystayingI wasexposed to althediscomfortsand risksofa  nation at war withoutthe slightest
opportunitytoactin thedefense ofFrance ormy ownprinciples. Joliotagreed withme. He asked me to
keep his comments confidentialsince he "didn'twantto be accused ofdefeatism."But, inhis opinion the
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war efort was incompetent and he himselfwas frustrated, sincethe research problems thathe wasgiven 
were not very interesting, and his own proposals were lost in a vacuum of either bureaucracy or sabotage. 
This conversation  did  not give  me any consolation and I began to think more seriously about 
leaving. Duringthis periodIhardlywentto theLaboratory. I'mnotsurewhatIdid orhowIwastedmy 
time, butIwasalways busy.Iwentto the Italian consulate to have mypassportextendedto include the
United States. This was rather easy since I stated that I wanted a student visa which was outside the quota. 
I gavemy unclepowerofatorneyso thathe couldmanagemylegalaffairsin Italy.Iwrote to everyone I
knew in America to ask foran afidavit and for a job.I completed a large number of applications.
Meanwhile the Germans began their ofensive against Holand and the Netherlands, to which the 
Alies responded  with a flurry of insolent remarks, while abandoning their defensive  positionson the
French and  Belgian  border.  Again,  we listened constantlyto the radio.  Weheard  news fromFrance,
England, Italy, and Germany.  The news from Germany and Italy was bad and after a few days the bad 
news was confirmed on the Alied radio.
Irealized thatthere  wasno  more time to calmlyplan a  departure  orto  waitforthe right
opportunity. Someonetold me thatthe Portuguese consulate wasthe onlyone stilgrantingvisas, so one
morning my mother and I went, and both of us got visas for amonth's residence inPortugal. The nextday
when one of my friends went to apply for the same visa, he was turned down because of new instructions 
fromLisbon. I gotatransitvisathrough Spainautomaticaly,afteronlya few hours in line atthe Spanish
consulate.Then IwenttotheBanque  de France to getpermissiontoexport my mother's  money by 
converting itinto escudos.
My mother was afraid to go to Portugal and when I think about the conditions in which I arrived, 
Ican'tblame  her.She thoughtit wasa crazyidea. Meanwhile the  Germansoccupied the  Lowlands; 
Roterdam was half destroyed by air raids; the king of Belgium surendered and was accused of betrayal 
by the French newspapers;and the English claimed they were the victors ofthe defeatat Dunkirk.
Itwasa terrible situation.The choices were eithertofightorto leave. Ioften wentto see Lussu,
who  was ful of romantic ideas, and wanted to fight. But the  French  would not alow him, and he was 
veryupset.  Hewashumiliatedbytheenforced inactivitywhilethe  Frencharmywasengaged in 
"fighting" our enemies.
I becameconvinced thatthere wasno alternative to leaving.Buthow? As aforeignerIneeded a
policepermitto goanywhere,butIwasafraid to askforoneforfearofbeingturneddown.Since Ihad
declared myselfa beneficiaryto the rightofasylum,in theoryIhadsome obligations toward the French 
army.  As ithappened,justduringthosedays I was caled in for a physical and  declared fit to render
service asa préstataire.
The  military situation  became  more and  more critical. When the Italian radio said that the 
Germans were at Abbevile, having separatedthe army in the  Lowlands fromthe restofthe troops  on 
French territory, Iknew that alhopewaslost.
Idecided to first make sure that mymotherand Milawere safe. Mymotherasked fora police
permitto return to Italyand Mila asked fora permitto staywith an uncle in Bretagne, whichatthe time
seemed safe.Within a week,mymotherreceived herpermitandleftforFlorence. Idid nothearfromher
againuntil after the war.
Meanwhile I was trying to find a way to getto Portugal. Iwassupposedto leave with a friend,
Andrea Levialdi who, like me, had a Portuguese visa, but no permit to leave France. We did not want to 
askthrough normal channels, for fearwe would be turned down because we were of draft age. 
We were told that itwould be quicker to ask the military authorities directly. Thisofficewas in
the buildingoftheMinistryofInternalAfairsandtobe admitedwe neededaleterofrecommendation.
Who would give us one? We could not ask at the Laboratory: itwas not right toask them to help us leave. 
So....
So we wentto the officewithoutaleter. Wewere notadmited, butwe found outwhatkind of
leterwasneeded: aleterfromthe Italian consulate!And this wasjusta few days before Italydeclared
war on France! 
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Andrea and I had no contacts at the consulate for various reasons. But Andrea remembered that a
girlhe  had  known in  high schoolhad  married a  Countwho  wasatthe embassy. Wetelephoned the
Countess and she received us in a  very tasteful apartment in a large atic  on the  Place  Vendome.  She 
offered us cocktails, and told us that the situation in France was desperate.She said that Italy was about to 
declarewar, and thatthe Italian diplomats wereembarrassedaboutit. She saidthatforthemoment, the
Soviet Union had won, havingdemonstratedpoliticalastuteness, and incomparable diplomacy.
The next day we were admited into an ofice of the Italian Embassy. Count So-and-Soreceived
us kindlyand told usthathewould do what he could to help us. But he was afraid that if we went to the 
Frenchmilitarywith arecommendationfromhim, we would be shipped directly to a concentration camp. 
We told himthathe didnotunderstand the French military. So he gave us theleter, withthe sealofthe
embassybutno signature, becausehe probablydidn'twantitknown thatjusta few days before Hitler's 
victoriousentry into Paris, he had helped two antifascistJews escape to Portugal.
The leter had the desired effect, that is to say, we were politely admited tothe ofice, our request
was accepted, and it was transmited to the appropriate office ...but Hitler arrived before we received an 
answer!
On one of the last few days Iwent to request avisa atthe American consulate.Bythattime, I had
gatheredalthe  necessarydocuments.  The consullooked atthem,  verified thattheywerecorect,and
asked me whatIwasdoingin Paris. Assoonashe heard themagic words,LaboratoireCurie,he issued
the visa.The Italian quota was open.
There were only two things I neededbefore leaving:a vaccinationand myquota number,which
had tobe sentfromthe  GeneralConsulate in  Naples-a mere formality. I mailed a return  postagepaid
telegramto Naplesand gotavaccination, thinkingthatIwouldbeleavingforAmericain the nextfew
days. 
Iwentto various travelagenciesto lookatschedulesand possiblytobuya ticketforAmerica. 
But the schedules were being kept secret as a  precaution to protect against submarine atacks.  So Igot 
nothingaccomplished.At this point, I decided to take a more modestand cautious approach: Iwentto the 
Bon Marche and bought a bicycle. 
After my mother left, I stayed  with  Mila, seeing her between appointments at the various 
consulates.One daywe wenttogetheron anerrand.While she was runninghererand,Italked to thetaxi
driver.Itold himIwasItalian.
"Italien? The Italians are agreat people!They showed it atCaporeto!They don'twant to fight for
dirtycapitalistand imperialistgovernments. Butthis time, we French have also understood. Whyshould
we fight for Daladier and de Reynaud? They are as Fascist as Hitler! I'm aCommunist, you know. My 
dutyistofightagainstDaladier,Reynaud,Lavaland company.ButifHitlerarrivestomorrowwe are
goingto fightagainstHitlerwhilethosebourgeois wil make peace withhimand againstus.Thereare
milions of us, and we wil fight Hitler when he is here, but not under this roten government." 
The end  of France was in sight, and  we expected the Germans any day.  Mila  decided to  go to 
Bretagne, and I never saw her again. I gave her some of my mother's money, which I hoped helped her in 
herlastdays.  UnfortunatelyIhave  no  doubtthatshedid  notsurvive.  Could a  Polish Jewin  German-
occupied France have any other fate?
*  *  *
Imadetwo importantdecisions.Ipacked mysuitcaseforpossibleinternmentin aconcentration
camp, andIkept my bicycle readyfor anescape.This way, I feltprepared for anyeventuality.
For manydays,refugeespassedthrough the city, leavingthe warzones togosouth.Carsfiled
with people went through the streets, some with matresses and al kinds of domestic items on the roof. 
Poor people, thought the Parisians. 
But every day the front was approaching, and soon the Parisians started to leave as wel. Why? 
To  keep  up the fight?  Out of fear of the  Germans?  Where were they going? Who  knows? They were 
goingsouth.Soon there were no more trains, and those who lefthad to find their own transportation. 
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My Italian coleagues and I wanted to go too. The thought of waiting for Hitler to arive was not 
atalappealing.Butasforeigners,we couldnotlegalyleavewithoutapermitfromthe policeand there
was no way to get one. The police were paralyzed by a lackoforders, orbycontradictoryorders, orby
uncertaintyas towhat government they might have to answer to the next day. 
Pontecorvo,  Luriaand Ihad  ourbicycles ready,  butwe  putofthe  decision fromdayto  day. 
Then, when it was obvious that the French resistance had crumbled, Mussolini declared war. Ididn't think 
he would do it, because Ithoughtitwas notin his own personalinterestorin theinterestofItaly.Itwas
the stab in the back by which Italy lost its dignity and what wasleft ofits independence.
The next day,  Paris was blanketed by dense smoke. It was black as a  nightmare in the semi-
deserted city:anapocalyptic  vision.There  werethose  who said thatalthegasoline in theLuriatyhad
been burned, and thosewho said thatthe Germanshad dropped a smokescreen in ordertocrossthe Seine
undetected.
That day Ileft the pension convinced that as an enemy Italian, Iwould be interned by the French. 
Istopped atthe Mairie to see ifinstructions  hadbeenpostedtothatefect, butthere  was nothing. 
Evidently, there were too many Italians and the French government had other things to think about-ifthe
French governmentstilexisted.Iwentto the Capouladeforbreakfast.In the distanceIcould hearthe
sound ofcannons.
Reynaud's  new  government wanted to continue to  defend the city. He setup adefensive line
southofParisandencouraged the evacuationofthe city. The ministerswenttoTours.The employees of
the Laboratoryleft.Storeswere closed.Thecitywasempty.Butitwasnotan evacuation-itwasa river
ofpeople  withnodestination, a  mass  migration, a totalrout.The  defeatcould  nothave  been  more
complete.
The front came closer and closer.  People were leaving on foot and by bicycle in the vain hope 
thattheycould escape the German occupation.The hordesofrefugees were joined bythe firstdivisions
ofsoldiersin flight-a fewtrucksand some old tanks headingdownthe Boulevard SaintMicheltoward
Ported'Orléans.
The Germans had crossed the Seine north and south of Paris. 
*  *  *
We left that night. It was July 12th. 
We were three, on bicycles-Pontecorvo, Luria, and me-threeItalians, three Jews, three scientific
researchers. Althree ofus thoughtthatwe would be in greatdangerunderaNazi-fascistoccupation.We 
prefered to be arested as Italians by the French,than as anti-fascistJews by the Germans. 
We  didn't knowthatFrancewascompletelybroken. Weheaded south,thinkingwe  mightgive 
ourselvesupto theFrenchpoliceorenlistin the army. Wedidn't knowwhatfate awaited  us,  butthe
ultimate destinationforalthree ofus wasAmerica. Itwassomewhatunusualto head forAmericaon a
bicycle, butthe facts show thatit was perfectlysatisfactory, because we al got there in the end.
But our most immediate concern was our documents. On the  morning of our departure, Ihad 
gone to the  United  Statesconsulate to seeif my numberhad arived. Butcommunications  had  been
broken of when Italydeclaredwar.Iasked a secretaryto send mypapers to Bordeaux.Accustomed asI
was to French bureaucracy, I felt that I might as wel have shoutedmy request to the winds. 
The consulate in Paris was partialy evacuated, and I didn't think anyone would be able to act on 
my request. I  was not yet initiated tothe efficiency of Americansecretaries! She  probablyleftthat
afternoon or the next daycarrying my documents in a suitcase in a big American car!
Thatafternoon before leaving, myfriends and Iwentto the French policeto requesta permit.A 
churlish policeman told us we couldnotleave. Another,more sympatheticone told us, "Getoutas fastas
you can!Everybody's leaving, and yoursituation ismore dangerous than theirs ... Ofcourse, Ihaven't
said a thing, and I'mnotresponsiblefor what might happento you."
So we wentilegaly.We decided to leave in the evening, thinking thatwe wouldn't be seenin the
dark. Itwasa uselessprecaution, sincethe French policehad disintegrated, and the streets were justas
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crowdedatnightas theywere duringthe day.Weagreed notto speakso thatourItalian accentswouldn't
atract atention,and tokeepa distancebetweeneach otherso thatif themilitary policestoppedoneofus,
the other twocould go on ahead as ifwe didn't know him. 
A few  hours  before  dusk,  we ate at the  Capoulade: Istil remember, we  had sauerkraut at the 
counter.Thenwe leftinadrizzlingrain.Awoman, seeinguspass, shoutedtous froma door, "You are
brave, leaving at this hourin the rain."
"It's not bravery, Madame, it's fear," we would have likedto answer.
Ihad aboutfiftykilos ofluggage on  mybicycle:al mysummerclothes, cansofmeat, a wool
sweater and a coat. I even had my portable typewritertied to the backof the bike.Butmost precious of al
was the envelope  with  my  documents-papers to showthatIhad  beenborn, thatIhadstudied, thatI
worked at the  Curie Laboratory, that Ihad a felowship at the Caisse de  Recherches,  passport,identity 
card,Portuguesevisa, and althenecessarydocuments to continue  negotiations  with theAmerican
consulate.
Our immediate destination was Orleans. Why? Because Orléans was in the south, and everyone 
was going there. We reached the  Porte  d'Orléans,  which  we  knew  wel because it was close to the 
university.On the  otherside  ofthe  Porte  d'Orléans  we  were caughtina traffic jam.  The trafficwas
impressive. Itlooked likeevery wheeled vehicle in the city was on the road,and they wereal going in the
same direction:cars, trucks, taxis,hearses, firetrucks, carts, horsebuggies, oldcarriages, hand carts,baby
cariagesthat had been puled outofthe atic to cary the luggage ...old people in wheelchairs pushed by
their children ... bicycles, tandems ... armored cars, military trucks, ambulances...
At first, there were people walking slowly on the sidewalk, carrying either adisproportionately 
smalpackage, ora suitcase thatwastoo heavy.The bicycle was the bestformoftransportation. While
cars sometimesgotstuckin traffic jams,we could slip between them. And we didn'tneed gas, which was
hard to get aftera few days.
We  pedaled til late at  night inthe  drizzlingrain. Wewentslowlyin the  darkness,  pushingour
bicycles uphiltosave energy.Atabouttwo inthe morningwedecided to stop,and we layonthe grass
bythe side ofthe road. Itwasstildrizzling.Weslepta few hours,and when we woke atdawn, we could
seemiles and miles of sleeping people, spaced so close together that we had to be careful not to step on 
anyone.
As soon as it was light, we were back on our bicycles. There was less trafic, and fewer trafic 
jams. Atone  point,  we sawa  young man  bleeding bythe side  ofthe road, surrounded  bya crowd  of
helpless people. He wasa bicyclistwho had been hitbya carand had injuredhis head. Westoppedand
Luria, who was a doctor, administered a bit of first aid, trying to speak as litle as possible. It was not a 
bad injury. Amilitary truck stopped and pickedupthe youngman.
On the evening of the second day we were close to Orleans and we began to feel safer. We had 
traveled about100 kilometers, and we didn'tthinktheGermanswould getso far. So we decided to go to 
the French authoritiesto straighten outourdocuments. Would theyarrestus forleavingParis withouta 
permit?
Passingthrougha vilage we sawa youngman directingtrafic ata crossroads,re-routingcars,
trucks and bicyclesaround thetown.The townspeople stood on the sidewalkwatchingthis river of people
and  vehicles.  More astonished than frightened, theyhadthe  dazed expression  ofspectators atan
execution.
We told the young trafic director that we wanted to speak to the mayor. "The mayor? There he 
is,"he said, pointingtoa groupon the sidewalk.Wewentto the mayor, and begantelinghimourstory.
"Good evening, Monsieur le Maire, we are Italian.."
"Ok, ok,"interupted themayor, who wascompletely uninterested in our nationality,"ifyou want
to sleep here tonight, go to the school. We put some straw on the floorsin the classrooms. .."
Obviously he didn't wanted to arrest us or to shoot us. We went to the elementary school. On the 
doorwasan  old flagwith the inscription, "Liberté,  Égalité,  Fraternité." The  French  Republic  wasstil
hospitable,offeringbeds ofstraw, because there was nothing beter.
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We were grateful for that straw.  We slept  dressed, among snoring men,  women, and crying 
children.  The  nextmorningwe asked  ourmayorfora letersayingthatwe  had spentthe  nightin the
school, and thatwehad notperformedacts of sabotage orothercrimes. He did as we asked, makingthree
copies, one for each of us.
We went on. Ina store we bought bread and some cans oflobsterwhich wasthe only canned food
left.We headed forTours.
Towards noon Luria had a flat tire. A passing horse cart stopped and caried him and his bicycle 
to thenextvilage bythe banks oftheLoire.While hewasfixinghis tire, Iwentto buycigaretes.At the 
store there  was a fatlady, in  despair, "Iwashere in '14,  butthis time it's  muchworse.Ineversawso
many people on the road. You see soldiers traveling alone or in smal groups. What a mess! What's going 
to happen?"
Outside the litle store, cars, army trucks and tanks  were  passing.  The soldiers  made room on 
their trucks forwomen, especialyiftheywere youngand prety. Isawa girlsitingon a tank, talkingto a
soldier whosehead was stuckout ofthe turet. Everyonewas heading south. 
"Where are you going?" I asked. 
"I don't know, and you?" was the invariable answer.
"Me? I'm going to America, I think."
"By bicycle?"
"Yes, by bicycle."
In thatvilage, we were told thatin abouttwentykilometers there was a train station where we
might find a train. We decided to go, but it meant crossing ariver. We arrived at the bridge just as the 
vilagers, in whatseemed to be an isolated and spontaneousactofresistance, were miningitto stop the
Germans. A man in civilian clothes and an armband asked for our documents.Istoppedandmotioned to
my friends to cross the  bridge. I showed  him the  papers from the  Caisse  Nationale  de  Recherche, the 
Ministere de l'Éducation Nationale, etc. which seemed to satisfy him. He showed me the road to the next 
station, buttold me that there were no more trains. 
Icrossed the road to catchup  with myfriends,  butIneverfound them.  Afew  months laterI
learned thatIhad taken thewrongroad,and thattheyhad waitedforme forhours.Ipedaled asfastas I
could hopingto catch up with them, and Iarrived breathless and dead tired atthe station, where Ifound
neither friends nor train.
After drinking aglass of wine, I turned back .. I wanted to see Blois, Tours and the castles of the 
Loire. An inveterate tourist like me does not miss a famous sitejustbecauseit's afew extra kilometers on
a bicycle!Iwasworried thattheymighthave blown up thebridge while Iwasgone. Butthe bridge was
stilintact.
I pedaled on my own, down the banks ofthe Loire.
In the countryside on the other side of the river,some army divisions were stilscatered around. I
came to a tankcompany. The soldierswerecamped neara vilage, waiting. Waitingforwhat? There were
so few  organized  divisions, and the  disorderwas so complete, thattheywere  probablyjustwaitingto
surrender. ButIstilhopedthata new line ofresistancewould be established onthe Loire, and thatthe
bridges would be blown up.
Ifolowed the riverto Blois. Alongthe road a column oftrucks caryingBritishsoldiers passed
me at regular intervals. The soldiers were seated in an orderly fashion. They seemed to know where they 
were going, folowing precise orders. This army was stil functioning. I greeted them with a thumb up and 
theyresponded  byraisingtheirs.  They were  drivingalongthe river,probably headingforthe coastto
embark.
Blois is a nice quiet town. The old bridge on the river had been blown up, but another bridge was 
stilin use. Ipedaled around the town a bitto satisfymytouristic curiosityand thenIwentto the station
to get information out about the trains. I was told thatno trainswererunning. 
Dirty, tired, and  unshaven, Iwent to  what seemed to  be the  best hotel in town to  have a  good 
meal, which I felt Ideserved. They looked me up and down, but they served me. After dinner Iasked for 
a roomwithbathand theylaughed atmynaiveté. Ilearnedlater—too late!—thatinthe cities where the
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refugees passed, itwasso hard to find a bed thatwhole familieshad been taken into whorehouses, kindly
received by the madams and the usual guests.
Igotbackon mybicycle in search ofshelter, hopingthatoutside the citya peasantwould alow
me to sleep in his haystack. Instead, I ended up sleeping on a bag of flour in a baker's atic. My deep sleep 
was interrupted by the sound of explosions. German airplanes were bombing Blois. 
The next morning, I continued riding al alone down the Loire. I saw the famous castles, but Idid 
notappreciatetheirbeautyasmuch asIwould have underothercircumstances.I'd pedalforan houror
two, and then stop forhalfan hourtorestata bistro oralongthe sideofthe road. Istilhad thecanned
lobsterthatwe had bought, and duringthe nextfew days Ilived primarilyon that.The food situation was
nottoo bad yet, and in the morningbefore six, itwasstilpossible to find bread alongthe main roads. By
goinga few kilometers ofthe main refugeeroutes, itwaseasyto find alkinds offood atanytime of
day.
Ireached Toursandheaded forPoitiers. There wasstilalotoftrafic,butnowthere were only
cars and bicycles. Pedestriansand horsecarts had notcome thisfar. Fromthe licenseplates Icould see
were the refugees came from.  A great many were from Paris, some  were from the northern provinces, 
others were from Belgiumand Holand.
Some  gypsieswho  were camped alongthe side  ofthe road stared atthe longline  ofvehicles.
They looked surprised and somewhat pleased at seeing that so many others had taken to the nomadic life. 
Justtogive myselfagoal,Idecided toheadforBordeauxwhereIcould contacttheAmerican
consulate. To entertain myself, I fantasized about America, but I didn’trealy thinkI would ever get there.
The next night Islept again on some hay on the floor of an elementary school. The classrooms 
were not as crowded as inOrleans. Next to me there was afamily of three generations that had arrived in 
a smalcar:father, mother, children, and an old grandmother. The poorold ladymusthave been 80 years
old. She wasin tears atthe tragedythathad befalenhercountry. She had an old lady's need to talkto
someone, so shespoke to me. "It's terible, Monsieur. Thisis the thirdtime forme. Ihave been through
the warof1870, the 1914 war, and nowthis one. Atmyage Idid notexpecttosee suchacatastrophe
again .. It's terible. It's terrible .."
The next day Iarrived inPoitiers at aboutfourin theafternoon. Istoppedata cafe, andsent some 
postcardsto myfriends in Switzerland, askingthemto send mynewsalongto mymother. Idon'tknow
how, but mymother received thenews notlong afterwards. 
Then, I got back on my bicycle to find a spot in the countryside where I could sleep. 
*  * *
Inthe eveningIarrivedina smaltown caled  Vivienne. Ihad a  bite to eat, and  while Iwas
lookingforshelter, Isawa train stopped in the station. Icouldn'tbelieve myeyes!Iwentto the ticket
window. Iwas so surprised that Ialmost asked if Iwas actualy seeing atrain. Instead I just asked where 
itwasgoing. "Bordeaux, Angouleme"wasthe answer."Can Igeton?"Iasked incredulously. "Whynot?"
I boughta ticketforBordeaux, and putmybicycle inthe luggage compartment. Itookal my luggage 
with me. It turned out to be agood idea because my bicycle never reached Bordeaux. 
Finaly! A train! It was nota Pulman, and it was notan express, butit was stil a train!
Itwasa freighttrain, and Iclimbed into a catle car.Ifound aboutthirtypeople there, lyingdown 
orsitingon the floor. The railroad carseemed to betheirhome. Various groups were organized in each
corner.  Theyate and talked and sleptasiftheywere athome.  The train  wasnotmoving,  butno-one 
seemed theleastbitimpatient.  Theyhad  been inthecarfortwo  orthree  days.  Some  had come from
Tours, some from further north, maybe from Paris. 
I looked around, andsat down withsome peasants. Iwas dirty, tired and hadn’t shaved for four or
five days, and IthoughtI’dfeelmore comfortable amongthem. Also IthoughtIshould behave according
to myprinciplesofsolidaritytowards the poorer classes.
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Ihad notspoken toalivingsoulin threedays, andIfeltlike talking. Istarted aconversation,but
soon realized thatmyempathyforthe lowerclasses waspurelytheoretical. Soon Icould thinkofnothing
more to say. 
Fromanothercornerthe sound ofcorectand graciousFrench reached myears. Iturned and saw
a strange group:a younggirl, a youngblackman, a woman ofaboutforty, anda respectable Monsieur
with a white beard. 
To kil time during the long wait, the girl was analyzing her friends' handwriting. The black man 
sitingbeside  hertookpartin the conversation, makingwityobservations thatobviouslycame froma
person ofculture. The girlcaled the ladyMaman, and addressed the Monsieurwith the white beard as
Monsieur le Directeur. The black man was caled Jacques. The girl's name was Nanie. 
I wrote a few lineson a  piece  ofpaperand  handeditto the  handwritingexpert,asa way of 
enteringintoconversation.  She looked atthepaper;then,surprised, shelooked at me.  Stil more
surprised, sheexamined  myhandwritingcarefuly.  Then sheinspected  mytorn jacketand  my  muddy
shoes with herinteligentblackeyes. Finaly, lookingatmydusty, unshaven face, sheexclaimed, almost
asifshecould  notbelieve  hereyes, "butthis is the  handofan intelectual!"Ismiled and answered,
"Maybe."Ihad  broken the ice,  wehadbecome friends.  Before thetrain leftthe station, I moved  my 
luggage nextto my new friends.
Ilearned thatthe  older man  wasthe  directorofthe Colonial Ministry.  The  olderlady wasa
telephone  operatoratthe Ministryand Nanie  washerdaughter.  The  black man  wasa  native  of
Madagascar; he  was employed  by the  French  while  preparing a thesis at the  Sorbonne.  They had  been 
evacuated with the ministryfromParis to Tours. Now, in the catle car, theywere beingevacuated fora
second time to  Bordeaux.  Theyhad lostan Indo-Chinese  mandarin alongthe  way, and theywere  very
upset aboutit. The mandarin had missed the train becausehe had returned to get the manuscriptofa book
that he was writing.
The train started and  moved for fifteen  minutes. Then it stopped for half an hour at the  next 
station. We got of, and I did a quick wash at the fountain. I washed my face and hands, and shaved.
After this first stop the train started up again. The engineer shouted for us to get back on board, 
and when he wassure that no-one wasleftbehind, he slowlystarted the locomotive. Wetraveled another
quarterhour. Then anotherstop atthe nextstation forhalfan hour. Monsieurle Directeurand the restof
the group, including me, wentto have a bite at the Caféde la Gare. We felt asifwe had been friendssince
childhood. In timeslike this it’s easyto make friends,since, in the generaldisorder, everyone feels the
need to atach himselfto someone or something.
Nobody asked my nationality. I was an intelectual, as could be seen from my handwriting, and 
that was enough. I asked Madame if she knew where I was from. 
"I couldn't say."
"I amItalian." I was curious to see herreaction. 
"Italian? From what part?"
"Florence."
"That's a famous city. It must be beautiful."
At one of the folowing stops there was no Café de la Gare. Nanie and Igot off while the others 
remained on the train. We sat in the tal grass by the tracks. It was dusk.
We  began to talk. I needed to talk, and  what  beter way than to talk to a  prety girl who  was 
interested in whatIhad to say. Italked aboutmyself, aboutmywork, myideas. She talked aboutherself,
her studiesand her aspirations. I had a strange feeling talking to her. Sheseemed tovibrateat the sound of
my speech, as if she were a finely tuned instrument.  My ideas seemed to resonate in her, as if they 
touched a  partofherpersonalitythatno-one  had evertouched, and thatshe  herself wasnotaware  of. 
Nanie knew how to vibrate with enthusiasm. She had a sacred fire in her. Later Iwould compare her to a 
purebred horse, impatientand fulofenergy, butthatcould be guided bysomeonewho could controlits
fiery spirit.
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What did we talk about? About nothing and everything. About the war, about the Sorbonne where 
shewasstudyingliterature, aboutscience,  materialismand idealism, aboutthe  numberoftimeswe 
unconsciously passed each other on the Rue Souflot.
When the train left, it was night. I sat next to her, and in the darkness of the train, our lips met. 
Then we slept. 
The next day, at dawn, we got off again and walked back and forth in the station. 
"Why did you kiss me lastnight?"
"Because... Idon'tknow. Because afterourconversation IfeltthatIliked you. Ithinkthatwe
understand each other. And maybe also because you are prety."
"Is that al?"
"Idon'tknow. No, Idon'tthinkthere was anythingelse. You seeminteligentandfree. Besides a
kiss is notsuch a big deal."
"Maybe notfor you. You don't know what itmeans to a girl."
"How old are you?"
"Almost nineteen."
Iwassurprised. Ihad onlyseen heratdusk. Ihad seen herdelicate features, herblackhairworn
in two symmetrical waveslike a crown, and  herlithe and shapelybody,  butI didn’tthinkshe wasso
young.She wasso seriousand mature when she spoke thatIhad notguessed howyoungshewas. Inthe
light of the new day, it was easy to seethat she wasteling the truth. She looked like a litle girl.
"IfI had known I wouldn't have kissed you. I'm sorry," I babbled. "I didn't want to hurt you."
"Maybe you have hurt me. You must learn to respect girls."
"Girls? Realy, I didn't think there were any more. As for you ... wel, I didn't thinkyou were so
young."
"You haven't been respectful, to me or to al girls. There are many girls like me."
I excused myself, embarrassed. I didn't know what to say.
"I wil go into another corner of the train, and you can forgetthat any ofthis happened."
"No, you can stay with us," she answered so calmly thatit seemed likeithardly matered to her.
I stayed with them, but I avoided talking.
At about nine or ten in the morning, we were thrown off our train at another litle station. "Everybody off. 
It's the end  oftheline." Wegotoffandfound  ourselvesin the middle  ofthe countryside along with
hundreds of otherpeople.
Our train left. Who had ordered us off? Why? No-one knew. We pitched camp as best we could. 
Nanie's mothers stitched my jacket whose sleeve had been torn by a passing truck. 
What should we do? Jacques and I were the only young men in the group and Ithought we should 
do something.  Soon afterwards,  Monsieurle  Directeurdisappeared  withoutatrace.  Maybe,  usinghis
influence, he had found a way to continue his trip without botheringabout us lesser mortals.
Bread was brought from the next vilage: large loaves of dark country bread. It smeled good, and 
there was plenty for everyone. Together, we polished offthe lobster.
Ifeltthe need to dosomething,cursingthe momentthatI had leftmybicycle. Iwentto askifwe
could renta car. There wasno caravailable. Maybe a horseand cart? No. Maybea donkeyon which we
could load ourbaggage and we could go on foot? No.Myfinalsuggestion wasto cutatreebranch, hang
ourluggagefromit, and carryitoverourshoulders like jungle  porters.  Bordeaux  wasabout150
kilometers away. Itwould take us fourorfive days towalkthere. Mysuggestionwasmetwiththe most
discouraging skepticism.
Finalya train arived and stoppedforamoment. We tried to geton, but itwasfulofpeople who
pushedus  off. Wefeltbeterhavingatleastseen atrain.Aftera few  hours anothertrainarived. It
stopped, butagain wecouldn'tgeton because there was"no room."We decided thatwe would geton the
nexttrain, somehow.
The next train was a freight train, also ful to bursting. Refusing to admit defeat, we saw that one 
ofthe cars wasunlocked. We pushedthe dooropen and confronted amountainoftrunks and boxes.We
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climbed  onto themand found aboutfiftycentimeters  ofspaceunderthe roof,makingourselvesas
comfortable as possible. And then the train left for the south.
The train stopped for a long time at Angouleme.  We learned that the train  was going to our 
common  destination:Bordeaux.  AtAngouleme, the stationwascrowded  with civiliansand soldiers,as
were al the other large stations. A hospital train carrying wounded soldiers was stopped near ours. No 
one was caring for the wounded. One of them told us thatthey had no food and we gave them some of our
black bread.
*  *  *
Ittookourtrain alnightto go fromAngouleme to Bordeaux. In the morning, atthe station in
Bordeaux, we found the Indo-Chinese mandarin, who had arrived before us. He was happy because he 
had found his manuscript.
Firstwe wanted to wash up. Itwasimpossible to geta roomata hotel. At the time, Bordeaux had
tripled its  normalpopulation.  Many people  were sleepingon  hayoron sidewalks.  Weheaded forthe
public swimming pool, where we showered, swam, and then dressed like civilized people.
Then we refueled ourselves at a nearby restaurant which became our headquarters. We separated 
duringthe day, because weeach had diferent things to do, butwe always metformeals atourrestaurant.
Our litle family consisted of Nanie, her mother, Jacques, Tan -the mandarin -and a fifteen year old boy
who had joined us after losing his family. 
Madame T, Nanie's mother went to look for her ministry. 
Not knowing what else to do, I went to the university.  Nanie came  with  me. In the streets of 
Bordeaux we met many acquaintances. Al of Paris was there. I found Joliot in the hal of the university. 
"I'mglad to see you here,"he said. "Pontecorvo hasgoten to Toulouse. Ihave justputKovarski
and Von Halban on a boatforEngland. [Ilaterfound outthattheyhad broughtheavywaterand other
materials to England in order to continue their research on nuclear energy.] Iwas worried about them: you 
knowone was Polish and the other Austrian."
"And what are you going to do M. Joliot?"
"I'mgoing back north."
"Back north?" I asked, surprised. "Butthe Germans wil get you."
"Maybe, butIhave orders."He did not saywho hadgiven himthe orders to gobacknorth.In any 
case, he went to Paris.
The Ministry of National Education had set up ofices at the University of Bordeaux. I went to the 
Caisse Nationale de Recherche where I found Madame Mineur, the secretary. She asked me if Ineeded 
money, as if she was in a  hurry to  get rid  of her funds  before they fel into  German  hands. I said  no, 
becauseIstilhada good bitof themoneymymother had brought to France thinkingshemightlive there
severalyears.  ButIknowthatduringthe time,  others  hadreceived advanceson theirsalaries forthe
trimester. "Do you have a  place to sleep?""No.""Wel, you can go to the lycée." And shegave  me a 
leterthatsigned bythe Doyen of the Science Faculty,requisitioninga bed for me.
Nanie and I walked around town, and visited the cathedral. Then our group met for dinner. Nanie 
and hermotherwentto sleep on haywith employees fromthe P.T.T. Iwould haveliked to give themmy 
bed at the lycée, buthowcould I do that?
Ifound a comfortable cotforme in a large roomatthe lycée. The otherbedswere forthepages
fromtheChamberofDeputies. Isleptthereforthreeorfournights. One nighttherewasanairraidand 
we al went into the basement. I fel asleep on a bench, despite the violentexplosions ofbombs falingin
the city.
At the American consulate I was told that my documents had somehow arrived from Paris. I saw 
themwithmyveryown eyes. Butthequota numberhad notyetarrived. Ipaid  400 francs to  have the
consulate telegraphBarcelona and fromthere toNaples.Everyfew  days Ireturnedtoinquire ifmy 
numberhad arrived, and the responsewas always  negative. Iwentto  Cooks  TravelAgencyand  paid 
10,000 francsfora first class ticketfrom Lisbon to New York.
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Iran into Mario Levi, the Socialistwho had jumped into the riveratthe Swiss border. In Paris he
had workedatthe radio, transmitingItalianlanguage broadcasts.Hehadbeen evacuatedwith theother
employees. Imethis friends and co-workers. There were two socialistex-deputies, amongwhomwasold
Modigliani who sported the beard of aprophet. 
A large group of Italian antifascists had come to Bordeaux for safety. But no-one was feeling at 
alsafe here. 
Iremembered that myfriend Melamerson was interned in a  debarkation camp in the cityand I 
decided to payhima visit.Itturnedoutto be abarracks, nota camp. Iasked a soldierifIcouldvisita
friendand he refused. Iturned to leave,  given that,asan enemyalien,Ithoughtit unwiseto insisttoo
much to enter such a camp. The soldier caled me back and asked if Iwas arelative. I answered that Iwas 
justa friend. He seemed disappointed to have noexcuseto letme enter. He asked me ifIrealywanted to
see my friend.This time I said yes, so he told me to go ahead in, butonly five minutes. 
Ispentpracticalythe entire dayin thatbarracks, goingin and outas Ipleased. There wereabout
fifty internees. They slept on cotsand for washing they had a basin and a pitcherof water. The latrine was
intolerable, butconsideringthatitwas more orless a concentration camp, theconditions could havebeen
much worse. 
The internees were extremely worried about faling into German hands and they were ploting an 
escape. Leavingthe barackswasveryeasy,butthenwhat? Itseemed thattheyeven had some money,
but how were they going to getthe necessarypassports and visasto leave France?
Melamerson gave me back the few hundred francs that he owed me. Ididn't want to accept them, 
becauseIdidn'tneedthe  money.  Butheinsisted,and Itookthem.  Moneyhad  no  value those  days.
Banknotes had lost their magic prestige, and were no more than stupid pieces of paper. 
The internees sent me on errands. First Iwent to buy food to add to what was given them by the 
military authorities. Then they sent me to find one of their mothers to arange an escape. This woman was 
to renta truckand to waitforthemata predetermined place. Iwentin and outofthe camp withoutbeing
questioned.Everything wasfalingapart. Nothing wasbeingmonitoredororganized.
Idon'tdoubtthe truthofsome  ofthe  descriptionsofthe actionsofthe  French  oficials  with
respectto the internees.  FromwhatIhaveheard, Kessel's description ofthe Vernetcamp is absolutely
true. Butin Bordeaux the French oficials were very decent.
A sergeant came for rolcal. In answer to anguished questioning, he assertedthatifthe Germans
were to arive in Bordeaux, the prisoners would be given their freedom. The French military managed to 
get Spanish and Portuguese visas for althe internees.
IsawMelamersonafewmonth laterinAmerica[He is aprofessoratNYU.His actualname is 
Ernest Vanderverden]. He told me that they were liberated at the last moment. The sergeant, with bribery, 
agreedto sign the releasepapers thatshould have been signed by a colonel. Obviously,the colonel did not
want to take responsibility for signing the papers, but it's also obvious that he did nothing to prevent their 
leaving.
During that day at the internment camp, I losttouch with myfriendssinceIhad nothad lunch
with them at the  usual restaurant. Towards evening, I started  wandering through the streets  of the city 
hopingto find them. ButfirstIhad an unpleasantencounter.Froma sidewalkinfrontofwhathad once 
been a movie house,Isawa carstop and discharge MonsieurLaval. ItwasactualyLaval, with hiswhite
tie, andhis cane,and his disgustingfatface.  He looked veryself-satisfied. His porcineeyesseemed to 
say, mymoment hasarived;my work is complete.
He entered the  movie  house,  probably for an important meeting, passing just a few feet away 
fromme.Iwanted to spitin his face. ButIdidn't, because IfeltI had neithertherightnorthe obligation, 
since I was not French.
Then I met my friends. They had found rooms in a pension. Jacques had a litle room. Madame T 
and herdaughterhadan enormous roomwithtwo large beds,anda separate litleroomfora sinkwith
runningwateranda toilet. Madame Tofered me oneofthe bigbeds,sayingthatshe and Nanie would
sleep in the other.I accepted.
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Maybe I was wrong to  do so. But after having lived  with the entire  group for so long, I 
appreciated Naniemore, and Iwasbecomingrealyfond ofher.SoIdid notthinkIwasbeingdisloyal
byacceptingtheirinvitation. I thoughtIcould be closeNanie without being disrespectful.
After our initial conversations, I had tried to stay away from her, without separating myself from 
the group. I rarelyspoketo her, and Iaddressed herwiththe formalvous, while everyoneelseusedthe
informaltuwith each other. But it was inevitable that we would become closer. In our conversations at 
mealtimes when  we al ate together,  Nanie and I always took the same  positions. Whenever she said 
something, shefoundsupportfromme, and  wheneverI said something, Ifound supportfromher.  She
advanced herideas, which were the same asmine, withcontroled fervor.She didnotraisehervoice, but
hervoicetrembled and  hereyesshone. Icould  nothelp exclaimingaloud, "Ele a le feu sacré, cete
petite!"
She waspassionate aboutFrench literature, aboutwhich Iknew nothing.When shespoke about
the sixteenth century, ormaybe itwasthe seventeenthorfifteenth, shebecame enthusiastic. On the other
hand, Igotexcited when Italked aboutscience orpolitics.Buton general subjectson which everyonehas
opinions-aboutpeople, aboutmoralproblems, abouteducationalmethodsorhuman relations-we always 
agreed. Andthe agreementwasdeeperthan mere words. Wefelt, and maybeit'sa delusion oftwopeople
who are atracted to each other, that we were in agreement to the very core, in the deepest recesses of our 
souls. 
We lived in that big room for five or six days, maybe less. During the day, Madame T. went to 
work at her ministry, where there was nothing to administer.  Nanie and I were left alone. We spentthe
daystalking and discussing and walking, al completely platonic.
In the evening Madame  T. and Jacquesreturned. One eveningthere wasan airraid and the
electricity was cut off. Jacques read us his poems by candlelight.
Jacqueswasa strange  person.He  wasabout25  years  old, short, and  blackasthe  nightand a
sweet,sadexpressionin  his eyes.  He  wassensitive and refinedand  he spoke  magnificentFrench.He
loved  beautifulthings, and  he loved  his comforts.In  Bordeaux  he complained constantlythatthe
bathrooms werenotupto his standards.Like manynaturalized colonials,hewas more Frenchthan the
French. He was a nationalist and a bit of a chauvinist.
When  we learned that a new  government  had  been formed  with  Petain and  Weygand,  he said, 
"You can trust people like that."Communists would have said thathe had sold outto French imperialism, 
and thathe  wasan instrumentofcapitalistand colonialistexploitation  ofhiscountry.  Buthe  wasn't
interested in these things.To him,Francewasits literature, its monuments, its language and its history.
And thus, in  his eyes,  Pétain and Weygand, who  were doubtlessly historic individuals,  were represent-
tatives oftheFrancehe loved.
Ilaterlearned thatafterthearmisticehe wentto Vichy.Iwould notbe surprisedifhe became an
officialofthe colaborationistgovernment.Whenthe English were aboutto occupyMadagascar, Iheard
thatJacqueswas "woried abouthis country's fate."No-onesaid whyhewasworried, butIwouldn'tbe
surprised if he wanted Madagascarto remainunderthe controlofthe Vichy government.
After al, Jacques had  been a "colaborator" since he was very  young. A native  of Madagascar 
who colaborated with the occupying imperialist government of France could easily colaborate with the 
occupyingimperialistgovernment of Germany.
But aside from politics, Jacques  was a  wonderful person and a  good friend. In those difficult 
days, Ididn'tcare so  much aboutpeople's  politicsas Idid theirhuman sideandfromthis  perspective, 
Jacques was a gem.
He was very comfortable in France. He could go anywhere, and could choose to live in any hotel, 
in justabout any part of the city. He could dance withgirlsof any color .. How different fromAmerica!
*  *  *
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We got our news from local newspapers,  or from Parisian  papers  which  publishedone-page
editions. That's how we learned that an armistice had been signed and thatBordeaux was in the sector that 
the Germans were supposed tooccupy.
A large majority of people were in favor of the surrender. The simple people, those who didn't 
have definite politicalopinions,thoughtonlyofstoppingthe carnage sinceresistance was impossible. If
the French army, the bestarmyin the world, had beendefeated, then no one elsewould be able to defeat
Hitler. Any further resistance would be in vain. 
The rightist politicians, like Laval, whom Ihad seen a few days before, must have been ecstatic. 
Their ideas had been proved right, and they expected to divide the cabinet ministries among themselves to 
govern Franceasa dependentofHitler. Finalythere would be order!AtVichy,Pétain would be ableto
substitute Liberté,Égalitéet Fraternitéwith Order, Family and Work. 
The left also felt that resistance based in mainland France was useless. The Lavals, the Weygands 
and the  Petainscould signalthearmisticestheywanted  withoutbeingdishonored in the eyesofthe
antifascists, since theyneverwere men ofhonor.
Ifthere were to be resistanceit would have to be organized abroad,orguerilawarfareon the 
mainland. There were those who wanted the government to move to the colonies, for example to Algiers, 
to continuethe  warasa  governmentin exile.  Butcertainly notthe currentgovernment,  orthe  govern-
ments that had been in charge during the war! They would never find support from the antifascists, and 
theywould notbe able to inspire the people to face the dangersofan undergroundstruggle.
After al, why would the people want to defend the English empire against the German empire. 
Let them fight it out amongst themselves! 
Everyone was skeptical and discouraged.  Nothing more could be done. In those days, very few 
thought thatpreparationsshould be madeto fightHitler, fightMussolini, and also fightPetain and Laval.
In some ways, Iwasalso infavor of thearmistice. In those lastfewdays Ithought:"Let themend
this warthattheydid notwantto fightand letme goin peace.Western Europe wilbe Fascist. England
wil be defeated. But the game is not over because there is stil the Soviet Union." But I was surprised that 
the Soviet Union could alow Hitlerto gain so much powerand,as usual,I wasassailed bydoubts.
For me, surrendermeantIcould notstayin France. French Fascismwould be influenced bythe
Germans, and itwould become tinged with anti-semitism and xenophobia. I didn't wanted to stay under 
theGermans, and I did nottrust occupied France.Therefore:I had to leave.
Itold Nanie and some friends thatIwasthinkingofgoing.Madame T. offered me and Nanie her
housein the Pyrenees, in theunoccupied zone. ButIdidn't even trustthe unoccupied zone. Theysaid I
was right, because Iwas Jewish, and in addition, Iwas not French. 
Iwould trytogo to Portugal, and leave forAmericafromthere. Naniewould folowassoonas
she had herdocuments. If she had had apassport with a Portuguese visashe would have leftwith me.
But how should Igo?  There were no means  of transportation, and I didn't have the exit visa 
neededto leave Francelegaly.When Iwentto the policeofice, itwasclosed and a line ofa hundred
people waited outside.
As I often did when I was in trouble, I went to the University. Itold Mme. Mineur my problem. "I 
understand, you mustn'tstay.Wait, I'lgive you a mission fromthe MinistryofEducation."And shegave
me a  mimeographed sheet stating that the French government was sending me to Lisbon on an oficial 
mission. I returned to the police station with this document, but itdidn't impressed anyone. 
However the document gave me access to a military train (they were the only ones stil running) 
which was headed to the Spanish border. 
Itwasa sad afternoonwhen Ileft. Iputonmy backpackand loaded up my few suitcases.Nanie 
and her mother came to the station, and we said our sadgood-byes.
On the crowded train, aman of about forty talked about resisting. "So, you're going to Portugal? 
As for me, I want to go to England to keep fighting. General de Gaule is there, and many are going to 
join him."It was the first time Ihad heard of de Gaule.
The next morning Igot off at Boulogne. The line outside the police station was even longer than 
in Bordeaux.Ishowed mydocuments, and was told,"Buteveryone ison an officialmission!"In Biarritz,
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the reaction was the same."No exit visas today."BothinBoulogne and inBiarritz they gave me a number 
and told me to come backthe next day. Butthe next daythe response wasthe same.
Ihave neverunderstoodwhythe Frenchauthorities would notalowforeigners to leave France.I 
don'tthinkitwasintentionalmalice,juststupidbureaucracy.  Themostlikelyexplanationisthatsome
generalwho wasworriedaboutspieshad decided to keep peoplefromcrossingthe borders, and no-one 
wanted to take responsibility for doing otherwise. 
In BiarritzIsawthe AtlanticOcean.Isaton the beach. On the othersidewas America.Would I
evergetthere?The skywas cloudyanditwasdrizzling. The grayoceanwassteelyreflections. Insteadof
incitingmy spiritofadventure,it made mefeeluneasy.  The  ocean looked cold and repelant.  The
unknown on the other side scared me.
Behind me were France and Italy, cities Iknew, people I loved-peoplein a state ofconfusion, 
namelesssufering, butthesefeelingswerefamiliar.Ahumanitythatwasdearto meand whoseLatin fire
was atractive and interesting for me. This civilizationwith its ancientstreets, itsideals and passions, its
lovesand hates, its moralvalues and aesthetics,wascolapsing. And aheadofme there was nothing but a
cold ocean and a strange land.
At the police stations there were lines of dispirited and patient people, mostlypoliticalorracial
refugees.  They waited  besidethe closed  doors  withouta  glimmerofhope.Theyoungestand the  most
energetic had already left, or were trying to leave ilegaly.
On the streetcar between Biaritz and Boulogne a young Abyssinian  held forth on his hatred of 
Fascist Italy, finaly findinga sympathetic ear with theFrenchwho had been stabbed in the back.
At the Spanish and Portuguese consulates there were fights. People who had fought for abeter 
place in line had splitlips.
There  was stil enough to eat,  but there  were  no  more cigaretes. Imet Franco Venturi and  his 
girlfriend ata restaurant. He wanted to go to England, butthe English  had bannedhimbecause he was
Italian.  He  wasindignant, "To thinkthatI wantto fightforthem!"[He  wentto  Spain  where  he was
interned byFranco, and sentbackto Mussolini. In New YorkIspoke to his father, who was veryworried
abouthim. But the Fascists just sent him to the confino, and I think he became a professorin Turin.]
Idon'trememberwhere Islept.Itwasimpossible to find a roomin a hotel. Ispentonenightin a
fisherman's  house, another with a  peasant.  Theytook me in  becauseIhad  been introduced  bycertain
acquaintanceswho  had swornthatIwasnotdangerous. Who  were these acquaintances? Iremember
neithertheirnamesnortheirfaces.Maybe theywerePolish orCzechoslovakianorRomanianJews. One
day they leftforthe unoccupied zone.
I walked  on the  wharfto finda shipthatwouldtake  me .. anywhere. Igotin line forNorth
Africa,  England, and  maybe  other places. I didn't care. I saw a smal Portuguese  boat flying a red and 
green flagandIasked one ofthesailorsiftheycouldtake me to Lisbon."Ihave a valid visa."No way. 
The boat was stil docked there when I left. I went to see it every day and to talk to the sailors. Thatred
and green flag which I saw then forthe first timeremained impressed in mymind.
The Germans were geting closer. Idecided to try to cross the  border without an exit visa. The 
borderwasabout50 kilometers away. Itcouldn'tbe too hard, and onceI crossedthe border, I'dbe legal
with my Spanish and Portuguese visas. 
IwassoryIhad lostmybicycle. Itried to buyanotherone,butitthere werenone to be found. I 
tried to renta car, butthere was no gas. I tried to geton a train, but I wasn't alowed intothe station.
Ispentmytime in thecafes, writingleters to Nanie, notknowingiftheywould everreach her. I 
ran around tryingto find transportation, onthe ground, overwater, orbyair. Finaly.Iwentto a garage
and asked my usual question. 
"Do you have a bicycle to sel?"
"No, monsieur, no bicycle."
"Can I rent a car to go to Hendaye?"
"No, monsieur, there is no gas."I left, discouraged, but not surprised. 
Then a young, wel-dressedman asked me, "How much wil you pay to be driven to Hendaye?" 
"How much do you want?"
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"Oh,  no,  no. I'mnotgoing to aska  price.  The  garage  hasno  more  gasoline. Iamthe assistant
director, and Ihave a smalcarofmyown. Itisn'tin the garage.Istilhave a litle bitofgas.Could Itake
you as a friend?As a personalfavor?This is not business."
"OK, I understand. So . . .?"
"We can't talk aboutithere" and we made an appointmentto meetat a cafe.
Iwentto the cafe. He arrived late. While Iwaited Iwatched a youngmansitingnextto me. He 
was drawing Marianne nailed to a cross, Hitler dressed as an executioner, a smal dog with Mussolini's 
face lickingblood fronthe ground.
The assistant director arrived. We agreed to leave the next morning, for a payment of 500 francs. 
So Ifound myselfplayingthe tourist, drivingdown theBasque coast in an elegantcar. Itried to enjoythe
drive as much aspossible.
At Hendaye I went straight to the border attheIrun  bridge,  which rekindled memoriesofthe
Spanish war. Iwaitedinline with myluggage foraboutan hour, theassistantdirectorhavingleftme to
my fate. The French guard said, "But you have no exit visa." "No, I have an assignment." "Ok, ok," and 
he letme  pass.  The  French customs checked through  myluggage. Ihad a litle  more  moneythan  was
alowed, butafter giving the guard 50 francs, he gave me no problems.
There  was another long line at the  bridge.  A continuous line  of people  weighed  down  with 
luggage movedslowlyfromFrench customs to Spanish customs. Itwasdrizzling.Behind mewasa girl
with a heavy suitcase which I helped move every time we took astep forward. Herface looked familiar:
"Haven'tIseen you somewhere?Were you at the police station at Bayonne?""No."
Before geting to the customs station, there wasa policeofice. "Italian?"the employeeasked in
astonishment. "Whyare you leavingFrancejustasthe Italiantroopsare entering?You should be in the
army atyourage."The Spanish Fascists had taken onthe responsibilityofsendingItalian deserters back
to Italyforthe  punishmenttheydeserved."No, sir,IamJewish, and Ihave  no  militaryobligations."I 
showed himadocumentwhich provedmy claim, and he let me pass. 
There was another line at customs. While I waited IsawFalangistsignseverywhere and quotes
from Franco writen in large block leters.
When the girl behind me left the police station, she asked me. "Did you ever eat atProsper in the 
Latin  Quarter?" "Yes. Wel,  what do  you  know!" We immediately became  old friends. We had  never 
spoken toeachother,butIhad  noticed  her.She wasn'tprety,  butshehada livelyand atractive 
expression. She had even flirted with me a bit.. Yes, ofcourse.. Ihad even oncefolowed herinto a
cafeonce, before meetingMila, but without success.
"Where are  you  going?"sheasked."Probablyto  Lisbon.""Me, too""Good, then  we'ltravel
together.""Ok. My name is Anni.""Pleased to meet you."
We were out! We took ataxi to the station and bought asecond class ticket to Vilar Formoso, on 
the Portuguese border.There were no third class tickets on sale.The authoritieswanted to getbackal the
pesetasthey had sold us.
Iputmyluggage on the train, and wentto the postofficeto send a telegramto my mother.When 
I gotbackon the train,  Anniwascrying.She  wascryingforFrance.She  wasLithuanian,  butshe  was
cryingforFrance's defeat. She wasnotcryingforherself-she wasan employeeofan organization whose
name Ididn'tunderstandand she wasgoingtoworkin its Lisbon office. She criedforFrance,asif-and
even morethan if-she were French.
*  *  *
The train started  moving. We crossed the green hils of the Basque country, then the  desolate 
Spanish highlands. Wetraveled alnight. Wakingupeach timethe train stopped,Iread the namesofthe
stations .. Baladolid .. Salamanca .. it waslike a geography book.
There were soldiers inalthe stations. Barefootpeasantwomen soldsandwiches madewithblack
breadorwater.Povertywas everywhere.This was theonlyoutcomeofthe Spanish warthatIcould see
from the train.
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Some minorofficersofFranco's armyentered ourcompartment, happyatHitler'svictory. They
had  broughttheirown  dinnerwith them:veryblackbread  with a tinybitofveryspicymeat, asif
spicinesswould compensateforitsshortsupply.IfFranco's officialswereeatinglike this, then therestof
the population mustbe dyingofhunger.  There were few cigaretes, and the tobacco washorrible."We
have to rebuild .."they said, asifto excuse themselves.
It wasclearthat wewere fleeing Hitler, and that wedespised  Fascism.  Despitethis,theywere
verykind.Poor people always admire and respectforeigners.With Latin generositytheyoffered us some
oftheirdinnerand theircigaretes.  Theyinsisted thatwe have some.  Theyspoke onlySpanish, butwe
managed to understand them. They were very noisy, and they gestured animatedly with their hands. They 
flirted a litlewith Anni, and made her laugh through her tears.
I keptto  myself:theywere the enemy.Butitwasimpossible to avoid theirfriendliness.  They
asked mynationality. "Italian?"said one ofthem, and he proudlyshowed me a certificate with an Italian
designawardedduringthe Spanish war. Ireacted coldly. "Don'tyou like Mussolini?"he asked. Idid not
answer.
We were the losers, and these  young men were the  victors. It was impossible to  hate them as 
individuals:young, exuberant, ignorant, eagerto establish human contact.Itwasimpossible to hate them, 
but I couldn't forgetthat they were the enemy.
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Chapter Thirteen
Portugal (Summer 1940)
The next afternoon the train stopped at Fuente de Onoro on the Spanish border, and then at Vilar 
Formosoonthe Portugueseborder. Everyonehad to get of the train atVilar Formosa.
Portugal:Iknew onlyits name, whichIhad learned in high school.  No, Idid knowsomething
more: that Lisbon was its capital; that Lisbon was located on an estuary where the Clipper had landed; 
that Salazar,the head ofits government wasaFascist Catholicdictator;andthatitssecondlargestcity
was Oporto, where Carlo Alberto, the ex-king of Italy, had gone into exile. I did not even know that there 
was a connection between Oporto and Port wine. 
With this limited cultural  preparation, I got  off the train to  have  my  passport checked.  At the 
policestation IwastoldthatIcould  notcontinueon toLisbon,  wherethere  were alreadytoo  many
refugees. Everyoneon mytrain wasbeingroutedto an inland vilage famous forits  hotsprings, caled
Coria -or was it Curia?The Portuguese wanted to fil their hotels. 
I had no wish to go to Curia, which I imagined to be a litle Portuguese vilage with no connection
to the  outside  world. Itried to impress the employeeofthe importanceof my "mission  orders" which
specified Lisbon as my destination. The employee was not at al impressed  by the orders  of a  French 
government which had ceased toexist.
So Ishowed hima leterfroma friend ofmine, a physicsprofessoratthe UniversityofLisbon, 
who had invited me there to give some lectures. (I had writen to Aurelio Da Silva, a coleague of Curie, 
to askhimforthisleter.)Itwasimpossible to go to Lisbon."Atleastsend me to a place where there's a
university!"Ibegged. Mypassion forculture reroutedme to Coimbra. Or,rather,reroutedmypassportto
Coimbra, and I was told that I would find it at the local police station. 
Ihurried to folowmy passporttoits unknown destination. Itried to exchangemoneyto buy a 
ticket,butwas unhappilysurprisedto findthatFrenchfrancscouldno longerbe exchanged sinceno-one
trustedthem.So thereIwas, in VilarFormoso, alitle town in one of the more baren parts of theSpanish
peninsula, withouta pennyin my pocket-and withoutmypassport!Amongotherthings, itwasdinner
time, and I was hungry.
My new friend Anni was crying on the sidewalk in the station while I walkedalongthe tracks,
worrying. A distinguished gentleman approached me and asked my nationality. "Italian," Isaid. 
"Italian.That's a  difficultproblem.There are  organizations forthe  French,the  Belgians, the
Poles, etc. Theirconsulates take care of refugees. But there'snothing forthe Italians."
"Ok, ok, I'l figure outsomething. I have a gold chain that I can sel ... I'lbe able to eat for a few
days ...then I'l go to Coimbra, or I'l work here among the peasants."
"Are you a Fascist?"
I thoughtthequestionwasindiscreet. How should I answer itin Portugal, to someone who looked
like a government employee? 
"Me? Oh, I paynoatention to politics."
"Ok. If you want,you can go to the English. They wilgive you something to eat."
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The distinguished  gentleman had been sent to the border to welcome some  officials visiting an 
exposition thathad justopened in Lisbon (Esposicao do Mundo Portuguez). Instead, seeingthe flocks of
refugees arive, he was doing his best to help them.
He took me to the English. It must have been a Quaker organization. It was late, and they had no 
more soup. They gave me two hard boiled eggs. The distinguished gentleman brought me to his house, 
had someonesetthe table,and added salad, bread, buterandwine to the hard boiled eggs. Iwasvery
much surprised to find  Anni there.  There  was  no  organization for Lithuanians, and the  distinguished 
gentleman had invited herto eatand sleep in the house where he was staying.
At the table the distinguished gentleman, his wife, Anni, and I had a pleasant conversation. Anni 
had stoppedcrying.Butshe had cried in the policestation, and the policehad given herpermission to go 
to Lisbon where shewas to workasa secretaryforHICEM [HIAS, in English, forHebrew Immigration
Aid  Society]. Ithought the  hospitality extraordinary.  After two  months Ilearned that it was typical of 
Portugal.
After my meal, the  distinguished  gentleman took me to a shopkeeper whom he  persuaded to 
exchange80 escudos formy 1,000 francs(Two days earlierthe exchange rate was500 escudos.)Itwas
evening, and Iexpected to spend the nightin the open.Butthe distinguished gentleman found me a room
with a peasant for five escudos. I slept on several tables pushed together, covered by amatress of prickly 
hay. There were clean sheets and blankets. The nextdayIawoke flea-biten, and wassoryIhad notslept
outside.I boughta third class ticketforCoimbra andleft. Anni, thecapitalist, traveled in second class,
and Idespised hermiddle classvalues.
The trip started in barren countryside, and ended in countryside that looked like Tuscany. The sun 
was seting behind the hils, reflecting on the Mondego. Coimbra was an old city, an enchanting picture 
on a hil looking over a green valey.
After abrief look Iheaded towards a seedy hotel that seemed to fit my resources. Itook aroom 
(withoutrunningwater)whichIsharedwith numerousfleas.Iquicklyfelasleep, butataboutten o'clock
someoneknocked. Itwasa  policeemployeewho  woreglassesandspoke  passableFrench.  The  hotel
owners had told himofmy arrival. When he asked formydocuments,I repliedthatthe passportshould
have been sentto his ofice. Buthe had notreceived it, and asked forthereceipt. Takingit, hetoldme to 
stop atthe station the folowingday.
The next morning Iwent out to reconnoiter my new surroundings. Searching for the university, 
the police,andthe American consulate,Iwentto abookstore,where Iwastold thattheclosestAmerican
consulate wasin Lisbon (a bad start), and thatthe universityand the policestation were atthe top ofthe
hil. I wasgiven instructions for taking thestreetcar, but I decided to walk to save money.
And so, on an empty stomach, I walked  up Coimbra's medieval streets. I noticed young people 
dressed in black, wearinglarge capes,lookinglike musicians in an orchestra ormembers ofa religious
order.Iasked  oneofthemfordirectionsto theuniversity, inventingawordthatwas a cross  between 
Italian, French, German, and English. He started a longspeech in Portuguese, fromwhich Iunderstood
thathe wasa student, thathe wason his wayto the university, and thathe would behappyto take me 
there.  He  was  dressed in the traditionalclothesofthe studentorganization.  Wetalked althe  way,
gesticulating more than usual.
Iunderstood litle ofwhathe said, although Icould understand anythingthatwas writen.Isaid
"Physics,"and he signed thathe did notunderstand. Isaid "Chemistry"and he tookme to the chemistry
department.
There I found an English-speaking assistant who had studied in Cambridge. He showed me the 
lab, the  mostprizedinstruments, and  we talked aboutresearch. Iasked iftheycould  help  me  getto
Lisbon, and they said that they couldn't help me. In the end, they brought me to the Physics Department, 
saying thatthe directorspoke French and thathe had worked atthe Curie Laboratory.
Prof.  Mario  Augusto  Silvais  one  ofthe  mostmarvelous  men Ihave evermet. Ifound  myself
before a man ofaboutforty, with glasses, heavyratherthan fat. We talked aboutthe Curie Laboratory,
where  he  had writen  his thesis a few  years  before I was there, and of common friends. I told  him my 
situation,andhe lefthisworkto help me,accompanyingme to thepolicestation, to theGobernador, and
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to influentialprofessors.  The result:nothing.  Onlythe  policein  Lisbon could  decide  my case.  The
Gobernador promised that he would handle my case when he went to Lisbon a few days later. 
Mario Silva invited me to lunch at the best cafe in the city. Thus, on the very day that Ithought I
would die of hunger, Ihad one of the best meals of my life. Hors d'oeuvres ofcrab, then soup,fish,meat,
fresh fruit, cake, good wine. I wolfed it down because I was hungry and I didn't know when I would be 
able to eata good mealagain.
After lunch Silva presented me to those of his friends who spoke or understood French. Among 
others Imeta retired captain and an ex-senator. Theyasked myopinion ofthe French defeat, and Itold
them, cautiously, ofmyopinion ofbetrayalbytopoficials inthearmyand bythe Fascistmiddle-class.
The litle group listened to me with great interest, and when I finished someone said, "Yes, you're right. 
That's exactly what we think." I gathered courage and spoke  more  openly. We were in complete 
agreement. As luckwould haveit,I found myself in a groupof antifascists who shared many ofmy ideas.
Then we returned to the university, and I was taken to see the chapel and the ancient library. We 
stopped to take intheviewofthe greenvaleywhichlaybelow. Itlooked welcoming, asifopeningits
arms to receive aforeignerwho had just arived.
*  *  *
Iremained in  Coimbra longerthanIhad expected -two  months,  witha few interuptions. In 
spite ofthe reasons formy stay, Portugaland the Portuguese were pleasantand interesting. In thosetwo
months I became quite familiar with Portuguese life. Naturaly Isaw it from amiddle-class perspective, 
since Iwaswelcomed  by, and lived in middle classsociety. ButItried, as much aspossible, to getan
objective ideaofthe country and its people of alclasses.
Ilearned the language quickly. Unable tofind a Portuguese grammarbookwriten in French or
Italian, Iused a Frenchtextbookwriten forPortuguesespeakers, andlearneda few hundred words.The
roots ofthe wordsare Latin, exceptfora few Arabicwords. I quickly learned how to change Italian and 
French words to make them understandable to the Portuguese.
As much I like Portugal, Ihave to admit Ido not like the language. It is very much like Spanish, 
butthe Latin roots are cutoffas iftheyhad atrophied. Itdoesnothave the beautifulsound ofItalian, or
the refined sweetnessofFrench.The manynasalsounds make itstilless musical. Butifthe language is
notmusical, thePortuguesethemselvesare.  Theyspeakveryloudlyand fast, theirfacesare  very
expressive, and they usetheirhands freneticaly.
A group of Portuguese is noisy and efusive. Two friends who have not seen each other for afew 
days wilnotonlyshake hands, theyhugand pateach otheron the backwith the leftpalm. Iftheyhave
not seen each other fora month, they might kiss each other's cheeks -in public.
This cordiality is not just a facade. The Portuguese are warm and exuberant, as wel as generous 
and affectionate. Aftera fewweeks there, myfriends addressed me aso meu amigo. Thephrase was used
frequently in conversation, replacing the formal third person. There were so many ways to addresspeople,
thatIneverlearned to  usethe appropriate  phrases.  Arespectfulthird  person formranged fromvossa
Excelencia, o senhor doutor,"o senhor to the more friendlyo meu amigo orvoce.After voceone used the
second person singular. Women were addressed asExcelencia orsenhora donna.
In spite ofthese gradationsofrespect, the Portuguese are verystraightforward. Theirhospitality
is incredible, asmystoryshows.As soon asIarrivedIwasaccompanied bymy new friend to the local
bookstore. ThereIfound the litle bookofFrench conversation mentionedabove. Thinkingthatitwould
be useful, I asked its price.The bookseler gave it to me as a gift.
My professor friend continued to invite me to lunch and to dinner for the entire time that Iwas in 
Portugal. When he left forhis vacation atthe beach, he invited me to go with him. I did not want to accept
and attimesIhid, so thathe would notinviteme to lunch, eatingbread froma bakeryon a public bench.
But when I saw Silva again, he was sincerely insulted. So I ended up eating at his house al the time. He 
had five children, amongwhomthere wasa sweetfouryearold namedMaria Luiza.She had longblond
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curls, and she  wasmyonlyPortuguese  girlfriend.  AtfirstIcouldn'ttalkto  her,butafterwards  wehad
long, pleasant conversations. DearMaria Luizinha!
When the whole family went to the beach atPraia de Mira,theyinsisted thatIcome and  visit. 
Itooka bus thatleftCoimbra in the evening, and returned the nextmorning. Idid notwantto imposeas
an overnightguest, so IwentonSundays, whenthe bus leftin themorningandreturned in theevening.
Iwenttwo or three times, and each time theyinsistedthatIstayon,andIremained for the week. So Ihad
two or three weeks of vacation on the beach, withwonderful sunbathing and swimming ingood company, 
and the treat of reading the books in my host's library.
The Silva's weren't the only ones who were kind to me. The city engineer, who was the brother-
in-law ofmyfriend in Lisbon, regularlyinvited me to dinnerwhenIwasin town and the professorwas at
the beach. Bythattime, Ino longerneeded invitations, sinceIhadbeenable to exchange myfrancsata
good exchange rate.  Atalmosthalfthe  pre-warrate,Ifeltrich. Ihad to fightto refusethe engineer's 
invitations, and oftenlostthe batle. AfterdinnerIoften wentto the movieswithhimsincehe had a free
pass to several movie theaters.
My friends insisted that Ichange hotels, and they sent me to Pensione Rosa, which was the most 
expensive and alsothe cleanest.Istayed thereforaboutaweek.  ThenIwentto stayatACE, the
Associacion Cristiano dos Estudentes, a kind of YMCA. In the winter, the rooms were rented to students, 
butin the summertheywere empty. I renteda roomata  paltrypriceand stayed for more than two
months. When I went to pay, the director would accept only atiny sum.  At the very low price we had 
originalyagreed upon, Iowedabout200 escudos. Buthe asked me for80 because theywere closingthe
booksand theywere 80 escudos short. IfIhad given himmore he would nothave known whatto do with
the money.
He alowed  me to  pay 50  or 100 escudos for some activity,  but Ihad to argue to  get him to 
accept."One hundred escudos are equalto five dolars.Five dolars,more orless,arenotgoingto make 
anydifferenceto me in America.""Five dolarscan be veryusefulto you in America. Itmightgive you
one more dayto find work."He sentme offwith bestwishes, aswelas a leterto  his friend who was
director of the YMCA in New York.
There were some modern comforts at the ACE, but in some ways it was quite primitive. There 
was agym, a tennis court, and a shower that had hot water twice aweek. But since it was summer, there 
was no hot water. The toilets were not up to American standards. My bed consisted of awooden table 
with a  matress made of hay,  not more than five centimeters thick.  But the sheets  were clean, and the 
whole house was clean. I only found fleas occasionaly. I would take a shower, then find a flea. I'd take 
anothershower, andfind another. Itwaslike thiseveryday.  Nothingcouldbedoneaboutit-it must
have been the climate.
I wasnotthe  onlyperson to  be treated  welbythe  Portuguese. Iheard astoryoftwo  women 
refugees whohadgone to the riverto washtheirclothes. Some peasantsoferedto do itforthem, saying
thatladies were  notaccustomed to thatkind  of work.  They washed theclothes withoutaskingfor
payment.  This shows thegenerosityofthePortuguese aswelastheirbackwardness.  The  peasants
thoughtofclassdifferencesasbeingnormal. Thisservile deferencetothe  middle-classisnotfoundin
more advanced countries. 
When I was not invited -ithappened occasionaly-Iate ata studentPensiao. Forfive escudos
I had enormous meals: soup, fish, meat, fruit, wine and as much delicious bread as I wanted. Many
travelers to Portugalhave been mistakenin thinkingthatPortugalis a rich countrywhere one eats wel.
But these visitors don't know that although food is cheap, most Portuguese cannot afford it. A farmer eats 
darkbread,  with an  occasionalsardine.Nutrition is so  bad thatthere is  much tuberculosis in the
countryside in spite of an excelent climate and ahotsun.
The fishermen I saw at Praia  de  Mira lived in  miserable conditions.  They worked  only a few 
months a year when the sea was relatively calm. They were too poor to own a boat from which to set out 
theirnets, oroxen to pulthe nets in.Theyoffered theirservicesto a fishingcompanythatpaid thema 
smal sum and some sardines. It was hard work, requiring muscles ofsteel.
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The fishing at Praia de Mira is one of the scenes that is indelibly impressed in my memory. A vast 
beachoffine sand extendsasfarasonecansee. Blue skyand hotsun;the seaa darkerblue, broken by
the  white linesof wavesbreakingnoisilyon theshore.  An unlikely boat, with the traditionalslender
curvesthatmusthave been unchanged forcenturies, goesoutto sea,bouncingon the breakingwaveslike
an ilustration outofa  mythologybook. Abouttwentystrong,sunburned fisherman rowoutto into the
deep water. Afew hundred meters from shore,they drop theirnets thatarethenpuled ashore by oxen.
Meanwhile, the women wait on the beach, talking. They too, are dark, with pure and severe faces, 
thinfrompoverty, workand childbearing. Theywaitin thesunto earn afew penniesbycaryingbaskets
ofsardines. The fishermen and the oxen go backandforth, fasterand faster, untilthe resistanceofthe
netsdiminishesasthey’re puled outofthe water.  Finaly, atakind ofgalop, witheveryone shouting, 
encouragingthe oxen sothe fish don'tescape, thefulnetisdragged up on shore. You can seethe live 
fishshiningin the sun -one, two,three, sometimesfive basketsofsardines.. .sometimeslargerfish, 
more than a meter long. The fish areauctionedofon thebeach. The sardines are sold to thestorekeepers,
and the beterfish to the few vacationing families.
But, to return to the conditions  of the  Portuguese  people, Iremember a saint's  day in  Coimbra 
with aprocession with the image of the saint, the clergy, daughters of Christ, etc. Dinner was served to 
five hundred poor people, who probably left ful and thankful, without thinking that theymightbeentitled
to eaton theother364 days ofthe year. Thelocalclerical-fascistgovernmentorganized afewanti-TB
clinics, encouraged  donations  offood forthe  pooroncea  year, and invitedpeople to  weartraditional
costumes and dance.
They were  nice dances though, including a competition for the feast of the  Reina  Santa  where 
teams offolkdancers came fromnearbyvilagesand towns. Theyhad colorfulcostumes, largeskirts and
pretycorsets. The women caried an amphora on a scarfroled up on theirheads. Theynotonlywalked, 
but they danced with the amphora on their heads.
The poverty of the people was revealed by the incredible number of servants employed by middle 
class families. Myfriend the professorhad five. Youngpeasantwomen wentintoserviceworkfora few
pennies, so thattheycouldeatleftovers fromthe middle class meals.The iliteracyrate wasveryhigh. I
don't remember the exact number, butIwouldn't be surprised if it were 80%.
Students came fromthe wel-to-do, middleclass. Imetseveralin the ACE where Isleptand in
the Pensiao where Iate. Theywere affable, talkative,and expansiveandveryatached to theircountry
and its pastglories. Nationalists, withoutbeingchauvinistic, theyknew thatPortugalwasa smalnation,
buttheireyesshone when theyspoke ofthe glorious historyoftheircountryin the days ofsailingships
and the  greatgeographicdiscoveries.  Theywere awareofthe  weakness  oftheirarmy,butwere
neverthelessconvinced, asin everyothercountry, thatthe Portuguese were the bestsoldiers in the world.
They had some fondness for England, with which Portugal was alied, and they disliked Spain. Culturaly 
they were more influenced by the French.
Generaly, thestudentswere notveryinterested in the internalstateoftheircountry. Sincethey
belonged to the  managerialclass, theyseemed  uninterestedinwhether their country was run as a 
democracyora  dictatorship.  Some supportedSalazar,  others  were againsthim,  butfew  ofthemwere
excited about the internal situation. Most of them hoped that England would win the war.
There  were a few  people  who  were  not disinterested. I met some  Marxist students,  who  were 
studyingthe sacred texts ofMarx and Lenin with appropriateseriousness. In spiteofthe Catholic-Fascist
dictatorship, these  youngintelectuals  had theirown newspapers.  Aweeklycaled O Sol Nascente was 
obviouslyMarxist.  One  weekitpublished an entire  page  on "Idealismand  Materialism"defendingthe
materialistic perspective. Radical students in Coimbra published a monthly paper caled O Pensamento. 
These publications lasted about a year, after which they were  banned and they reappeared under a new 
name. The organizers wereleftin peace as longastheyrestricted themselvesto...thinking. Naturaly
theywererelativelycautious, butIdid notheartalkofspiesorarests.Iknew onlyone person who had
been imprisonedforpoliticalreasons, butIneverlearned the whole story. The liberalstudents admired
him, butthe Marxists did nottrusthim.The Fascists respected him[Myfriend Mario Silva laterlosthis 
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position asprofessorand wasalso arrested forcriticizingthe government, which he  nevertried to  hide
fromanyone.]
Ithinkthatthe bestwayto describe Portuguese Fascismis thatPortugueseFascismwasto Italian
FascismasItalian Fascismwasto German Fascism. InPortugalFascismdid notexertexcessive violence
due to the ignoranceand backwardness ofits people.
The private livesofPortuguese students weresimilarto Italian students, butworse. Oneevening,
as I was going home, Imet a group of ACE students who invited me to a cafe. We ate crab and drank beer
and portwine. When the drinks had had theireffect, the group headed forthe localbrothel. Icould not
refuseto go with them, and forhalfan hourIsatin a smokyfrontroomwhere theambiencemadeItalian
studentbrothels seemtasteful.Drunken  young mensatalaround the room.  Theywere even  more
disgustingthan the tipplerswho squawked noisily. The prostituteswould have appeared unatractive to
anyone withaminimalsenseofesthetics and self-respect. Theysat on the client's knees,and the menwho 
couldn't aford their services tried to wheedle kissesfrom them.
The folowing day, these same students could seriously say that it was not respectable for women 
to atendthe university. There were veryfew womenatthe universityand theyweredistrusted,asifthey
had nomorals.Women were supposed tobe ignorantand to stayhome, andmiddle classwomen upheld
this moral code imposed by tradition and the church.
Maybe this was the reason that Portuguese women seemed so boring. They could not even make 
familylife interesting, thusmissingouton the purpose oftheirlives. To escape boredomathome, men 
went home  only to eat and sleep and in the evening they met at the cafe for the conversation and 
companionship that was missing at home
*  *  *
Iwent to Lisbon severaltimes to arrange to getmy American visa.
Mario  Silva  offered  me a  position as an assistant at the  university,  but the  Portuguese  police 
would not let me stay in Portugal. Besides, even though I had learned that Portugal was uma terra bonita,
Idid notintend to spentthe restofmylife in Coimbra's hils. ButIwascaughtin a bureaucratic trap:in 
orderto leave  PortugalIhad to  go to  Lisbon to talkto the  American consul.  ButIneeded  police
permission to go to Lisbon, and the police, who wanted me to leave Portugal, would not alow me to go to 
Lisbon. 
Ifinalydecided to leave withoutpermission.  SinceIdid  nothave an identitycard that would
alowme to stayin a hotel,Igotmyselfinvited to Marquesda Silva's house. Iwentto Lisbon five orsix
times, always travelingilegaly on a  nighttrain.  Before leavingIasked thepoliceforapermit.  The
employees knew me, and they always congratulated me on how wel I was learning the language, but they
couldnotgive me a permit. Ineeded an officialdocumentfromthepolice in Lisbon, whichwouldhave
taken two weeks to get. But Iwas in a hury, and leftanyhow. Otherwise Imight stil be in Portugal!
The employee with the glasses, who had awakened me the first night in Coimbra, told me that I
needed a leterfromthe Italian consulate to getthepermit. Maybe the Italian consulate would have given 
me the leter, but Idid not want to ask for it. I had had it with Fascists! The employee asked me why I
didn't wantto go to the consulate.
"I am Jewish."
"Ah! Then it's beterthat you don't go."
"But I have to go to Lisbon."
"Then, go. ButIdon'tknowanythingaboutit. Don'tgo to a hotel. You mighthave trouble. .. I
haven'tsaid anything. Do you understand? Don'tsaythatIgave you advice. .. Ishouldn't.. But, ifyou
have to go, you have to go."
"Thanks. You know, I've already been threetimes."
"Good, but I don't know anything aboutit. Good luck."
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Before leaving I would leave  my address at ACE, teling them to telegraph  me if the  police 
should come lookingforme. OnceIreceived a telegramassoon asIarrived in Lisbon. Ihad to return to
Coimbra on the express train. The police wanted ten escudos to renew my residence permit. 
Itraveled atnightin third class. The train wasveryslow, and crowded with peasants. Iavoided
talkingbecauseIdid notwantpeople to knowthatIwasa foreigner. The cars were filthy. The express
train had onlyfirstand second classcars, madein America. Theywere comfortable and airconditioned.
On the express, the trip lasted three or four hours. In third class, ittook ten hours. 
Once, for achange, Itook abus. I saw how bonitaPortugalwas.Iwassoimpressed bythis trip
thatas soon as Iarrived inLisbon Iwentto the CafePortugal-airconditioned-and wrote a leterto
Nanie teling her about the  Portuguese countryside.  There  were stil windmils from the time  of Don 
Quixote. 
The first time that Iwent to Lisbon, Marques de Silva met me at the station. He took me to his 
house in a taxi-we crossed Avenida da Liberdade -and gave me breakfast. They al spoke French at his
house.  The children  wentto the  French  Lycée.  Marquezda  Silva loved  France,  buthe said, "France
doesn't existfor me anymore. Now it's 'Petainland.'"
After breakfast he went to the physics lab and I went to the American consulate. 
I had asked the consulate inBordeaux to send my documents to Lisbon, but they had not arrived. 
They advised me to write toBordeaux to have them sent. Not knowing American ways yet, I thought they 
were making fun of me. Maybe they were just trying to get rid of me. Why would the consulate of agreat 
nationpay atention to a leter writen by a private person like me?On paper that was not even official? I
was also afraid that my leter would not arive. I asked them to write an oficial leter. They told me they 
had too much to do, and insisted thatIwrite. Theywereobviouslybusy.Ilostalhope ofevergetingto
America. But I did write . ..one never knows . ..
The consulate  was always crowded  with refugees from al over the  world, al seeking an 
American  visa. Most of them seemed to  be  quite  wel of.  The  poorer and  weaker refugees had been 
weeded out before reaching Lisbon. Those who had come to Portugal without resources lived outside the 
city. The HICEM took care of poorJews.
Iwentto seeAnniattheHICEM offices, and we aranged to meetin theevening. Poor Anniwas
alone and unhappy. Heronlyfriends were herbossand his wife. She wished she were in France. Icould 
notaford to oferhermore than a cup ofcoffeeatthe CafePortugal. Everyoneturned to lookwhen they
sawa woman enteringthe cafe. Then we wentto see the moon overthe Tago, and slowlyIwalked her
home. Wetalked oflove, naturaly, andItold heraboutNanie.Ipromised thatIwould askMarquezda
Silva to getin touch with her.
Iwentbackto Lisbon two weeks later. Al my papers had come fromBordeaux, includingthe
quotanumber. Butthe consulsaid thatthere were newinstructionsfromthe State Department, andthatI
would have to start over. The affidavit of support was inadequatebecause Idid notpersonalyknowthe
person who had writen it. When Itold himthe namesofpeopleIknew atuniversities, he told me to get
leters of recommendation from them. I wrote to Rossi, Compton and Fermi.
Meanwhile Marques da Silva had been to see Anni, and they had become great friends. They had 
met a group  of Portuguese and refugees  who al spoke  French.  Nita  was at the center of the  group.  A 
beautifulwoman ofaboutthirty, she wasPortuguese, butshehad lived and worked in France a longtime.
She had been wel-paid, and hadbecome Parisian. In Paris she had marriedayoungPolish Communistof
Jewish descent. He washandsome too, with sweetblue eyes. His name wasMiete, a name thatsounded 
like a cat's name.
Nita made the decisions, along with her brother Joao Brandao, a singer by profession. In France 
he had occasionalysungon the radio. Duringthe warhe had worked forthe MinistryofInformation for
the Portuguese language radio. Nitadanced. She had learned some classicaldance forpleasure, and now
that she was pennilessshe thought shecouldgive some dance recitals.
Nita, Joao, and Miete had arrived in Portugal with Langouste. Langouste was asalmon-colored 
Chrysler "spider" that Nita and Joao had bought to escape France, but they could not afford to buy gas for 
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it.EveryonespokeafectionatelyofLangouste as if it were afamilymemberwho had been abandoned on
the street.
Miete had served in the French army. While he was wandering around Bordeaux and Hendaye 
afterthe defeat,heran intoLangouste and his wife and brother-in-law bychance. Theygave himcivilian
clothesandtookhimto Portugal,sayingthathewastheirbrother,a Portuguese citizen. Theyhad had to
falsifyhis  passport,  but whatharm wasthere in that?Theylived in an apartmentloaned to thembya
painter who wastraveling.
Idid notwantto imposeonMarquezda Silva, so Iwentto stayin this housewhere Ihad a room
in the atic. Ipaid a litle, and everybody washappywith the arangement. Weate baccalaand sardines,
and we had a lotoffun. Everybodysangand danced and talked, butwe ate litle. Montparnasse had come
to Lisbon.There waseven a homosexualpoetwho often came to see us in the evening. He recited poetry
and sang Brazilian songs, using his long delicate hands in effeminate gestures.
Anni lived close by, and she also often joinedusin the evening.  Marquezda  Silva  had sortof
faleninlove with her,andJoaoBrandao was courtingher. Idid notpaya lotofatention to heras Iwas
stilthinkingofNanie. Annibecame rude to me. She liked to be the centerofatention, and maybe she
had taken a liking to me.
Miete told us about the war. His regiment had been sent to defend a position. Everyone dug a
trench and prepared to fight. After a few days they gotordersto retreat to defend a position a few hundred
kilometers behind them. So theyretreated fromthe Belgian frontierto Bordeaux withouthavingseen a
single German. He said thatwhen the Germansmetresistance, theytoo retreated,becausetheyknew they
could getthrough anotherway withouta fight.
A Brazilian architect who was passing through came to live with us for afew days. They caled 
himloco,  but he  was a  veryinteresting and inteligent young man.  He spoke a great manylanguages
perfectly.  He could speakFrench  with accents fromthe  various  Parisian suburbs.  He  had lived in the
SovietUnion forafew years, and he wasenthusiastic aboutit. He saidthathe was nota Communist, but 
thatthe SovietUnion wasa paradise. He had been paid verywelin Russiaandsaid thatone could have 
the same  beautifulthings in  Russia asin  Paris.  Accordingto  him, there  wasfreedomforeveryonein
Russia, except for traitors. He was convinced that anyone who was arrested or kiled was actualy atraitor 
-aftera few days the locoleft for Brazil.
My doubts about the  USSR's atitude  had  been  dissipated  with  France's  defeat. It seemed clear 
thatifRussia had entered the waragainstthe Germans, the French and English would have watched, as
theyhad in fact watched the  German-Polish  war. Ifthe  USSRhadbeen  defeated,  Chamberlain and
Daladier would  have  made peace with  Hitler. The war disgusted  me: the  English empire against the 
German empire. Let them fight it out between themselves. 
London  was  bombed.  We expected an invasion  of England. I thought that the Italian troops in 
Lybia and in Abyssinia would unite somewhere in Sudan and occupy Suez. It would be a catastrophe -
the end ofour civilization. The bestthingto do wastogo to Americato have a fewmore years ofcivilian
life. WhenFascismgotthere Iplanned to hide amongthe  Mexicanpeasants orin the  Amazon forests,
searching for freedom in primitive life.
Iwasyoung, and the worldwaslarge. Iwould find a cornerto live in. At timesIfelt like Iowned 
the world, although Idid nothave a countryin which to stay(the Portuguese policedid notwantme, and 
the various New World consulatesdid notseemto wantme in theirrespective countries).Ihad no work.
Iwasreachingthe end ofmymoney. Since Ihad nothing, Ihad no ties, and feltperfectlyfree. America,
Asia, Africa were far away, and their bureaucracies would not let me in. ButIfeltthatIcould gettothe
otherside ofthe ocean somehow. Iflegalmethods failed, Iwould hide in the hulofa ship, orIwould
steal a boat. In myoptimistic moments, my imagination was ful ofadventure.
Refugees crowded the cafés at the Avenida da Liberdade and  del Rossio.  Everyone lived in a 
state  ofuncertaintyandagitation.  Alarmistrumors spread and reproduced like  microbes in a culture. 
Everyweekrumors spreadthatHitlerwasaboutto invadeSpain and  Portugal.  Generalpanic  was
folowed by a few days ofexaggerated optimism.
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The Portuguese were always nice to the refugees. Those who had been abroad and who believed 
that theircountry wasatthe edge of civilization were happy to be in a cosmopolitan atmosphere. They did
their bestto help the peaceful and frightened invaders.
Miete was the most frightened of al. He felt Hitler's army at his heels, and he couldn't wait to 
find securityon the otherside oftheAtlantic.Finalyhe and Nita gotvisasforBrazilbutNitadecided to
stayin Portugalwith herbrother, sayingthatshehad an obligationtowards herparents who were, Ithink, 
in France. Miete leftalone, heart-broken. Nita stayed on, distressed. Butshe wasprobablyreadyto be
consoled. I did not try to console her ...and I'm sorryI didn't.
On the whole, the days in Lisbon were quite pleasant. Iwas invited here and there. One Sunday, 
in the rumble seatofLangouste, we wentto Coira (?)to swimatthe beach atEscuril. Anni's bossinvited
us to lunch atthe besthotel, butAnniwasnotbeingniceto me. There wasa diferentkind ofrefugees in
Escuril. They gathered around the roulete wheel, joined by spies from the beligerent nations.
In  Coira I wentto seea corrida. In  Portugalthe corridais  no more cruelthan a  game  of
American footbal.  At the end  of the run, the  bul is atracted into an arena  by a  herd  of cows, and I 
suppose helivesthe rest ofhis life in green pastures, dedicating himselfto the reproduction ofthe species.
The horses' belies are protected by thick cushions, and the bul's horns are covered by rubber tips which 
re removedin the end when thematador,afterthe ritualpirouete, makesthetired beastkneelinfrontof
him.Italends with the triumph ofagilityand inteligence overbrute force. The Portuguese go home to
sleep peacefuly, notreproaching themselvesatspiling the blood of horses and buls.
Another Portuguese  variation  of the corridahad fiveorsix  unarmed  men immobilize the  bul
with their hands. One throws himself between the horns and over the head, so that the bul can't see. The 
others hang onto his legs and tail. In the corridathat I saw, the man who should have taken the bul by the
horns missed, and fel. The bulstepped on him, and the young Hercules survived with a few broken ribs.
I meta few youngmathematicians and physicists inLisbon.The UniversityofLisbon is about
equalto a mediocre Italianuniversity. Afew students had been abroad, supported bytheirMinistryof
Education,  which sent its  best students to the  more famous schools abroad rather than invite foreign 
scientists to Portugal. I thought that there was a nucleus of good people around which a good school could
be built later on.
The episode of the young mathematician who had refused to sign a paper declaring his aversion 
to Communismwastypicalofthe Portuguese politicalsituation. The studentcould no longerreceive his
salary directly, butthe university found a way to givehim a scholarship, as payment for services.
*  * *
When I was in  Coimbra Iheard that the  American consulate  had received the leter  of 
recommendation thatIneeded. Ihurried ilegalyto LisbonwhereIwasreceived bythe consul, who was
impressed thattwo  Nobelprize  winners  were  wilingto recommend  me.  He  gave  me the  visaI had 
agonized so long for.
But I had to wait my turn to complete the necessary formalities. They gave me an appointment for 
the folowingweekso thatIcouldfiloutsome forms and tohave  myvisastamped intomypassport.
Returning to Coimbra, I went to the police station to ask for official permission to go to Lisbon with my 
passport, which theywere keeping. Theyhad me write a requeston officialpaperand this documentwas
sentoftoLisbon.Onthe dayofmyappointmentwith the American consulate,Ihad notyetreceived a
reply.
Itwasso absurdthatforthe firsttime sinceIhad leftParis Ifeltdiscouraged. Difficulties make 
me excited, stupidities depress me. I spent several days in bed waiting, unable to do anything. 
Finaly,I receivedofficialpermission to go to Lisbonlegalyforfive days with mypassport. I
arrived attheAmerican consulatewith  myfew suitcases, andIwastoldthatsinceIhad  missed  my
appointment, Iwould  haveto  waitagain.Theygaveme anotherappointmentforthe folowingweek, 
when I was supposed to  be  back in  Coimbra and return  my passport to the  police.  This time I was 
desperate.ItoldAnnimyproblems, and she founda solution. As a kind ofdiplomatic representativefor 
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the Jews, oneofdirectors ofthe HICEM wrote aleterto the policewho alowedme to stayin Lisbon for
another week.
With  my visa and  orders to return to  Coimbra two  days later, I  made the rounds  of al the 
shippingcompaniesto finda wayto geta ticketbeforeleavingLisbon. Buttherewasnothingavailable.I 
went to Anni's office to say good-bye, and to ask them to reserve a berth for me on the next ship. 
Iimagined "my"shipleavingwhile Iwasin Coimbra waitingformypassport. Isaid good-by to 
Anni, convinced that the bureaucracy would keep me in Coimbra forever ...Suddenly there was great 
commotion in the ofice. Seven emaciated Jewshad justwalked acrossPyrenees, amongtheman old lady
who could  hardly stand.  They had  American  visas that would expire in a  week. If they did  not leave 
immediately on a shipthatwasalready in port, they would have to give up alhope of going to America.
There painful scenes, telephone cals, old ladies crying, more telephone cals. Finaly the police 
said thata shipwasin portwitheightunassigned berths. There were seven refugees -Iwasthe eighth,
with a brand new visa. I left on the Nea Helas.
Iwassurprised thatmy cabin hadtwo berthsforjustme. Ineverunderstood whythe Portuguese
police, whocomplainedaboutthe presence ofrefugees, would alowa shipto leave with an emptyberth. 
The only explanation that makes sense is that Portugal was making good money off the refugees, and was 
not realy in a hury to letthemgo.
In any case,I left. An employee from the HICEM hireda taxi, and took us to a travel agent, to the
police, and to many otherplaces. The moneythatIhad paid in Bordeaux fora firstclass ticket, wasnow
onlyenough topayforhalfa third class ticket.HICEM paid the otherhalf. IleftforAmericawithabout
$80 dolars in my pocket, and a few hundred dolars debt. Anni and Marquez da Silva came to see me off.
Ten days later Ilanded in New York. This is the end of my story. America is here, at my feet, and 
Icannotdescribe itobjectively.  Besides,beingin the United  States,Iamso litleconnectedto world
events thatitwould be of no interest tothe reader, oreven to me.Ihave described whathappened to me 
in Europe,notbecause Ithoughtitwasextraordinary.Itwasa typicalstory, thatofan average person-
certainlynota hero-in a world in crisis. It's the storyoftheworld situation, notmystory,thatIwanted
to tel.
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